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Magma m ingling as a trigger o f  explosive silicic volcanism ? A test o f  m odels involving  
the interaction o f  mafic and felsic magmas in the eastern Bearpaw Mountains, MT.
Director: Don W. Hyndman
M odels proposed by Sparks et al.(1977), Murphy et al. (1999), Eichelberger (1980), 
and F eeley and Dungan (1997) cite extreme temperature contrast, volatile exsolution, and 
equilibrating densities as plausible mechanism s responsible for driving pluton-scale 
convection o f  interacting felsic and mafic magmas. These m odels are tested in the 
southeastern Bearpaw Mountains, MT., where abundant small m afic inclusions are 
distributed throughout w ell exposed quartz latite plutons. Latite co-exists with small 
(0 .5-3cm ) subspherical shonkinite inclusions showing many stages o f  disaggregation, 
cuspate margin formation, and an outward decrease in grain size. Pluton-scale 
convection is evidenced by an even distribution o f  inclusions, com positional 
hom ogeneity, amphibole phenocryst alignment, heterogenous reaction-rim thickness, and 
multiple reaction rims on am phiboles. Exsolved gas vesicles in inclusions o f  pyroclastic 
rocks, coeval shonkinite (~1000°C ) and quartz latite (~750°C ) magmas, resorbed 
pyroxenes, quartz, and biotite, and thin amphibole reaction rims around shonkinite 
inclusions all point to the injection o f  a hot, volatile-bearing shonkinite m agma into a 
quartz latite magma host. At Deer Butte, phenocrysts o f  co-existing sanidine and 
plagioclase, along with anti-perthite xenocrysts all contain thin rims o f  sieved  alkali 
feldspar, corresponding to a dramatic decrease in pressure from eruption. Shonkinite 
stringers trailing o ff  inclusions o f  both tuff-breccia and plutonic sam ples point to a still- 
m olten state o f  shonkinite magma during a rapid eruption. Biotite grains lacking reaction 
rims, and skeletal feldspar grains that grew rapidly around melt cores can also be seen in 
erupted samples.
D eer Butte and Suction Butte in the northern Rattlesnake Quadrangle are both 
interpreted to be quartz latite magma chambers that had partially crystallized before being  
intruded by an initially hot, dense shonkinite magma. A s the shonkinite m agma was 
released heat into the host quartz latite and crystallized, volatile phases exsolved , 
lowering the density o f  the shonkinite magma. The inclusions then rose buoyantly in the 
magma. Continued transfer o f  heat and volatiles rapidly initiated pluton- scale 
convection, effectively  dis-aggregating and distributing the shonkinite m agma to all parts 
o f  the pluton. The added volum e and exsolved volatiles from the shonkinite m agma 
sufficiently raised the vapor pressure within the magma chamber to drive exp losive  
eruption o f  pyroclastic tu ff and tuff-breccia.
A c k n o w l e d g e m e n t s
Because He wants to be known, you said, embraced 
In the way o f  creekbeds, canyons.
The caress o f  geologic tim es, the split instant o f  an age.
Eternity winks past like lightning bugs,
The lazy w ay time has o f  shining.
Forever is a strand o f  luminous moments.
And now sitting on a boulder by a river seem s to take longer.
Seem s a promise o f  divinity, o f  shaping, the m ost intimate 
Knowledge that ever fell with turning leaves...
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Introduction:
Various m odels proposed by Sparks et al. (1977), Murphy (2000), Feeley and Dungan (1996) and 
Eichelberger (1980) cite extreme temperature difference, volatile m obilization, and equilibrated densities as 
m echanism s responsible for driving pluton-scale convection o f  interacting felsic and m afic m agm as (See  
Table 1). M any have also m odelled the relationship o f  the m ovem ent and transfer o f  volatiles in a m agma 
system  with pressure-release eruption (Sparks, 1997, Huppert et al., 1982, L. W ilson et al. 1978).
H ow ever, these m odels have not given volcanologists any confirmation o f  what driving forces prompt the 
m ingling, m ixing, and eruption o f  chem ically distinct m agmas because o f  insufficient correlating field  
evidence from the feeder plutons.
This project exam ines a group o f  w ell exposed quartz latite plutons and associated volcanic rocks 
in the southeastern Bearpaw Mountains in north-central Montana. It describes the petrology, geochem istry, 
and physical relationships o f  a dominant quartz latite magma with a volum etrically minor shonkinite 
m agm a in both intrusions and associated volcanic rocks. It also tests the existing m odels explaining the 
role o f  interacting m afic and felsic magmas in triggering explosive volcanic eruptions.
I suggest that evidence o f  coeval felsic and m afic magmas, sm all-scale heterogeneous thermal 
histories, and the abundance and distribution o f  inclusions and volatiles point to the introduction o f  a hot, 
volatile-bearing m afic magma into a felsic host pluton. 1 also suggest that this intruding m afic m agma is 
directly responsible for the violent eruption o f  tu ff and tuff-breccia deposits that are exposed in areas 
adjacent to the sub-volcanic chambers.
Previous Studies:
Pirsson and W eed first published a series o f  observational papers in 1896, based on a quick  
reconnaissance o f  the Bearpaw Mountains. They exam ined and described the igneous rock types and noted 
the alkalic chem istry o f  the rocks and the apparent co-existence o f  alkalic and sub-alkalic rock types. A 
regional exam ination o f  the Central Montana Alkalic Province was undertaken by Larsen (1940), relating 
the chem istry, petrology, and m ineralogy o f  the various igneous intrusions seen throughout the region.
Table 1; Proposed M odels
M odel A (Sparks et al., 1977) M odel B (Eichelberger, 1980) M odel C (Feeley & Dungan, 1996) M odel D (Murphy et al., 2000)
M agma m ixing/m ingling driven 
by extrem e temperature 
difference; The introduction o f  a 
hot m afic m agma into the base o f  
a low-temp. felsic m agma  
chamber starts both the exchange  
o f  volatiles and the rapid 
superheating and convection o f  
the felsic magma. This results in 
the entrainment and physical 
m ingling o f  som e mafic magma 
with the felsic magma.
*Note: There m ay or may not be 
som e degree o f  chem ical m ixing  
along with the physical 
m ingling.________________________
M agm a m ingling driven by density  
differences  between intruding 
m agma and resident magma. A 
water-saturated m afic magma 
exso lv in g  excess volatiles (because 
o f  cooling) can be lower in density  
than the more differentiated resident 
magma. The intruding magma is 
therefore im m ediately buoyant and 
ascends as either a laminar or an 
entraining turbulent plume, or as a 
collection  o f  smaller inclusions.
M agma m ixing that results in the 
developm ent o f  a chem ically hybrid 
boundary layer between the two distinct 
m agmas. Subsequent entrainment and 
vigorous convection driven by 
temperature differences and exsolved  free 
volatiles distributes chem ically  
intermediate enclaves of'm ixed ' magmas 
throughout the pluton.
Injection o f  m afic m agma into the 
base o f  a partially crystallized felsic  
host magma as dikes and sills 
reheats and m obilizes felsic magma. 
As plum es o f  m afic magma in 
which gas has begun to exsolve  
ascend into the chamber, gas is 
released into the latite, and the host 
magma stirs, eventually pressurizing 
the m agma chamber and setting the 
stage for violent pressure release.
to
Assum ptions/Lim itations/ 
Constraints: M agm a m ingling  
must have occurred rapidly; 
felsic m agm a becam e 
supersaturated with volatiles, 
perhaps leading to an eruption 
through fractures or fissures on 
the outside o f  the chamber due 
to increased pressure in the 
system . Turbulent flow  is 
required._______________________
Assum ptions/Lim itations/ 
Constraints: The density o f  the 
intruding m afic magma, a function  
o f  its m ineralogy, temperature, and 
volatile content, must be < that o f  
the quartz latite above; initial 
volatile content must be high 
enough to make density o f  mafic 
magma (alm ost like a foam ) less 
than latite; heat transfer is only  
local.
Assum ptions/Lim itations/
Constraints: W hole-rock chem istry must 
show  com plete gradation o f  chemistry 
between theoretical end members.
Assum ptions/Lim itations/ 
Constraints: The intruding m afic 
magma must contain volatiles; host 
magma must have an initially rigid 
crystal framework which is intruded 
by dikes and injections o f  mafic 
magma.
Required supporting data:
widespread heterogeneous rocks 
where the magmas met, m ingled, 
but did not com pletely chem ically  
mix; mafic inclusions or 
entrainments in extrusive rocks o f  
the same chem istry found distal to 
plutons (triggered eruption); 
different textures in inclusions o f  
intrusive and extrusive rocks; 
chilled margins, com plete 
crystallization o f  m afic inclusions 
before com plete mixing; 
discontinuous or peritectic 
reactions, reaction halos, em bayed  
minerals,
and incom patible minerals.
Required supporting data:
Rounded m afic inclusions; 
disequilibrium  textures; in addition 
to globular m afic inclusions, the 
presence o f  sm all p illow ing plum es, 
or streaks o f  drawn-up m afic 
material; vesicular texture or other 
indicators o f  exsolvin g volatile 
content near the contact between the 
tw o magmas; inferred (based on 
density) high vesicularity in the 
m afic inclusions; textural clues 
(chilled margins, phenocrysts) 
suggesting partial crystallization o f  
shonkinite prior to entrainment into 
latite; evidence o f  reheating close to 
contact between intruding 
shonkinite magma and overlying  
latite.
Required supporting data: Intermediate 
chemistry inclusions distributed in the 
upper pluton o f  end member (shonkinite) 
intrusion; evidence o f  a hybrid layer; 
chem ical zonation or layering within the 
pluton; equal to subequal ratio o f  m afic to 
felsic magmas.
Supporting data: Phenocrysts in 
felsic host w hich have experienced  
varied crystallizing histories, 
heterogenous magma com position; 
disequilibrium textures in 
phenocrysts (reaction rims, 
reverse/oscillatory zoning, 
resorption, etc.); both angular and 
rounded shonkinite inclusions; 
locally high m afic to felsic magma 
ratios.
Contradictory ev idence: If the 
inclusions were not end-m em ber 
shonkinite, but were o f  an 
intermediate chem istry between  
latite and shonkinite; a lack o f  
m afic inclusions in the extrusive 
equivalent o f  latite found 
adjacent to the plutons. If 
volatiles were not abundant 
enough to saturate the magma.
Contradictory ev idence: I f  the 
inclusions were angular, show ing  
that they had chilled and solidified  
prior to being m ingled into the latite 
magma.
Contradictory ev idence: If a contact 
between shonkinite and latite was found 
in a pluton containing the inclusions, 
without an intermediate com position  
horizon; if  the inclusions were chem ically  
incompatible with surrounding latite; 
small volum e ratio o f  m afic to felsic  
magmas.
Contradictory evidence: If 
phenocrysts experienced identical 
ci-ystallization histories; thorough 
convection and m ingling o f  
shonkinite magma; exclusively  
rounded inclusions; evidence o f  
shonkinite magma chilling in cooler 
latite m agma (chilled margins, very 
fme-grain inclusions); hom ogeneous 
latite chemistry._____________________
Fisher’s (1946) dissertation in the Bearpaws again was a reconnaissance o f  the alkalic igneous rocks o f  the 
northeastern Bearpaws area. The U.S. G eological Survey began a project in 1947, overseen by W.T. 
Pecora, that eventually yielded quadrangle-scale maps for the entire Bearpaw region. Com prehensive 
m apping by Hearn, Pecora, Schmidt and Bryant from 1957-1964 catalogued in detail most o f  the eastern 
Bearpaws. O f note is their recognition o f  the presence o f  abundant inclusions, which they repeatedly  
identified as pre-Cambrian xenoliths o f  pyroxenite, biotite gneiss, am phibolite, and local clastic 
sedim entary rocks from depth. Hearn (1976) com piled the geo logy  (map scale 1:125,000) and structure o f  
the Bearpaw M ountains (m odified in Figure 1).
Radiometric age dating o f  the igneous centers o f  the Central Montana Alkalic Province are 
provided by Martin et al. (1980), who found the volcanoes o f  the Bearpaws to be o f  Eocene age. In many 
parts o f  the Central Montana A lkalic Province m afic and felsic rocks have a related origin. The 
contem poraneous, m utually intruding magmas show  overlap and evidence o f  both m ingling and m ixing. 
Tureck-Schwartz (1992) and Tureck-Schv/arz and Hyndman (1991) exam ined the relationship o f  alkalic 
and sub-alkalic mafic and felsic rocks in the Bearpaw M ountains and concluded that m afic alkalic magma 
(shonkinite) partially m elted in the upper mantle, found its w ay into the epizonal crust, and m elted  
surrounding country rocks to form a sub-alkalic quartz latite magma. Overlap, m ingling and chem ical 
m ixing o f  shonkinite and quartz latite in shallow  magma chambers explains many o f  the igneous textures 
seen in the Bearpaws today.
The role o f  volatiles associated with intruding m afic magmas in exp losive volcanic activity was 
first explored by Sparks et al. (1977). Sparks et al. (1977) proposed that volatiles and heat introduced into 
felsic m agm a by entrained mafic inclusions was directly responsible for causing the m agma chamber to 
convect. This convection could in turn pressurize the magma chamber, leading to eruption. Eichelberger 
(1980 ) provided a m odification o f  Sparks et a l.’s theory (1977) which instead focused on the density and 
v iscosity  contrast that would develop as felsic and m afic magmas m ingled. A key difference in their 
m odels was in the tim ing o f  crystallization and volatile exsolution in the m afic magma. Eichelberger’s 
m odel, however, only encom passed localized re-heating o f  a magma chamber due to the m afic magma 
intrusion, and not a pluton-scale phenomenon.
Interactions between mafic and felsic magmas has been dealt with extensively  in the literature. 
Sparks and Marshall (1986) collected data which provided good constraints on the m echanical m ixing o f  
m afic and felsic m agmas. Research by Bacon (1986) highlighted the limitations on the extent o f  chem ical 
m ixing between inclusions and a host magma. Feeley and Dungan (1996), and Clynne (1999) looked at the 
role o f  m agmatic inclusions in producing a heterogeneous magma. Van der Laan and W yllie (1992 ) did 
experim ental work on interacting m agmas to determine to v/hat extent equilibration develops in m agmas o f  
different v iscosity  and temperature. Bacon & M etz (1984) sav/ mafic inclusions as a key to understanding 
the eruptive history o f  magma chambers, as m afic inclusions in plutonic rocks m ay record m ingling o f  
m agm as with contrasting com position and physical properties.
M ost recently, Murphy et al. (1999, 2000) exam ined the Souffiere Hills volcano at Montserrat in 
the W est Indies for evidence o f  the intrusion o f  a m afic magma into a felsic reservoir. B y exam ining the 
geotherm om etry, geochem istry, and textures in different phenocryst phases, Murphy et al. (1999, 2000)  
show ed evidence for a reheating event o f  the magma chamber at Montserrat im m ediately before eruption. 
D evine et al. (1998b) showed evidence o f  rapid ascent rates o f  magma from depth at Montserrat by looking  
at the thickness o f  am phibole dehydration reaction rims. Barclay et al. (1998) and D evine et al. (1998a) 
studied phenocrysts and inclusions erupted from the volcano, concluding that the pre-eruptive andésite 
m agma had crystallized extensively prior to being intruded by a mafic magma.
Regional G eology  o f  the Bearpaw Mountains and Central Montana Alkalic Province
The Central Montana Alkalic Province is essentially a broad sea o f  M esozoic sedim ents 
encom passing island-like late Cretaceous to Eocene alkalic igneous and volcanic centers. It is situated east 
o f  the Montana overthrust belt, generally between 107° and 1 12°30’ west longitude, and 46° to 49° north 
latitude. D irectly underneath a blanket o f  Tertiary gravels and glacial float in the central Montana corridor 
are local exposures o f  gently dipping and deformed sedimentary rocks, o f  Cretaceous through Paleozoic  
age. About 1300m o f  m ostly terrigenous Cretaceous shales and sandstones overlie about 1000m  o f  
M esozoic and P aleozoic shallow  water carbonates. Most o f  these shallow  marine and clastic sedimentary  
rocks lie on top o f  p € crystalline basement rocks o f  the W yom ing craton.
A lkalic m agm atic activity spanned from about 69-27 Ma with two main periods o f  activity from 
69-60  Ma and 54-50 Ma (Marvin et. al., 1980). During the earlier period, felsic sub-silicic to silicic, alkalic 
to sub-alkalic m agmas were em placed in the eastern parts o f  the province; in the Little Rocky, Judith, and 
M occasin  ranges. Though not exposed on the surface, minor mafic dikes and shonkinite inclusions indicate 
m afic alkalic rocks exist beneath all three ranges (Hearn 1989; Tureck-Schwartz and Zieg, 1989).
During the later period o f  magmatism in early Eocene time, rocks o f  the Sweetgrass H ills, and the 
Bearpaw, H ighw ood, Little Belt, Castle and Crazy mountains were em placed and extruded. A ctivity in 
several minor centers also occurred during this period. Both mafic and felsic rocks exist in all these ranges, 
and felsic sub-alkalic rocks are present in m ost centers. M agmatism in one large volcanic center, the Adel 
M ountains, and two sm aller intrusive centers, the M occassin and Judith Mountains, overlap the tw o main 
periods o f  m agmatic activity outlined above; they were em placed between 69-53 Ma (Marvin et. al., 1980; 
Hearn, 1989).
There is no apparent geographic migration o f  igneous activity in the ranges o f  the Central 
Montana alkalic province to suggest progressive rifting or m ovem ent relative to a hot spot or hot spots. 
Their occurrence is believed to have been the indirect result o f  low -angle subduction o f  oceanic crust 
underneath the old cratonic margin to the west.
The Eocene Bearpaw Mountains o f  north-central Montana form an east-w est arch south o f  Havre, 
MT. Intrusive alkalic igneous bodies com prise most o f  the arch core, and are com m only preserved as 
w ell-exposed  dom es that are resistant to erosion. Quartz latite, shonkinite, m onzonite, nepheline syenite, 
syenite and phonolite are am ong the m ost abundant intrusive igneous rocks. Flanking this core on both the 
north and south are large volcanic fields o f  interbedded felsic and m afic volcanic flow s and pyroclastic 
deposits (Figure 1). Their present position reflects m odification by gravity slump faulting that resulted  
from volcanic loading w hich caused the failure o f  surrounding M esozoic sedim ents. Notably, the absence 
o f  extrusive rocks on the eastern flank o f  the Bearpav/s was caused by the m ost recent continental 
glaciation which rem oved a significant thickness o f  strata from the area.
A m odel o f  m agma m ixing best explains the relationships and association o f  alkalic and sub- 
alkalic rocks in the Bearpaw Mountains and accounts for the chem ical and m ineralogical gradation between  
the suites as discovered by Tureck-Schwarz (1992). Magma m ixing im plies that the two end-m em bers,
shonkinite and quartz latite, existed in the liquid phase in the same place and at the same time. This 
contrasts with assim ilation which requires that one end member is shonkinite magma and the other solid  
crustal rock, and fractional crystallization in which various magmas and/or cumulates are derived from a 
single magma.
“Shonkinite is the parent m afic magma in the Bearpaw igneous com plex; upper mantle peridotite 
inclusions in shonkinitic rocks supports a mantle source. Heat from the shonkinite magma m elted the 
granitoid crustal rocks to form separate felsic magma: quartz latite. Quartz latite and shonkinite m agmas 
m ixed and m ingled in variable proportions prior to eruption and shallow em placement, and produced rocks 
show ing a com plete com positional range from shonkinite to quartz latite. Variation in major and minor 
elem ents show  straight-line trends between the shonkinite and quartz latite fields, supporting bulk m ixing  
o f  variable proportions o f  shonkinite and quartz latite. The alternate hypothesis, that quartz latite formed  
through differentiation o f  shonkinite, is not supported by the variation diagrams: graphical rem oval o f  any 
reasonable proportions o f  the m afic minerals from shonkinite produces trends away and not towards the 
quartz latite field (with the exception o f  CaO)” (Tureck-Schv/arz, 1992).
Statement o f  the Problem
In order to m odel volcanic processes, w e need to understand the dynam ics o f  eruption and the 
m echanical properties o f  magma. In the last 25 years, several authors have proposed the role o f  a late stage 
intrusion o f  volatile-rich m agma in generating explosive silicic volcanism . Sparks et al. (1977), 
Eichelberger (1980), and others have laid down som e foundational m odels which have formed the basis for 
many others. The need for improved analogues that accurately m im ic existing m odels o f  magma system s 
has recently been addressed by Van der Laan (1993), Oldenburg (1989), Murphy et al. (2000), and Sparks 
et al. (1998), but there remains a shortage o f  f ie ld  sites  that provide tests for any o f  these ideas.
A  series o f  shallow ly em placed, porphyritic quartz-quartz latite plutons in the eastern-southeastern 
Bearpaw M ountains contains evenly distributed, very f  ne-grained, rounded to sub-angular m afic inclusions 
from I-3cm  in diameter, as noted by Tureck-Schwartz (1992), Schmidt (1961 , 1964) and Hearn et al.
(1964 , 1976). These can be observed throughout the entire exposed intrusive body, a fairly unusual 
phenom enon suggestive o f  vigorous pluton-scale m ingling o f  two chem ically distinct magmas.
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Fig.1 : Eastern half of B earp aw  M ountains v o lc a n ic  a rc h . 
The c luster of la tite  b u tte s  s e e n  in th e  e a s t-c e n tra l p a r t  
of th e  m a p  w e re  ttie  fo cu s  of this study. The p lu tons 
a n d  p y roc lastic  d e p o s its  r e fe re n c e d  in this study  a r e  
n o te d  o n  th e  m a p . Slightly m od ified  from  H earn  (1976).
C om prehensive m apping by Hearn et al (1976), and Schmidt and Pecora et al (1961, 1964) yielded a 
catalog sim ilar to that com piled by Tureck-Schwartz (1992) o f  the acidic and basic rocks in the southeast 
Bearpaw M ountains, briefly noting the presence o f  small m afic inclusions. Importantly, they also point out 
the presence o f  these sam e inclusions in extrusive rocks that appear to be chem ically equivalent to the 
quartz latite porphyritic plutons.
At the tim e o f  mapping, Hearn et al. (1976, 1941) and Schmidt et al. (1964, 1961) believed the 
inclusions to be chunks o f  p €  biotite pyroxenite, gabbro, hornblendite, gamet gneiss, and m ica schist. 
H ow ever, chem ical analysis and textural analyses by Tureck-Schwartz (1992) and that presented in the 
present paper have since revealed otherwise for m ost mafic inclusions in quartz latite plutons and their 
extrusive equivalents. The distribution, size, and chemistry o f  the inclusions point to the possib ility  that the 
plutons are snapshots o f  magma chambers undergoing pluton-scale convection.
A ll o f  the m odels explaining the injection o f  m afic magma into felsic m agma as a possible trigger 
for exp losive eruption have been construced based upon evidence seen in volcanic rocks. The difficulty o f  
observing the chambers o f  active volcanoes, such as the Souffiere Hills site, is an obvious barrier in our 
ability to further test any o f  the m odels. However, by providing frozen view s o f  developing m agma 
chambers and their pyroclastic equivalents, this field area in the Bearpaw Mountains provides a w indow  
into the evolution o f  an eruptive magma needed to better determine the dynam ics o f  m ovem ent and 
material transfer within plutons that leads to eruption. It should provide a key link between the m odeling  
and reality. 1 test the plutons and pyroclastic deposits in the Bearpaw M ountains to determine which o f  the 
fo llow in g m odels was responsible for initiating exp losive silicic volcanism:
a) M agma m ingling resulting from volatile exchange and temperature contrast (Sparks et al., 
1977)
b) Equilibrating densities o f  two associated magmas (Eichelberger, 1980)
c) Entrainment o f  a hybrid mixture o f  the two magmas (m odified  from Feeley & Dungan, 1996)
d) Rem obilization o f  partially crystallized host magma by intruding m afic magma (Murphy et al, 
2000)
See Table 1 for a summary o f  supporting data, constraints, and contradictory evidence.
In addition, I exam ined the relationships between pyroclastic and intrusive quartz latite in the the present 
field area to see:
a) The extent o f  crystallization o f  the quartz latite host prior to eruption.
b) The role o f  volatiles in the violent release o f  magma.
c) The role o f  shonkinite magma in causing an eruption.
This project contributes to our know ledge o f  intrusive and eruptive processes by advancing our 
understanding o f  magma interaction, plutonic convection, and possibly the triggering o f  eruptions. 1 
provide data to test m odels by Sparks et al. (1977), Eichelberger (1980), Murphy et al. (2000), and Feely  
and Dungan (1996), and test work on the physical behavior o f  interacting felsic and mafic m agmas (Sparks 
and Marshall, 1986). This project tests these m odels by evaluating the processes proposed for pluton-scale 
convection  and subsequent eruption. 1 determine the parameters that control developm ent o f  a magma 
system  in which a hotter and denser m afic magma intruded into the base o f  a felsic magma chamber.
M odels explained
Various m odels have been proposed regarding the role o f  a secondary intrusion o f  a hot mafic 
m agm a into the base o f  a cooling felsic magma in triggering explosive silicic volcanism . Each o f  these 
m odels represent scenarios involving manipulation o f  the follow ing variables:
Volum e ratio o f  m afic m agma to felsic magma 
Extent o f  cooling  o f  silicic host prior to intrusion 
Initial volatile content o f  felsic magma 
Initial volatile content o f  m afic magma 
Initial and final density o f  mafic magma
Extent o f  crystallization and degassing o f  both felsic and m afic magmas prior to eruption 
Tim e interval between intrusion o f  m afic or felsic magma and eruption
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Sparks et a l.’s (1977) model recognizes the exchange o f  heat and volatiles from the m afic m agma  
into the felsic m agma as the primary driving force in initiating pluton-scale convection and subsequent 
eruption. K ey evidence favoring this m odel would include the following;
a) C hilled margins, com plete crystallization , or other quench textures o f  m afic inclusions before 
com plete m ixing.
b) Disequilibrium  textures: em bayed crystals, incom patible minerals, reaction halos.
c) Inclusions with evident volatile saturation in extrusive rocks.
d) Evenly distributed inclusions o f  m afic rocks in the felsic plutons.
e) R elatively sm all volum e o f  m afic magma relative to felsic magma
A sim ilar m odel proposed by Eichelberger (1980) recognizes that a saturated mafic m agma 
containing excess volatiles can attain lower density than the more differentiated resident magma, and is 
therefore im m ediately buoyant and capable o f  rising as a vesiculated magma in the form o f  blebs and 
droplets throughout the magma chamber. K ey evidence for this model would include the following:
a) Rounded m afic inclusions with abundant vesicles in both plutonic and pyroclastic rocks.
b) Textures (chilled margins, resorption) suggesting extensive crystallization o f  m afic m agma prior to 
being entrained into relatively cooler felsic magma.
c) R elatively small volum e o f  m afic magma relative to felsic magma
F eeley  and Dungan (1996) propose another m odel based on a field site in Tatara-San Pedro, Chile, in 
which m agm a m ixing results in the developm ent o f  a hybrid boundary layer between an overlying felsic  
m agma and an underlying m afic magma. This hybrid layer is then entrained into the pluton as inclusions or 
blebs. Temperature difference and exsolved  free volatiles m obilize the resident felsic magma into 
convection. Som e evidence that would support a scenario like this includes:
a) Inclusions with an intermediate chem istry between two end member magmas distributed in shallower 
areas than the location o f  shonkinite intrusion.
b) A hybrid contact layer between the two magmas.
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c) Chem ical zonation or layering within the pluton.
Murphy et al. (2000) suggest that the recent explosions seen at Soufriere Hills V olcano in 
Montserrat were the result o f  m afic magma being injected into the base o f  a partially crystallized felsic host 
as dikes and sills, reheating and m obilizing the resident magma to convection and subsequent eruption. In 
this m odel, volatiles and heat are transferred from the m afic magma to the felsic magma in a process 
sim ilar to Sparks et al. (1977). Evidence that would support this model includes:
a) Phenocrysts in felsic host which have experienced varied crystallizing histories.
b) H eterogeneous m agma com position.
c) Dis-equilbrium  textures in phenocrysts (reaction rims, reverse/oscillatory zoning, resorption, etc.).
d) Pooled volatiles at the top o f  magma chamber.
e) Both angular and rounded inclusions from forcibly injected mafic magma.
Present H ypothesis
Sparks et a l.’s m odel (1977) proposes that the decrease in density o f  a hot mafic m agma that has 
intruded or forcibly injected into the base o f  felsic m agma is not the result o f  crystallization and thermal 
effects alone, but is also largely due to the presence o f  exsolved  free volatiles. As the intruding, denser 
m afic m agma loses heat and begins to partially crystallize, it becom es saturated with respect to its fluid 
phases, causing exsolution o f  gas bubbles within the mafic magma, and the equilibration o f  densities 
betw een the tw o magmas. This then allows the m afic magma to rise into the felsic magma o f  the pluton in 
sm all plum es, from which sm all inclusions are entrained, and gas and heat is transferred to the felsic  
magma. These inclusions are then brought into a vigorous convection stream initiated by the exchange o f  
the heat and less dense volatiles from m afic to felsic magmas. The introduction o f  volatiles released from  
the m afic m agma plum es into the felsic magma quickly supersaturates the chamber in volatiles, setting the 
stage for pressure-release and subsequent eruption. 1 believe this m odel presents the most likely scenario 
for distributing the blebs and droplets o f  m afic magma throughout the quartz latite plutons, and directly  
lead to violent eruption.
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M ethods
The focus o f  this research was to evaluate v/hat parameters or conditions (eg: temperature; density; 
chem istry; volatile abundance, distribution and content; viscosity) were responsible for initiating and 
driving dispersal o f  the m afic magma, convection, and subsequent eruption from the m agma chamber.
H ow  are the m afic inclusions distributed? What created this condition within the plutons? Was there 
convection in the magma chamber, and was it directly or indirectly responsible for triggering an eruption? 
The answer to these questions was then compared with one or more o f  the m echanism s suggested by 
Sparks et a l.(1977), Eichelberger (1980), Feeley & Dungan (1996) and Murphy et al. (2000).
a) Field m easurements were conducted o f  the % abundance by volum e, size, shape, and distribution 
o f  m afic inclusions, by point counting to test the plausibility and scale o f  convection, dynam ics o f  
their entrainment, and density o f  the m afic inclusions.
b) W hole-rock chem istry was analyzed to assess chem ical relationship between two m agmas, and/or 
their extrusive equivalents to determine the extents o f  m ingling and chem ical m ixing both within  
the m agma chamber and in the extrusive rocks.
c) M ineralogy o f  the m afic and felsic rocks was analyzed using the Electron Microprobe at 
W ashington State U niversity in Pullman, W A. The data was used to infer extent o f  chem ical 
m ixing ( i f  any), conditions o f  crystallization (temperature and pressure), and to compare mineral 
com positions o f  quartz latite plutons with volcanic rocks.
d) The % abundance and distribution o f  volatiles/vesicles/m iarolitic cavities was measured by point 
counting in thin section and hand sample. This helped to evaluate the extent o f  laminar/turbulent 
con vective flow  within plutons that m ay be driven by the difference in temperature between the 
tw o m agm as, the abundance o f  volatiles within the m afic magma, and the contrast in v iscosity  
between the tw o magmas.
e) Looked for clues in the textural relationship between the mafic inclusions and quartz latite in hand 
sam ple and thin sections which point to the tim ing and sequence o f  crystallization and other events 
leading to convection, possible eruption, the magnitude o f  temperature difference between two  
m agm as, and the role o f  volatiles in the system . Clues included disequilibrium textures.
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phenocryst phases, peritectic reactions, reaction minerals, reaction halos, em bayed or resorbed 
mineral grains, chilled margins, angularity o f  inclusions, m afic and felsic members observed in 
cross cutting relationships, sm all p illow ing plum es, brecciation, and veining.
f) Looked for evidence o f  a triggered eruptive event, in the form o f  whole-rock chemistry, electron  
m icroprobe chemistry, textural and/or structural equivalency in extrusive pyroclastic rocks as seen  
in thin sections and hand samples.
g) Calculated plausible rates o f  cooling for the pluton using the procedures o f  Jaeger (1959) 
regarding the size and shape o f  the pluton, and by thin section inspection to see what phases had 
crystallized as phenocrysts, resorption minerals, rims, or chilled margins o f  the inclusions.
Field Work Findings:
A total o f  15 plutonic buttes were exam ined in the eastern Bearpaw M ountains for evidence  
outlined above to test the proposed m odels. Although all o f  the buttes contained at least a sm all volum e o f  
m afic inclusions (betw een 0.05 and 4 %), poor exposure and severe weathering limited this study to 5 
buttes and nearby volcanic tuffs and tuff-breccias. The quartz latite buttes o f  the southeast Bearpaw  
M ountains were previously categorized by Hearn et al. (1964), and Schmidt (1964, 1961) according to their 
dominant phenocryst mineral species. They identified six different groups o f  Tertiary quartz latite; 
hornblende and biotite (Tlhb), feldspar and biotite (Tlfb), hornblende (Tlh), biotite (Tib), hornblende and 
feldspar (Tlhf), and biotite, hornblende and feldspar (Tlbhf).
Suction Butte (Tlhb, SW  12 T28N , R20E, Figure 1) and Deer Butte (Tlfb, Sections 34, 35, T28N , 
R20E, Figure 1), because o f  their excellent exposure, are used here to assess the distribution o f  m afic 
inclusions. Deer Butte sam ples were used for w hole-rock analyses. M cCann and Big Timber Buttes were 
both used for counting m iarolitic cavities and for determining their distribution. Hornblende alignm ent 
data were obtained from Star Butte. Thin sections were made from a total o f  7 buttes and 3 pyroclastic 
quartz latite outcrops. Textural evidence was collected from several o f  the other buttes as w ell. The 
extrusive pyroclastic quartz latite equivalents were studied in the northern Rattlesnake Quadrangle, at T26, 
27N , R 19E in the M addux Quadrangle, an area w est and southwest from the cluster o f  plutonic buttes.
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M ineralogy, Petrology and Petrography o f  Quartz latite Plutons 
Mineralogy, texture
A cluster o f  erosion-resistant hypabyssal quartz latite buttes occur in the southeast Bearpaw  
M ountains in T 28,29N  and R 19-2 IE. Although v/ell exposed, the weathering and alteration o f  many o f  the 
buttes into large talus slopes limited the coyerage in this study. Fiye buttes o f  slightly yariable com position  
w ere incorporated into this study.
The intrusiye quartz latite plutons o f  the northern Rattlesnake Quadrangle (Hearn, 1962) are 
typically a light gray color, m assiye, fine-grained, and porphyritic. M ost o f  the intrusions are ellipsoidal 
plutons, and som e laccolithic bodies. The plutons contain euhedral to anhedral phenocrysts o f  plagioclase  
and potassium  feldspar, and sm aller proportions o f  resorbed salite, biotite, and/or hastingsite amphibole. 
The yery fine-grained groundmass is com posed o f  plagioclase, potassium feldspar, quartz, and lesser 
analcim e, apatite, m agnetite, iddingsite, and altered mafic minerals. Total m afic mineral content ranges 
betw een 10-15%  by yolum e.
N early all bodies o f  quartz latite contain abundant small (1-3%  by volum e), rounded to sub­
rounded, fine-grained, evenly distributed m afic inclusions. Crustal xenoliths are also ubiquitous, but much 
less abundant (<0.5%  by volum e), including gneiss, lim estone, granite, pyroxenite and am phibolite. At 
D eer Butte (Tlfb), feldspar-rich felsic inclusions were found near the margin o f  the pluton. The edges o f  
the felsic  inclusions are rounded, and are surrounded by a thin halo that is rich in pyroxene and biotite 
(Figure 2-1).
Chemistry
Polished thin sections from Deer Butte (Tlfb) and Suction Butte (Tlhb) were analyzed using the 
Electron Beam  M icroprobe at W ashington State University. Feldspar, hornblende, augite, and biotite were 
analyzed for 9 major elem ents. Deer Butte contains phlogopite, p lagioclase (An^g-An]?), sanidine, 
orthoclase, salite (locally), titano-m agnetite, magnetite, quartz, and accessory analcime, iddingsite, sphene 
and apatite. Suction Butte contains hastingsite, phlogopite, salite, orthoclase, titano-magnetite, and 
accessory sphene, analcim e, iddingsite, and apatite.
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The chem istry, texture, and habit o f  biotite, quartz, magnetite, clinopyroxene, and feldspars are 
described in the fo llow in g  sections. Interpretations o f  texture and occurrence are made for each mineral 
phase regarding the pressure, temperature, and com positional conditions in which they formed.
B iotite
Biotite forms subhedral to anhedral books and laths in Deer Butte and Suction Butte. Biotite 
grains in D eer Butte sam ples were Mg-rich (19-23%  M g ) (Table 2). Titanomagnetite is com m only part o f  
an alteration assem blage on biotite rims, and forms euhedral grains in the resorbed interior o f  many biotite 
grains. B iotite m akes up an estim ated 20% o f  Deer Butte, and 15% o f  Suction Butte. Biotite grains are 
resorbed, and com m only included within feldspar phenocrysts in both Deer Butte and Suction Butte (Figure 
2-1.2b , f ) .
The resorption o f  biotite is either from pressure-relief m elting or reheating o f  the quartz latite melt. 
Since a minimum  amount o f  water is needed in a melt to crystallize stable biotite, the breakdown o f  biotite 
into titanom agnetite is likely due to a transition in the quartz latite melt from water-saturated to water- 
undersaturated conditions.
Q uartz
Interstitial quartz grains form up to 10% o f  the quartz latite at Deer Butte, Suction Butte, McCann 
Butte, and B ig Timber butte. Quartz grains occur as phenocrysts and at the edges o f  feldspar phenocrysts, 
but also interstitially in the groundmass as blebs, streaks, and stringers. Many quartz phenocrysts are 
strongly em bayed and re sorbed (Figure 2 - 1.2a). Clusters o f  small melt inclusions occur in m any quartz 
grains.
Resorption o f  quartz at Deer Butte is either the result o f  pressure-relief m elting or a temperature 
increase. The presence o f  m elt inclusions in the interior o f  quartz phenocrysts suggests the possibility that 
the quartz crystallized at depth, only to be resorbed as the quartz latite magma ascended. However, if  the 
quartz crystallized at shallow  depths in the em placed pluton, resorption from pressure-relief m elting would  
only be plausible i f  the chamber were subject to eruption. The cause o f  rounded edges and em bayments on 
quartz grains is indeterminable, as temperature and pressure constraints on the quartz latite melt are not 
good.
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M agn etite  /  titanom agnetite
Minor titano-magnetite and magnetite can be seen at Deer Butte and Suction Butte. At Suction 
Butte, titanom agnetite occurs as sm all euhedral grains in the groundmass, surrounding am phibole 
phenocrysts as fine-grained reaction-rims, and magnetite alters the interior o f  the amphibole phenocrysts 
(up to 10%). There are com m only multiple zones o f  titanomagnetite reaction rims in the am phibole grains 
at Suction Butte (Figure 7). At Deer Butte, magnetite occurs as a minor part o f  the fine-grained  
groundm ass, and locally  alters biotite (up to 5%). The com position o f  titanomagnetite and m agnetite grains 
is listed in Appendix VI.
Titanom agnetite reaction rims form after amphibole if  surrounding melt becom es water- 
undersaturated (Rutherford and Hill, 1993). Multiple titanomagnetite reaction rims on am phibole grains at 
Suction Butte suggest the am phibole grains experienced changes in water pressure o f  the surrounding melt 
over time. These changes might result from the exsolution o f  gas as magma ascends to lower pressures, the 
introduction o f  a new  high temperature or low H2O magma into the magma chamber, or the fluxing o f  a 
m agm a with a COi-rich fluid.
C linopyroxene
The lack o f  groundmass pyroxene, the com positional similarity o f  pyroxenes to those in 
shonkinite, and the occurrence o f  both un-resorbed and resorbed pyroxene grains in the quartz latite plutons 
suggest they are xenocrysts com ing from the shonkinite magma. This is based on the fo llow ing  
observations o f  clinopyroxene salite grains;
M ost o f  the salite grains in Deer Butte quartz latite are strongly resorbed, and are locally mantled 
or pseudom orphed by biotite. Reverse, normal, and oscillatory zoning are all present in salite from Deer 
Butte (see representative analyses. Table 3). Fe/M g ratios range from 0.20-1 .08. Ten 2V -angle  
m easurem ents were taken from clinopyroxene crystals in both the quartz latite and the shonkinite 
inclusions. A mean 2V  angle o f +54° was consistently measured for crystals adjacent to and within mafic 
inclusions, values sim ilar to those expected for salite, an intermediate clinopyroxene between diopside and 
hedenbergite (ferrosalite). Salite crystals locally com prise up to an estimated 10% o f  D eer Butte, but are
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rare in Suction Butte, having m ostly been pseudomorphed by calcite, sericite, and Fe-oxide (<1% ). 
Resorbed salite is also incorporated poikilitically into many sanidine and plagioclase phenocrysts.
Salite grains are either xenocrysts separating from the shonkinite melt before it chilled against the 
cooler quartz latite, or represent the earliest crystallizing phase which has resorbed due to pressure-release 
or a temperature increase.
C linopyroxene grains could have crystallized at depth as early cumulates. However, there is no 
clinopyroxene in the groundmass o f  the quartz latite, suggesting that the salite phenocrysts are not in 
equilibrium  with the groundmass melt. A lso, there is strong similarity in com position between  
clinopyroxene grains dispersed in the latite with those in the shonkinite. Salite grains found in both rock 
types are notably higher in Ca and lower in A1 than would be expected for pyroxenes growing in granitic 
m agma, suggests that the salite grains are xenocrysts that separated from the shonkinite magma during 
forcible injection into the quartz latite.
A ssum ing the salite grains are xenocrysts from shonkinite, intrusion o f  the shonkinite must have 
pre-dated or occurred sim ultaneously with the growth o f  sanidine and plagioclase phenocrysts. If  
resorption resulted from pressure relief as magma rose from depth, then all pyroxene grains w ould show  
resorption. Resorbed salite grains are more abundant in deeper levels o f  the Deer Butte pluton, but both 
resorbed and unresorbed clinopyroxene grains are ubiquitous in all parts o f  the pluton, com m only in the 
sam e thin section (Figure 2 -1 .2d-e). As the quartz latite is the lower temperature melt o f  the two, 
m ovem ent o f  individual grains from shonkinite into quartz latite would not resorb the phenocrysts at all, 
m aking it unlikely that the resorption o f  som e salite crystals is due to intermingling. Therefore, the 
resorption is likely caused by either a localized (cm scale) increase in temperature from an independent 
source, convective cycling o f  som e salite grains to hotter, deeper parts o f  the pluton, or by a significant 
contrast in com position between the salite grains and the quartz latite melt, leading to incorporation o f  Ca 
and M g back into the melt. Thorough convective recycling could have prevented differential density  
settling, and instead distributed both resorbed and unresorbed clinopyroxene grains to all parts o f  the 
pluton. Resorption o f  the salite grains led to localized (probably cm scale) enrichment o f  Ca in the melt. 
This m ight explain the subtle variability in Ca and M g contents in the whole-rock chem istry o f  the quartz 
latite (Table 8, Appendix I).
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Tabe 2 : Rep'esentadve SodteAralvses ftxrnDeer Butte
TVpet̂ ofanal.
sarple#/locat
R&A2
DB-1aC
Raxi)
c&lal
RaX2)
DB-laR
Raxi)
CB-9C
Raxi)
CB-a
Raxi)
CB-9R
Nodi)
DB-lbC
Nodi)
DB-lb
Nodi)
DB-lbR
9771
CB-IC
gr2
DB-ld
g rs
DB-9a
9774
DB-9b
302 39.23 39.71 40.60 37.85 39.63 39.32 40.37 39.99 39.61 902 39.08 39.27 39.88 39.16
HŒ Q79 0.66 0.61 1.06 1.45 0.90 066 0.57 0.63 7102 1.00 081 0.64 0.89
AI2G3 11.79 1232 1230 13.10 1226 13.04 1249 1275 1264 AI2C5 13.57 1281 13.12 13.95
F8Ü* 7.41 7.06 5.17 849 851 608 5.80 5.13 838 Feo* 9.28 868 5.11 5.34
ivno QOO 0.05 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.00 0.01 0.05 0.02 IVhO 0.09 0.05 O.CB 0.05
iveo 21.36 21.96 23.71 19.89 20.72 2244 2278 2214 21.34 IV0O 20.23 21.42 23.30 2285
cao QOO 0.00 0.01 0.01 055 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.00 cao 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
NaGO Q53 060 067 0.64 068 072 0.70 071 0.66 ISËGO 0.62 0.70 0.58 0.68
lOO 9.43 9.59 9.64 9.38 872 9.64 9.51 9.56 9.53 K20 9.41 9.42 9.76 9.52
Total 90.53 91.96 9274 90.46 9257 9206 9233 91.89 9281 F 3.64 4.07 3.65 3.95
a 0.06 0.08 0.01 0.01
Q35 0.32 022 0.43 0.41 027 0.25 027 0.39 Total 96.96 97.31 9609 96.38
FelVB 0.46 040 0.22 0.23
CB-1,9repTesentdfferentlmJsarrples: ^b,qdreprKentdffetBtg^nsfraTisaniBharTclsarn:]le
C = ccre;l =inlHnBJatE;R=rim9Ti=CrajTdT0S5 Ra/=Ra«r5e:Ncr = NorrnEil
*Total iron ©(pressed as FeO
Anah^ (Df gxuxhiass Lsrig F, a  stardards
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Figure 2-1.1: Felsic inclusions at Deer Butte: (a) close-up look at zoned feldspars on cut surface of 
felsic inclusion. Felsic inclusicai has significantly larger grain size than surrounding quartz latite. 
Note the dark halo surrounding the inclusion; (b) same felsic inclusicm as (a) with rounded edges 
next to small shmkinite inclusiai. Surrounding quartz latite is contaminated witii pyroxenes fi-om 
the shonkinite; (c) felsic inclusion with tear-diaped mafic inclusion nearby. Penny (1.5cm in 
diameter) for scale; (d) large felsic inclusim in bedrock of Deer Butte. Lens cap (5cm in diameter) 
for scale.
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Figure 2-1.2a: Deer Butte phaiocrysts: (a) resorbed quartz grain; (b) resorbed and altered biotite grain; 
(c) salite grain included in sanidine phaiocryst; (d) resorbed salite grain showing 
embayments; (e) un-resorbed and resorbed salite grains adjacent to each other; (f) xenolith 
clot of shonkinite with salite and biotite enclosed by feldspar.
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Table 3; Representative average salite analyses from Deer Butte
Type(#ofanal) 
Sample # / loc.
Rev(3)
DB-5C
Rev(2)
DB-5R
Osc{1) Osc(2) Osc{2) 
DB-1C DB-11 DB-1R
Osc(1) Osc(2) Osc(2) 
DB-9C DB-91 DB-9R
Nor(2)
DB-5C
Nor(2)
DB-5R
Nor(2)
DB-1C
Nor(3)
DB-1R
Si02 52.98 54.23 52.16 53.11 52.02 53.73 55.59 52.77 53.34 53.75 54.68 54.20
T102 0.54 0.13 0.11 0.13 0.13 0.06 0.04 0.17 0.11 0.04 0.22 0.16
AI203 1.78 1.32 1.52 1.64 1.72 1.03 0.58 1.92 1.19 1.23 0.95 1.21
FeO* 7.03 6.14 11.53 11.52 11.59 6.76 6.20 9.97 5.41 7.36 3.68 9.89
MnO 0.21 0.19 0.50 0.41 0.58 0.26 0.28 0.33 0.28 0.29 0.12 0.48
MgO 14.57 15.34 10.75 11.02 10.91 14.34 15.28 12.47 15.43 13.54 17.05 12.13
CaO 23.06 23.24 20.27 20.98 21.61 21.76 22.51 22.71 23.26 22.43 23.76 21.45
Na20 0.46 0.39 2.07 1.96 1.36 1.08 0.97 0.83 0.62 1.28 0.23 1.80
K20 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Total 100.45 100.43 98.90 100.77 99.92 99.07 101.46 101.17 99.64 99.92 100.68 100.87
DB-1,5,9 represent different hand samples; a, b, c, d, represent different grains from same sample
Rev = Reverse; Osc = Oscillator̂ /; Nor = Normal
Total iron expressed as FeO
C = core; I = intermediate; R = rim
Individual grains separated by vertical diwding lines
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F eldspar ph en ocrysts
The large feldspar grains at Deer Butte also show a com plex cooling history, and are interpreted to 
include both xenocrysts from granite and gneiss basem ent rocks, and feldspars that crystallized from the 
quartz latite. Three types o f  feldspar grains are evident: smaller plagioclase grains (<2m m ) which have 
exso lved  into patches and blebs o f  albite and orthoclase, and large hom ogeneous sanidine and plagioclase  
grains (2 -4 m m) which are in equilibrium with each other (Table 4). These three grain types occur in a 
variety o f  relationships with each other, and are described below:
Sm all plagioclase grains show  patches which are alternatively end member albite and orthoclase, 
and a thorough exsolution in thin section v/hich gives grains a dusty appearance from core to rim. These 
anti-perthite grains are up to 2 mm in length, and are com m only enclosed by, or attached to the periphery o f  
the larger sanidine and p lagioclase phenocrysts (Figure 3). However, many o f  the anti-perthite grains also  
appear to be independent o f  the larger plagioclase and sanidine phenocrysts.
Such thorough exsolution suggests (Tuttle and Bow en, 1958, p. 157) that an initially crystallizing  
Ca-poor p lagioclase reached a temperature below  the soivus (<  660° C), where with continued cooling, the 
exsolv in g  orthoclase and albite phases becam e more pure, forming end-m em ber albite and orthoclase 
(Figure 4). Exsolution to this extent could only h îVe taken p lace in conditions o f  elevated pressure and 
temperature such that exsolution proceeded very slow ly, at a depth much greater than that which the 
plutons were finally em placed. These anti-perthite grains show disequilibrium  with the larger sanidine and 
plagioclase phenocrysts.
M ost o f  the anti-perthite crystals are surrounded by streaks and pods o f  glass, and are enclosed  by 
larger sanidine and p lagioclase phenocrysts. Biotite grains also locally form between the two phenocryst 
types. Rounded grain shape and em bayments on many enclosed anti-perthite grains also suggest a state o f  
disequilibrium , such that the melt surrounding the anti-perthite experienced a sudden change in pressure or 
temperature causing the crystallization o f  hom ogenous sanidine or plagioclase.
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Table 4: Representative Feldspar Analyses from Deer Butte
Phenocryst / Rim type 
feldspar (# of analyses
Coexisting
Plag(9)
feldspars
Sanidine(4)
Exsolution
Albite(7)
pair
Orthocl(5)
Alkali Rims 
Alkali feld(6)
SiOz 64.58 65.72 67.77 63.94 67.03
TiOz 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AlzOs 21.80 19.37 19.68 19.56 18.77
FeO* 0.14 0.18 0.11 0.06 0.08
MnO 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.02
MgO 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.04 0.00
CaO 3.11 0.43 0.29 0.03 0.35
NbzO 8.89 5.60 10.95 0.67 7.99
KzO 1.41 7.57 0.70 15.04 4.32
Total 99.93 98.86 99.52 99.34 98.56
Na+Ca+K 13.4 13.6 11.9 15.7 12.7
Ca% 23.2 3.2 2.4 0.2 2.8
Na% 66.3 41.1 91.9 4.3 63.3
K% 10.5 55.7 5.7 95.6 33.9
Kiagiociase composition rangea îrom An22-An2s
Alkali teiaspar rim composition ranged from AOgsUr^^-AOyiUrzg
*Total iron expressed as FeO
(#) Parentheses indicate number of analyses from 4 grains in 4 different thin section 
Element % represents mean of {#) analyses
2 4
y02mm
Figure 3: Albite -  orthoclase exsolution in plagioclase: (a) rounded, anti-perthite grain ( = exs) surrounded 
by sieved alkali feldspar rim (crossed polars) ( -  a Ik); (b) albite and orthoclase exsolution in plagioclase 
phenocryst (plane li^ t) ; (c) anti-perthite (arrow) surrounded by homogenous sanidine grain ( = san); (d) 
anti-perthite adjacent to fine-grained shonkinite inclusion ( = shook); (e) gloma-oporphyritic plagioclase, 
sanidine and grain; (f) sanidine grain enclosing plagioclase core and anti-perthite grain.
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Deer Butte Feldspar Compositions
A lbite/O rthoclase exsolution pairs, alkali feldspar rim s
caAjzaaoa
OOO ^
10/50 KAI330BNaAj@308 50/10
( * ) Albite
( + ) S ieved alkali feldspar 
( o ) Orthoclase
Figure 4; Ternary plot o f  anti-perthite grains at Deer Butte. Electron microprobe 
analysis was conducted from core to rim on 7 anti-perthite grains. Circles (O) indicate 
orthoclase patches, dots (*) indicate albite patches, and plus signs (+) indicate sieved  
alkali feldspar rims from all types o f  feldspar phenocrysts.
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The rounded shape, extent o f  exsolution, and local occurrence o f  anti-perthite crystals independent 
o f  larger sanidine or plagioclase all support the contention that these are really xenocrysts from basem ent 
rocks. Basem ent rock inclusions have been observed throughout the Bearpaw Mountains, within nearly all 
types o f  intrusive bodies, including those in the present study. The partial m elting o f  the basem ent rocks at 
depth that formed the quartz latite magma likely entrained xenocrysts o f  anti-perthite feldspar. These 
xenocrysts m oved with the quartz latite melt until it pooled at its current shallow  depth.
C oexisting unzoned and unexsolved plagioclase and sanidine make up second and third groups o f  
phenocrysts (Figure 5). Euhedral phenocrysts o f  sanidine occur in glomero-porphyritic clusters with 
plagioclase and exso lved  plagioclase, and as isolated, unzoned phenocrysts (l-4m m ). Sanidine (2V <20°) 
also grows around strongly resorbed and unzoned plagioclase, and locally around exsolved  plagioclase, 
salite, and biotite phenocrysts. P lagioclase grains are large (l-3m m ), unzoned, and locally enclose  
sanidine, exso lved  plagioclase, salite, and biotite. Cores o f  sanidine +/- p lagioclase locally include small, 
glassy  and irregular blebs, suggestive o f  either rapid crystal growth around pods o f  melt or pressure-relief 
m elting o f  the phenocrysts.
If the plagioclase system  were in perfect equilibrium, crystals would react continuously with the 
host m elt to ultim ately produce unzoned plagioclase with the same com position as the original melt.
Instead, the plagioclase (A nii-A n?;) cores surrounded by sanidine feature em bayment textures, suggesting  
the com position o f  the liquid crossed over the plagioclase / sanidine solidus from the p lagioclase stability 
field  to the sanidine stability field, starting but not finishing the resorption o f  remnant plagioclase (Figure 
6 a).
Resorption o f  the plagioclase core is not due to a temperature increase, as the surrounding feldspar 
is depleted in Ca relative to the core. Nor is a change in magma chem istryresponsible, as the plagioclase  
does not becom e Ca-enriched near the rims, but is instead normal zoned towards Na. Resorbed salite 
xenocrysts are, however, poikilitically enclosed in the outer portions o f  sanidine grains, suggesting a 
possib le change in local magma enrichment in Ca and M g at an earlier stage. Instead, the resorption o f  
plagioclase is likely due to the expected crystallization path described by Tuttle and B ow en (1958) for a 
feldspar system  in equilibrium w hose initial chemistry was above the soivus (Figure 6 a):
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Figure 5: Photogr^hs and drawings of composite feldspar grains: (a) homogeneous plagioclase grain ( -  
plag); (b) plagioclase, anti-perthite (= exs ), enclosed by sanidine (= san ), rimmed by sieved alkali feldspar 
(= alkali ); (c) two sanidine grains overgrown by large unzoned plagioclase, which is surrounded by a thin 
sanidine rim, followed by sieved alkali feldspar (crossed polars); (d) large sanidine grain enclosing smaller 
anti-perthite grains (plane light).
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Figure 5(cont.): Dusty sieve texture in alkali feldspar rims of feldspars at Deer Butte; (e) plagioclase 
phaiocryst with alkali feldspar rim showing dusty sieve texture. Ca-ridi pods of melt formed in the alkali 
feldspar, as tiny blebs and streaks that align perpendicular to the edge of Âe grain; (f) close-up view of 
sieved alkali feldspar rim; (g) overall view of same grain as in (e) and (f), revealing melt-inclusicm cores 
(arrows) similar to those observed in the feldspars of equivalent pyroclastic samples; (h) large plagioclase 
phaiocryst showing melt-inclusion core.
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Deer Butte Feldspar Compositions
Plagioclase vs Sanidine
caAjzazos
MaAJSZOS BOflO 3X32 7000 €0*40 50ÏD 4090 3OIT0 3300 lOR] KAI9XS
•  ( * )  = P lagioclase (An^s-Anz?)
•  ( o )  = Sanidine
Figure 6 : C o-existing plagioclase and sanidine grains from Deer Butte. P lagioclase content 
ranges from An^s-AU]?. Dots (*) indicate plagioclase grains, and circles (o) indicate sanidine 
grains.
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A ssum ing the initial com position o f  the magma is at vV (Figure 6 a), p lagioclase o f  com position  
m ore calcic than G ’ is the first feldspar to crystallize, m oving the liquid towards the point along the 
solidus field  boundary D -K l. At this temperature, alkali feldspar richer in potassium (G ) begins to 
separate, and the liquid changes com position along the solidus t o / 1/ ,  at which temperature the mixture 
consists o f  an alkali feldspar (A ), liquid (/I/,), and a trace o f  plagioclase crystals having the com position (A ' 
). During crystallization from G/ to A /, the plagioclase reacts with the liquid continuously and changes 
com position from G' to  A ’, and the potassium feldspar crystals m ove from G to A. Continued 
crystallization w ould eventually yield an alkali feldspar A and liquid A i. However, coexisting plagioclase  
and sanidine (Figure 6 ) at Deer Butte generally correspond to G ’ and G, respectively, suggesting this 
process was prevented from reaching com pletion. Coexisting plagioclase and sanidine, and remnant 
plagioclase cores in the phenocrysts o f  Deer Butte, then, suggest that the above process was prevented from 
reaching com pletion by a decrease in the pressure and/or an increase in temperature within the magma 
chamber.
However, relationships between sanidine and plagioclase vary locally within Deer Butte. 
P lagioclase surrounds som e sanidine, and sanidine encloses and resorbs som e plagioclase. Localized  
reheating likely gave rise to a variety o f  melt conditions surrounding feldspar phenocrysts in different parts 
o f  the m agm a chamber, resulting in som e areas o f  the chamber crystallizing sanidine first, w hile other areas 
crystallized p lagioclase first. These sanidine and plagioclase phenocrysts are interpreted to have 
crystallized at depth, incorporating and nucleating around the anti-perthite feldspar grains.
A ll feldspar phenocrysts and clusters o f  phenocrysts are rimmed by alkali feldspar o f  varying 
thicknesses, the com position o f  which is denoted by small plus signs (+) in Figure 4. The alkali feldspar 
plots at what would be the expected com position if  the plagioclase and sanidine the crystals were given  
enough tim e to react with the remaining liquid. The alkali feldspar rim shows a sieve-like texture that 
transitions sharply into the phenocryst, extending only within the alkali feldspar rim (Figure 5). Included 
within the sieved  alkali feldspar rim are tiny, unidentifiable inclusions.
The alkali feldspar rims with inclusions o f  unknown material are interpreted to be the result o f  
rapid crystal growth around exsolved  plagioclase, sanidine, and plagioclase phenocrysts, presumably at a 
relatively shallow  depth. The sharp contact between the tw o phenocryst types and the alkali feldspar rims
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Figure 6 a: Ternary diagram show ing the system  NaAlSi^Og, KAlSisOg, C aA l2$ i2 0 g 
Show s the approximate com positions o f  liquids co-existing in equilibrium with tw o feldspars.
The temperatures represented by this diagram are relatively high and are believed to be 
comparable to those existing in trachytic lavas. Arrows indicate direction o f  falling temperatures. 
The field boundary has been located by exam ining analyses o f  extrusive rocks in which the 
feldspar phenocrysts have also been analyzed and by noting the com position o f  two analyzed  
feldspars co-existing in extrusive rocks, in which the rock or the groundmass has also been  
analyzed. D-K[^ represents cotectic separating plagioclase first and sanidine first fields. T ie-lines 
connect co-existing plagioclase and sanidine. (Taken from Tuttle & Bowen, 1958)
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point to a state o f  disequilbrium between the feldspars and surrounding melt, a condition prompted by 
either pressure-release or a rapid increase in temperature. Although the rims contain abundant glass 
inclusions and the cores contain glass only locally, both alkali feldspar rims and the sanidine/plagioclase  
phenocryst interiors contain pods and lenses o f  glass. This suggests that the sanidine and plagioclase 
phenocrysts underwent pressure-relief m elting only after the growth o f  alkali feldspar rims. Rapid crystal 
growth, therefore, w as follow ed  by the sieving o f  the alkali feldspar rims into pods o f  melt and the m elting  
o f  the feldspar cores.
There are two possible causes o f  the dusty sieve texture and o f  the formation o f  pods o f  glass in 
the alkali feldspar rim. One explanation o f  the sieve texture is the re-heating o f  a given feldspar to a point 
above its equilibrium solidus temperature but below  its liquidus. Recrystallization then occurs, rapidly 
producing a very fine-grained inter-growth o f  Ca-enriched alkali feldspar with trapped glass, similar to the 
situation described for the feldspars o f  the Souffiere Hills volcano (Murphy et al., 2000). However, if  this 
were the case there should be evidence that corrosion was accompanied by a change in the com position o f  
the magma. If  the sieving were the result o f  a rapid increase in the temperature o f  the melt, on ly the rims 
w ould melt, and w ould have shown reverse zoning.
Another explanation is that sieving resulted from the rapid decrease o f  pressure as magma and 
volatiles erupt or as magma rises rapidly toward the surface. As pods o f  glass can be seen in both 
phenocrysts rapidly grown alkali feldspar rims, the sim plest explanation is that pressure-relief m elting  
took place after the alkali feldspar rim had crystallized, presumably at a shallow  depth. Therefore, the 
pressure-release was not the result o f  magma ascending, but w as instead the result o f  a drastic drop in 
pressure o f  the melt at a static depth, probably caused by eruption.
A com posite history o f  feldspar crystallization is therefore inferred as follow s and summ arized in 
Figure 6 b:
a) P lagioclase in basement rock (granite) at great depth and pressure exsolved  into end-m em ber 
albite and orthoclase.
b) Partial m elting o f  the basem ent rock entrained the anti-perthite grains within a new  quartz 
latite melt.
c) Plagioclase in the quartz latite crystallized very slow ly at significant depth and pressure.
d) P lagioclase crystallization gave w ay to the crystallization o f  coexisting sanidine as liquid 
com position m oved across cotectic D-K^ (Figure 6 a).
e) Plagioclase is partially resorbed as it reacts with the liquid, leaving an alkali feldspar 
(sanidine) and liquid.
f) P lagioclase and sanidine crystals in the quartz latite magma rise to shallower levels and are 
em placed into a shallower magma chamber.
g) Rapid growth o f  thin alkali feldspar rim around plagioclase, sanidine, and anti-perthite 
feldspar phenocrysts. Rim s enclose tiny bits o f  unknown material from the quartz latite melt 
as they grow.
h) S ieving o f  outer portion o f  alkali feldspar rims and m elting o f  plagioclase and sanidine cores 
as pressure rapidly drops during an eruptive release o f  volatiles and magma.
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5, Pressure-relief melting of alkali feldspar rim 
and phenocryst interior as ch am b er  
erupts,
Glass bleb
4. Rapid growth of alkali feldspar rim 
at relatively shallow depth, incorporating 
small grains from melt,
3, P lagioclase and sanidine 
begin  crystallizing at depth, 
Sanidine and p lag ioclase  
locally grow around 
resorbed p lag ioclase  
and en c lo ses  salite, biotite 
and antiperthite xenocrysts.
2, Forcible injection of shonkinite m a g m a  
disperses salite xenocrysts into latite 
melt,
1. Partial melting of b a sem en t rocks 
yields latite melt  ̂ xenocrysts of 
anti-perthite
Û
Sanidine
Sanidine
PfcoG>clgse
Alkali feldspar rim
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Anti-perthite
Figure 6b: Inferred crystallization history o f  Deer Butte pluton showing timing o f  
shonkinite intrusion into cooling quartz latite magma chamber and its effects upon 
growth and incorporation o f mineral grains.
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Amphibole Crystals at Suction Butte
A m phibole grains at Suction Butte record a transition from pressures at which > 4% by weight 
water is d issolved  in the quartz latite melt to lower pressures at which the water saturates the quartz latite 
m elt and exso lves, breaking down and reacting into a fine-grained Fe-oxide rim. This transition is 
interpreted to reflect the convection o f  amphibole grains throughout the Suction Butte pluton. C onclusions 
are based on the fo llow ing observations:
Suction Butte am phibole crystals show  a mean chemistry o f  hastingsite (Deer, H owie, and 
Zussm an, 1963; A ppendix VI). Hastingsite com prises an estimated 15% o f  Suction Butte. Normal, 
reverse, and oscillatory zoning are all evident (See Representative analyses. Table 5). Many hastingsite 
grains at Suction Butte show resorption in their rims. Am phibole is only stable at temperatures less than 
880°C (Barclay et al., 1998; Rutherford and Hill, 1993). Local reverse zoning and m elting could be the 
result o f  local variation in pressure-temperature conditions within the magma chamber, pressure-relief 
m elting as the m agma ascended, or a heating event that raised the temperature in the quartz latite melt 
above 880°C.
A lso, titano-m agnetite reaction rims com m only surround amphibole, typically forming several 
distinct zones within an individual grain (Figure 7). Hornblende and biotite are only stable in hydrous 
m elts, and hence can only grow if  pressures are sufficient to keep enough water in solution. Previous work 
(M acGregor, 1938; Jakes and White, 1972; Garcia and Jacobsen, 1979) agrees that if  a melt loses its 
dissolved  water because o f  decom pression, amphibole is no longer stable and breaks down, form ing rims 
consisting o f  plagioclase, clinopyroxene, and titano-magnetite, or an assem blage representative o f  the 
com position o f  the w hole melt. Other possible explanations o f  the reaction rims are the introduction o f  a 
new  higher-temperature or low  H2O magma into the m agma chamber, or the fluxing o f  a magma with a 
CO i-rich fluid (Rutherford and Hill, 1993).
Garcia and Jacobsen (1979) categorized two types o f  am phibole breakdown rims: a ‘b lack’ type, 
and a ‘gabbroic’ type. They regarded the gabbroic type to be caused by an7^20 decrease in the magma 
reservoir, w hile the black type is produced from oxidation and dehydrogenation during or after extrusion. 
The gabbroic rims occur only on am phiboles in contact with melt, whereas the black rims cut through 
am phibole crystals in the erupted dacite, shov/ing a reaction that does net require the presence o f  melt.
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Table 5: Representative average hastingsite (amphibole) analyses from Suction Butte
Type(# of anal) 
Sample #  / loc.
N(2)
SB-2aC
N(1)
SB-2al
N(2)
SB-2aR
0 (2)
SB-9C
0 (1)
SB-91
0 (2 )
SB-9R
0 (2) 
SB-11C
0 (1)
SB-111
0 (2)
SB-11R
0 (1)
SB-2bC
0 (2)
SB-2bl
0 (1)
SB-2bR
SiOz 40.09 39.62 38.95 38.40 38.09 38.98 39.89 41.28 40.10 41.15 41.04 40.35
TiOz 1.86 1.90 1.94 2.01 2.05 1.99 1.94 1.91 1.87 1.94 1.86 1.92
AI2O3 11.91 12.17 12.04 11.60 11.26 11.92 11.80 11.43 11.59 11.51 11.35 11.64
FeO 17.75 18.35 21.06 21.32 20.90 20.87 19.40 17.31 19.05 18.11 16.70 19.75
MnO 0.28 0.32 0.48 0.49 0.55 0.48 0.45 0.39 0.42 0.40 0.34 0.45
MgO 9.64 9.41 7.45 7.53 7.29 7.45 8.82 10.47 8.90 10.03 11.04 9.13
CaO 11.42 11.51 11.30 11.38 11.50 11.40 11.26 11.55 11.37 11.31 11.68 11.05
NazO 2.12 2.11 2.23 2.13 2.02 2.18 2.14 2.31 2.24 2.15 2.29 2.17
KzO 1.73 1.76 1.55 1.67 1.67 1.69 1.76 1.52 1.63 1.50 1.48 1.55
Total 96.80 97,16 97.00 96.55 95.33 96.97 97.46 98.15 97.18 98.11 97.78 98.01
Fe/Mg 1.84 1.95 2.85 2.83 2.87 2.80 2.20 1.65 2.14 1.81 1.51 2.16
SB-2,9,11 represent different thin sections; a, b represent different grains In the thin sections
N = Normal; O = Oscillatory
Total iron expressed as FeO
C = core; I = Intermediate; R = rim
Individual grains separated by vertical dividing lines
i
Figure 7: Eastern Bearpaws hastingsite: (a) hastingsite grains showing multiple horizons of very fine­
grained titano-magnetite-pla^-iddingsite reaction rims at Suction Butte. Resorbed hastingsite grain in 
upper right comer; (b-c) close-up look at two distinct reaction rims on hastingsite grains from Suction 
Butte. Note the reswption and alteratim within the hastingsite cores; (d-e) variations in reactimi rim 
thickness from samples 4 meters apart at Suction Butte; (f) hastingsite reaction rim on shonkinite inclusion 
at McCann Butte.
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Although the rims on am phiboles at Suction Butte lack clinopyroxene and hence are not gabbroic in the 
true sense o f  the word, titano-magnetite and minor plagioclase are  present, and, importantly, reflect the 
com position  o f  the initial melt. The reaction rims are only present on the crystals in contact with melt, are 
found in plutonic rocks, and do not cut through am phibole grains, all o f  which suggest that they are the 
result o f  an/H2o decrease in the magma reservoir and can be considered equivalent o f  the ‘gabbroic’ type o f  
Garcia and Jacobsen (1979).
Constant T and P and isothermal decom pression experim ents by Rutherford and Hill (1993)  
established a relationship between the thickness o f  the reaction rim surrounding am phiboles and the rate o f  
ascent experienced in a magma chamber. They showed that during a 900°C constant-rate decom pression  
from 8km (2 .2  kbars) to the surface, no reaction rim develops on am phiboles in 4 days, a 10pm rim 
develops in 10 days, and a 35pm  rim develops in 20 days (Figure 8 , taken from Rutherford and Hill, 1993).
The presence o f  stable am phibole in the core o f  the am phibole phenocrysts at Suction Butte allow s 
the inference that as the grains were crystallizing the minimum amount o f  d issolved water in the initial melt 
was at least 4% at 890°C (Rutherford and Hill, 1993; Barclay, 1998). Melt with this water content that 
experienced a steady adiabatic decrease in pressure would achieve water saturation and subsequent reaction 
and dehydration o f  am phiboles at 1.6kbars (160 Mpa) o f  pressure (Rutherford and Hill, 1993). The 
occurrence and thickness o f  reaction rims can therefore provide a constraint on the how the prevailing  
water pressure conditions in the magma chamber have changed.
The oldest rocks found contacting the plutons are Jurassic lim estones o f  the Ellis Group. 
A ssum ing this unit to be the oldest rock lying on top o f  the plutons, the total sedimentary overburden at the 
tim e o f  pluton intrusion ranges from 2.5km  to 3.5km  for the top and base o f  the Ellis Group. If the plutonic 
body extends 2 km below  the upper contact with country rock, the estim ated maximum total overburden and 
lithostatic pressure experienced by m agma in the quartz latite plutons, all other factors equal, w ould be 5.5 
km and - 1 .7  kb, respectively. Therefore, the Suction Butte pluton likely straddles the pressure stability
lim it ( 1.6 kbars) o f  am phibole.
The narrow width o f  the titano-magnetite reaction rims on the hastingsite o f  Suction Butte 
indicates that the am phiboles did not stay for long (days) outside their stability field (Rutherford and Hill, 
1993). Reaction rim thicknesses were measured on 10 grains from each o f  8 different thin sections from
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EXPERIMENTAL BREAKDOWN OF AMPHIBOLE 
IN MSH DACITE
Isolherinal (900 °C]  consSant-rate
decom pression  experim ents
(b) 160 to 2 M Pa,(c) 220 to 2 MPa
(a) AnneaSng at 
900 °C . 90 MPa
X
6
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X
2 0
(d ) Armealmg at 
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TIME (Days)
Figure 8 : A m phibole reaction rim width versus time for 
experiments on Mount St. Helens (M SH ) dacite. Curves 
a and d are for constant P and T annealing experim ents 
where the tim e is the annealing time follow ing an 
em placem ent time o f  1-12  hours (no breakdown w ould  
occur during this em placem ent according to curve b).
Curve b is for an isothermal 900°C decom pression from 
160 to 2 Mpa (~ 1 .6 kbars to 2kbars), or, to the surface; the 
decom pression tim e is the time fo llow ing a 12 hour 
annealing at 1.6kbars. Curve c show s the breakdown as 
a function o f  tim e for a constant-rate decom pression  
beginning in the deep Mount St. H elens source region  
at 220 Mpa; it is based on two experiments (closed sym bols) 
and extrapolation o f  the curve b data (open sym bols) to 
2 .2 kbars, assum ing that no breakdown would occur during 
the 2 .2  to 1.6 kbar part o f  the ascent because hornblende 
is stable in this pressure range (from Rutherford and Hill, 1993).
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Suction Butte. Rim s were chosen for thickness measurement based on the large size o f  the am phibole, rim 
sharpness, and consistency o f  rim thickness throughout the grain, all o f  which served to ensure grain faces 
being measured were vertical and perpendicular to the surface o f  the thin section. Values ranged from 0- 
70pm , with standard deviations o f  5.2-15 for each o f  the thin sections. The mean thickness o f  amphibole 
rims in the pluton was 34.5pm , and the standard deviation am ong the thin sections was 13.2. Variation was 
seen at slightly larger than hand-sample scale, as one thin section showed a mean thickness o f  11.2pm , 
whereas a thin section from Im away had a mean rim thickness o f  52.0pm . (see Representative rim 
thicknesses, Table 6).
If  the am phibole grains cooled  statically with the rest o f  the pluton at pressures below  1.6kb, 
continued saturation and dehydration o f  the magma would have destroyed the amphibole in entirety. 
H ow ever, the thickness o f  the reaction rims suggest the amphibole grains were in the presence o f  a water- 
saturated (exso lved) m agma at a temperature above the solidus for a very short time. A ssum ing the results 
that Rutherford and Hill obtained from the Mt. St. Helens dacite can be extrapolated qualitatively to 
Suction Butte, the observed rim thicknesses correspond to a time o f  less than 20 days outside the amphibole 
stability field (Figure 8). A s evidenced by the large standard deviations o f  rim thickness within  each thin 
section, and the significant difference in rim thickness betw een  thin sections, the Suction Butte magma  
body likely experienced thorough churning and m ixing. Assum ing the pluton straddles the pressure 
stability lim it o f  am phiboles, quartz latite m agmas with different residence tim es at pressures <1.6 kbars 
(D evine et al., 1998a) probably m ingled within the magma chamber.
A lso , previous reaction rims which have been overgrown by further am phibole crystallization are 
locally  observed (Figure 7a-c). This suggest that the grains grew in an environment in which f ^ o  has 
changed through time (Figure 8a), oscillating between water-saturated and water-undersaturated conditions.
D ecreases in d issolved  water concentration are the result o f  a decrease in pressure as m agma rises 
and water exso lves. On the other hand, increases in /h 2o could be the result o f  either replenishment by  
under-saturated quartz latite magma from depth or the release o f  H]0 and other volatiles into the quartz 
latite host by an intruding m afic magma. Grains that experience a successive increase and decrease in 
water pressure could also be the result o f  the convective cycling o f  crystals within the magma chamber, so 
that at different heights within the pluton the crystal experienced different conditions of/H 2o-
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Experimental studies have shown that shallow ly emplaced granites contain relatively less 
d issolved  water than granites em placed at depth (Holtz, 2001; Hamilton et ah, 1964; Burnham and Jahns, 
1962). The relatively low  pressures (<2 .0  kbars) into which the quartz latite in the eastern Bearpaw  
M ountains was em placed correspond to less than 4% water by weight that can be dissolved in the melt. 
Therefore, it is unlikely the addition o f  under-saturated quartz latite magma from depth was a source for 
additional d issolved  water, as the entire Suction Butte exposure contained abundant am phibole crystals that 
could only grow in magmas with m ore than  4 % dissolved water. However, mafic magma intruded into a 
felsic host w ould cool and begin crystallizing im mediately, therefore causing exsolution o f  water and other 
volatiles. If these volatiles m oved into a dry felsic magma, they might again at first d issolve, and thereby 
increase th e /h 2o- H ow ever, since the Suction Butte pluton was em placed at pressures close to 1.6 kbars, the 
probability o f  water initially d issolving into even a dry melt at such pressures is low. The m ost likely  
scenario, however, is that individual grains experienced different water-pressure conditions because they 
were in a pluton undergoing convection, m oving above and below  depths corresponding to 1.6 kbars o f  
lithostatic pressure.
A ssum ing the growth rate o f  am phibole correlates with the experim entally-derived breakdown rate 
o f  am phibole, the amount o f  fresh am phibole growth in-between titanomagnetite reaction rims indicates 
how  much tim e elapsed while the grain re-entered water-undersaturared conditions. I f  the m agma chamber 
at Suction Butte straddles the pressure stability limit o f  am phiboles (1.6kbars), the total thickness o f  fresh 
am phibole growth between reaction rims then provides a constraint on the time for one convective cycle  
within the pluton and therefore the relative flow  velocity  (Figure 8a). The total thickness between reaction 
rim horizons in the am phibole grains o f  Figure 7a and 7c is 40pm  and 50pm  respectively. This 
corresponds to times on the order o f  several weeks for individual grains to make one com plete cycle within 
the pluton.
O f note is the presence o f  an am phibole rind around som e o f  the shonkinite inclusions.
A m phibole crystals that rim the shonkinite inclusions are them selves rimmed with titano-magnetite where 
in contact with the melt; this is sim ilar to the phenocryst phase in the quartz latite. This suggests that the 
shonkinite w as present within the quartz latite magma prior to when the am phiboles experienced a melt 
dehydration, as H2O was exsolved  from the magma. It also shows that at least som e o f  the shonkinite
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Figure 8a: Drawing of inferred convection cycle and movement of amphibole grains at Suction Butte. 
Amphibole grains at Suction Butte record a transition from crystallizing in a water under-saturated 
melt (<4%) to a water-saturated melt, breaking down and reacting into a fine-grained Fe-oxide rim. 
Assuming the water content for amphibole to be stable is 4% (Rutherford and Hill, 1993), melt starts 
degassing at depths which correspond to the amphibole pressure stability limit at about 1.6kb. Narrow 
reaction rims suggest amphiboles did not stay for long (days) outside their stability field. Melt with 
this water content that experienced a steady adiabatic decrease in pressure would achieve water 
saturation, and subsequent reaction and dehydration of amphiboles at l.bkbars of pressure (160Mpa). 
Amphibole grains at Suction Butte experience a successive increase and decrease in water pressure, 
resulting from the convective cycling of crystals within the magma chamber, so that at different 
heights within the pluton the crystal experienced different conditicms of/h2o.
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inclusions at Suction Butte cycled  convectively through low  pressures at the top o f  the magma chamber in 
the sam e manner interpreted for the independent am phibole crystals.
I conclude that the formation o f  titano-magnetite reaction rims around amphibole grains at Suction  
Butte records both a drop in pressure o f  the surrounding melt, and a rapid convective m otion within the 
m agm a chamber. Individual am phibole grains repeatedly crossed the pressure stability limits for 
am phibole in the quartz latite magma.
M afic Inclusions
Petrology and Petrography of Inclusions
The quartz latite plutons all contain abundant small (0 .5 -10cm), rounded to sub-rounded, very  
fine-grained, cuspate, and evenly distributed mafrc inclusions. The total mafic mineral content o f  the 
inclusions ranges from 50-75% . Many o f  the exposed inclusions are severely weathered, and range in color 
from m edium  gray to m ixed black and white to black. Dominant phenocrysts that are visible in hand 
specim ens are clinopyroxene, sanidine, biotite, and pseudomorphed olivine.
M afic inclusions were exam ined both in thin sections and using X-ray fluorescence (XRF) w hole- 
rock analyses. Due to severe weathering, alteration, and their typically small size (<3cm  in diameter), only  
five inclusions were analyzed using XRFu Results compare w ell to data obtained by Tureck-Schwarz for 
shonkinite throughout the Bearpaws (Appendix I). See Table 7 for representative results.
Variations in inclusion chemistry can be seen in A1 (8.3-12.6% ), M g (9.25-17.52% ), and total 
alkali (3 .6-7.4% ) contents normalized to 100%. Tv/o o f  the five sam ples had values for Al, Mg, and total 
alkalis that did not fit into the range o f  values identified as Bearpaw M ountains ‘shonkinite’ by Tureck- 
Schwarz (1992). H ow ever, data from Nash (1971) from shonkinite o f  the Shonkin Sag in central Montana 
provides a range o f  values that does incorporate those found in this study. These two sam ples can be 
considered either pyroxenite or shonkinite, but have Al values that are much higher than the normal range 
for pyroxenite o f  the Central Montana high-Potassium  Province. Therefore, the two sam ples w ill also be 
considered “shonkinite” for the purposes o f  this study.
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Table 7; Representative whole-rock analyses (inclusions)
from Deer Butte
Sample MGS DB MGS DB MGS DB MGS DB MGS DB
R 2 6 11 1
Normalized Results (Weight %):
Date 14-Oct-96 14-Oct-96 14-Oct-96 14-Oct-96 14-Oct-96
Rock Shonkinite Shonkinite Shonkinite Shonkinite Shonkinite
Si02 bU./8 4/.36 bU.30 5U./y 62 42
AI203 9.29 12.16 8.36 11.77 12.67
Ti02 0.682 2.087 0.692 0.842 0.740
FeO* 10.94 13.85 11.60 9.67 9.42
MnO 0.152 0.204 0.153 0.166 0.164
CaO 6.92 7.94 6.92 9.13 7.09
MgO 16.10 9.71 17.52 9.49 9.25
K20 3.02 3.58 2.63 4.83 4.86
Na20 1.34 1.84 1.01 2.25 2.63
P205 to  77 t1.27 to  82 t1 0 7 to  76
K+Na 4.362 5.420 3.638 7.081 7.494
Total 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00
Trace Elements (ppm):
Ni 602 245 699 126 162
Cr 912 576 959 407 751
Sc 19 32 17 24 25
V 157 236 136 173 156
Ba 1720 1464 1537 t2952 t3712
Rb 121 129 111 165 162
Sr 441 321 373 752 973
Zr 112 379 103 149 129
Y 16 54 16 29 23
Nb 13.6 19.7 15.3 11.5 10.1
Ga 17 20 18 20 17
Cu 6 5 6 73 53
Zn 141 183 149 121 120
Pb 26 33 29 30 48
La 50 54 52 51 38
Ce 70 112 71 101 74
Th 1U 4 8 2 U
*Major elements are normalized on a volatile-free basis, with total Fe expressed as FeO. 
" t "  denotes values >120% of highest standards for P205 and Ba.
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Figure 9: Shonkinite inclusions: (a) uniformly fine-grained shonkinite inclusion from Deer 
Butte; (b) shonkinite inclusion with decreasing grain size from core to rim. Arrow points 
from core to rim. Note the cuspate margin at contact with surrounding latite at top of photo; 
(c) inclusion trailing off into host quartz latite. White line traces inclusion; (d) hastingsite rim 
surrounding shŒikinite inclusicm at McCann Butte; (e) tear-shaped, uniformly fine-grained 
drop of shonkinite pulling away from larger inclusion. Note the cuspate margins of the 
inclusion.
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Mineralogy of inclusions
Exam ination o f  12 shonkinite inclusions in thin section show s them to contain salite 
clinopyroxene (25% ), biotite (up to 30%), K-feldspar (up to 30%), titano-magnetite (up to 15%), analcim e 
(up to 2% ), iddingsite (up to 3%), aegerine-augite (up to 3%), and trace pseudoleucite. B iotite and 
hastingsite com m only form fine-grained reaction rims around inclusions (Figure 9). Larger inclusions have 
larger grain size, suggesting less rapid chilling. Larger inclusions tend to have larger crystals as you m ove  
inward from the inclusion border, whereas sm aller inclusions are uniformly fine-grained (Figure 9). Trails 
o f  pyroxene, hastingsite, and biotite crystals are com m only seen trailing o f f  or pinching out into the quartz 
latite (Figure 9). Titano-m agnetite forms as much as 15% o f  the inclusions, and is m ost com m only  
associated with hastingsite rims and biotite.
Pétrographie analyses o f  the m afic inclusions found within the quartz latite-dom e bodies show  
textures w hich point to a state o f  disequilibrium between the inclusions and their host. The majority o f  the 
inclusions in the buttes are fine-grained m afic blobs w hose sub-spherical, elliptical or even strung-out 
geom etry suggests that the quartz latite and m afic magmas coexisted in a partly liquid state (Figure 9).
Hand sam ples and pétrographie exam ples show different stages o f  break-up within the less v iscous m afic 
inclusions. Textures o f  several inclusions suggest the additional process o f  m echanical separation or 
disaggregation o f  inclusions fo llow ing initial chilling (Figure 10). D efinitive evidence for this process 
consists o f  all stages o f  inclusion disaggregation at both outcrop and thin-section scales. Four different 
stages o f  breakup can be identified, and are chronicled in the photographs below  (Figure 10). In places, the 
breakup o f  the inclusions resem bles som ething more like brecciation, which is likely due to the significant 
viscosity  difference between the quartz latite and shonkinite m agmas (Figure 10).
Fine-grained margins, and grain size that decreases from the center on many o f  the larger 
inclusions suggests that the m afic m agma chilled only upon entering the quartz latite magma (Figure 9). 
Extrem e temperature difference between the latite ( -7 5 0 ° )  and shonkinite (-1 0 0 0 ° )  caused the borders o f  
larger inclusions to chill, while smaller inclusions ci-ystallized com pletely as uniform ly fine-grained m asses 
(Figure 9). Phenocryst and m icrophenocryst-laden streaks are observed trailing o f f  inclusions in many thin 
sections and in outcrop (Figure 9, 10).
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Figure 10: Four different stages of inclusion disaggregation: (a) stage 1 ; (b) stage 2; (c) stage 3;
(d) stage 4; (e) single inclusion separating into two smaller, round inclusions; (f) small, fine-grained, 
brecciated shonkinite inclusion with an amphibole reaction rim; (g) distribution of small shonkinite 
inclusions at Suction Butte; (h) 3-dimensional view of ellipsoidal dionkinite inclusion. Penny 
(1.5cm in diameter) and hammer (handle ~4cm wide) provided for scale.
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Figure II; Shonkinite inclusion textures: (a-e) large shonkinite inclusions showing different stages of 
dissaggregation from Deer Butte. Note the very thin felsic halo surrounding the large inclusion in (d); (f) 
shonkinite inclusion from McCann Butte showing significant t^eakup and formation of 2 anomalously 
large amphibole crystals in a reaction with presumably dry quartz latite melt; (g) shonkinite “schlieren” 
from Hansen Butte quartz latite; (h) distribution of inclusions at Deer Butte. Penny (1.5 cm in diameter), 
pen (12cm in length), notebook (13cm along spiral), and lens cap (5.2cm in diameter) shown for scale.
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H astingsite am phibole forms directly adjacent to or rimming many o f  the inclusions (Figure 7d, I l f )  at 
D eer Butte and M cCann butte, quartz latite plutons that do not bear hastingsite as a major phenocryst 
phase. A ssum ing the plutons to be relatively dry due to the shallow ness o f  their em placement, the 
crystallization o f  hydrous phases such as hastingsite as a reaction mineral between co-existing quartz latite 
and shonkinite m elts suggests that the shonkinite magma may have provided som e water.
At the deepest exposure o f  the Deer Butte pluton, many o f  the largest inclusions (10-30cm  in 
diameter) have a light-colored halo surrounding them, where felsic constituents migrated out o f  the 
inclusion in the beginning stages o f  chem ical m ixing or m ingling, or quartz latite crystal mush began to 
locally  m elt (Figure 11). Inclusions with gradational contacts caused by very local (2-4m m  halo) 
diffusional m ixing are considered in equilibrium with their hosts (Didier, 1973; Didier & Barbarin, 1991). 
T hese larger inclusions could begin to hybridize with the surrounding m agma because o f  the relatively  
longer tim e it took to cool within the host. Many felsic haloes around m afic inclusions in granites (Pabst, 
1928, p. 341; Didier, 1973), may have formed by expulsion o f  residual melt.
I f  gas filter pressing operates in the plutonic environment, in situ differentiation o f  larger 
inclusions and expulsion o f  residual liquids could produce marked com positional effects, given the time 
scale o f  plutonic crystallization. If  so, inclusions in plutons m ight be more m afic than their volcanic  
counterparts for a given host com position. This does not appear to be the case here, as the inclusions in the 
plutons are com positionally consistent with those seen in the pyroclastic deposits. Further studies o f  the 
texture, com position, and distribution o f  m afic inclusions in granite rocks may answer som e o f  these 
questions (Bacon, 1986). Suction Butte inclusions are for the m ost part so sm all that this diffusion is not 
apparent. They may have released their heat and crystallized in the surrounding quartz latite before cations 
could be exchanged with the quartz latite in an attempt to hybridize.
Abundance and Distribution of Inclusions
I conducted point counts at fresh outcrops o f  Deer Butte to gain a sense o f  the distribution and 
proportion o f  the m afic inclusions. By point counting, I was able to evaluate the distribution o f  mafic 
inclusions throughout the pluton, and to estimate what minimum % volum e o f  the m afic m agma was 
dispersed through the plutonic bodies (Appendix IV). The point counts used a 36in x 36in (91.4cm  x
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9 1.4cm ) sheet o f  transparent plastic upon which a grid with linch  (2.54cm ) blocks was drawn with  
permanent marker. The number o f  grid intersections falling on m afic inclusions gauged the % shonkinite 
by volum e o f  the rock.
At road level (SENE 1/4, Section 34, T20N , R19E) in the deepest part o f  the pluton, the mean 
number o f  inclusions determined from 10 sites normalized to a 36in x 36in (91.4cm  x 91.4cm ) provided  
55.3 inclusions and a mean estimated % volum e o f  shonkinite o f  2.32% .
At the summit o f  Deer Butte, som e 200m  higher in elevation, the mean density o f  inclusions from 
7 sites provided 72.3 inclusions and a mean estimated % volum e o f  shonkinite o f  1.75%.
At the base o f  large outcrop on the NE flank o f  Suction Butte, the mean density o f  inclusions at 9 
sites provided 44 .8  inclusions and a 1.0% mean estimated volum e o f  shonkinite. N ine sites 180m higher on 
the N W  slope o f  the butte (9) contained 62.8 inclusions o f  smaller size, corresponding to an estimated 1.0% 
by volum e o f  shonkinite magma.
Therefore, while the size and estimated volum e o f  the m afic inclusions at Deer Butte and Suction  
Butte decreased at higher elevations within the plutons, the number o f  inclusions increased towards the top, 
suggesting greater breakup o f  the shonkinite magma in the upper part o f  the magma chamber. 
D isaggregation and brecciation o f  magmatic inclusions can be seen in Figure 10. I interpret this breakup to 
be the result o f  vigorous convection within the magma chamber.
M iarolitic Cavities
B ig Timber and M cCann Buttes both contain areas o f  abundant miarolitic cavities at shallow  
levels in the plutons. At the B ig  Timber Butte locality, large boulders o f  gas-vesicle laden quartz latite can 
be observed blanketing the flanks o f  nearly the entire intrusion, as w ell as outcropping and sitting on top o f  
the southern platform (Figure 12a). Point counts were made using a 36in x 36in (91.4cm  x 91.4cm ) sheet 
o f  transparent plastic with a 1 inch (2.54cm ) grid. The mean number o f  miarolitic cavities for 20 outcrops 
at Bit Timber Butte was 137.25 per 36 in' area. The estimated mean % by volum e o f  these same 20 sites 
w as 5.58% , with a significant standard deviation as values ranged from 1-25% (Appendix V).
M iarolitic cavities in sam ples found at the contact between overlying sands and the quartz latite 
show ed significant preferred orientation. If the orientation o f  the overlying sedim ents were extended out
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Big Timber Butte: Pooled gas at the top of a magma chamber flank
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•igure 12: Pooled volatiles at Big Timber Butte: (a) large, vesicle-laden quartz latite blocks on southern 
flank of Big Timber butte. Arrows pointing to horizontal sedimentary strata 500 meters north of outcrops; 
(b) sketch of cross section (N-S) of Big Timber Butte. Dashed lines represent inferred orientation of 
sedimentary rocks over the pluton. Arrow shows the direction which the camera was pointed for the 
photograph in (a). ____  ____
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(c) contact between Big Timber Butte quartz latite and overlying sedimentary unit; (d) close-up look at 
quartz latite showing elongate gas vesicles parallel to the contact with sedimentary unit.
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Figure 13: Miarolitic cavities: (a&b) photographs showing abundant, irregularly shaped gas vesicles up to 
1cm in length (Big Timber Butte); (c) large sub-spherical gas vesicles at McCann Butte; (d) three large gas 
vesicles surrounding sub-spherical ^onkinite inclusicm; (e) beautifully twinned phillipsite crystals within 
large miarolitic cavity (2cm x 1.2cm); f,g,h.) miarolitic cavities on the margins of three shonkinite 
inclusions. Note the terminating quartz prisms in (h). Dime (1.25cm in diameter), nickel (1.5cm), penny 
(1.5cm), and lens cap (5.2cm) for scale.
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Figure 14: McCann Butte: (a) photograph of McCann Butte facing east along People’s Creek Road; 
(b) top of McCann Butte. Large, vesicle-laden blocks can be seen concentrated at the peak and 
beginning to slide down the side of the butte; (c) view from the top of McCann Butte looking over 
large gas filled quartz latite blocks; (d) close-up view of vesicles in large quartz latite blocks. 
Hammer (handle 25cm in Imgth) for scale.
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onto the southern flank o f  B ig Timber Butte, still 180m above contacts with other units, the outcrop o f  
felsic  quartz latite with abundant miarolitic cavities on the southern flank would be less than 20m  below  the 
sedim ents (Figure 12b). Therefore, the observed miarolitic cavities are likely pooled at the top margin o f  a 
branch o f  the intrusion.
Importantly, abundant small inclusions (2-6m m ) can be seen in the miarolitic cavity-rich quartz 
latite. In som e cases the m afic inclusions are strung out between gas vesicles, apparently connecting them. 
Dom inantly spherical geom etry would indicate cooling prior to com plete gas exsolution (Sparks et al., 
1994). A lthough locally the miarolitic cavities are spherical in shape, the majority o f  them have a 
convoluted and irregular geom etry, suggesting that the host magma had com pleted gas exsolution, and was 
experiencing irregular, turbulent flow  or flattening due to expansion as pressure was released within the 
m agma chamber (Figure 12d).
At M cCann Butte, the miarolitic cavities were seen in extrem ely large boulders that appeared to 
concentrate on top o f  the geom etrically equidim ensional butte (Figure 13). The mean number o f  miarolitic 
cavities seen at 20  outcrops at the summit o f  McCann Butte was 146.7. The mean estimated % by volum e 
consisting o f  cavities was 9.85% , almost double that at Big Timber Butte.
Instead o f  fracturing in a sheet-like fashion as most o f  the dome quartz latite does, the boulders at 
the summ it o f  M cCann Butte appear blocky and irregular, and are extrem ely hard (likely a quartz matrix). 
The quartz latite itself appears much more felsic in chem istry than the rest o f  the plutonic rock. M ost o f  the 
quartz latite blocks at the top o f  the butte do not appear to be in situ, but rather look like they settled on the 
top o f  the dom e after a collapse o f  the m agma chamber vent, or perhaps som e kind o f  erosion event. The 
m iarolitic cavities are locally  flattened, but are m ostly irregular and convoluted in shape. A lthough there 
are many vesicles as large as 2.5cm  in length, there are thousands o f  tiny vesicles (<2m m ) that are too 
num erous to count.
The cavities typically contain euhedral mineral grains that grew into the available space. A m ong  
the observed cavity minerals are quartz, orthoclase, and chlorite “flakes” or other secondary alteration 
minerals. In one spectacular sam ple, a larger miarolitic cavity contains twinned phillipsite crystals about 
1cm in diameter (Figure 13). As at Big Timber Butte, abundant sm all m afic inclusions are present in the 
cavity-rich rock.
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The presence o f  vesicles at the tops o f  plutons is interpreted to result from the pooling o f  exsolved  
volatiles at the top part o f  the Big Timber Butte and McCann Butte magma chambers. The volatiles either 
exso lved  from the quartz latite melt as it ascended from depth, or exsolved  from the shonkinite inclusions 
as they cooled  in quartz latite. The shallow  depth o f  em placem ent o f  both plutons (<2.0  kbars) m akes it 
unlikely that water remained dissolved  in the quartz latite melt or as gas bubbles: it would be driven o f f  as 
steam  into the surrounding country rocks or fractures. It is indeterminable whether the shonkinite 
inclusions in the plutonic bodies ever vesiculated. However, the presence o f  vesicles enclosing plutonic 
inclusions and in the inclusions o f  equivalent pyroclastic quartz latite suggests that volatile phases were 
present. This does not guarantee they exsolved  prior to eruption. The lack o f  vesicles in plutonic 
shonkinite inclusions could mean that vesicles were destroyed during final consolidation o f  the pluton. O f  
note is the presence o f  miarolitic cavities enveloping inclusions at McCann Butte and B ig Timber Butte 
(Figure 13). The amount o f  gas exsolving from the quartz latite and/or shonkinite melts and nucleating on 
the inclusions might have been sufficient to buoyantly “float” the inclusions upward through the magma.
Convection  
Whole-rock analyses
W hole-rock analyses were used to determine the extent o f  chem ical m ixing and convection that 
took place within the m agma chamber. See Table 8 for representative analyses. X-ray fluorescence  
w hole-rock analyses o f  20 sam ples from dispersed localities on Deer Butte was conducted using the 
facilities at W ashington State University in Pullman. The accuracy and precision o f  the data from the 
G eoA nalytical lab is good. Standard sample calibration curves which plot best fit lines through a graph o f  
x-ray intensity vs. theoretical intensity provide a good estimate o f  accuracy (See Appendix II).
For m ost major elem ents the variation between the tw o standard sample beads is o f  the same order 
as their variation from the given value, with the inference that im precision resulting from the preparation o f  
the beads is equal to or greater than inaccuracies caused by inadequate matrix and interference corrections. 
Percentages are all w ell within the range o f  quartz latite. With the exception o f  Na, the total discrepancies 
from the “g iven ” values are less than m ight reasonably be expected between two random sam ples collected
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in the field from the same rock unit -  lava flow , igneous intrusion, etc (Appendix II). Hence, this degree o f  
inaccuracy m ay be regarded as insignificant for m ost purposes o f  geo log ic correlations or petrogenetic 
m odelling. (W ashington State University G eoAnalytical Labs)
The 20 quartz latite sam ples correlated w ell with previous work done by Tureck-Schwarz on 
sim ilar rocks in the Bearpaw Mountains area. M g and Ca showed the greatest variance, with standard 
deviation values that were 16% and 14%, respectively, o f  the calculated mean. However, there were no 
anom alous or extrem e values which would lead one to believe the magma had significant chem ical 
variation resulting from assim ilation o f  country rock, hybridization, differentiation, differential settling, or 
local convection.
Although phenocryst type and size showed significant variation at hand-sample scale, this data 
show s overall hom ogenous chem istry for the entire pluton. The hom ogeneity breaks down at the cm  scale, 
as seen in the variations in pyroxene and biotite content and the extent o f  resorption variation within a 
single thin section. Uniform ity o f  com position o f  the bulk magma suggests that the pluton experienced  
convection  which inhibited differentiation products from settling out and aided the distribution o f  dense 
shonkinite inclusions and salite xenocrysts from the shonkinite magma into the highest part o f  the pluton.
Hornblende Lineation
At Star Butte, the orientation o f  hornblende phenocrysts was measured to exam ine the uniformity  
o f  their lineation, to see if  the pluton had undergone convection. Outcrops were exposed well enough to 
ascertain averages o f  hornblende crystal orientations for 11 locations. Twenty five trend and plunge 
m easurem ents o f  individual grains were made at each o f  the 11 outcrops, from which a mean trend and 
plunge was calculated. Hornblende crystals were only measured where a three dim ensional orientation  
could be seen. The dips varied from 25-52 degrees, but nearly all hornblende crystals pointed down and 
away from the center o f  exposure. N ine o f  the 11 means dip towards the N W  quadrant, as there was 
significantly more outcrop on the W /NW  side. The two means that were gathered from the eastern side o f  
the butte plotted in the SE and N E  quadrants, show ing close to a 180 degree sw ing in the orientation o f  dip. 
Figure 15 show s the location and mean trend and plunges o f  the 11 outcrops.
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Tab/e 8; Representative whole rock analyses (latite) From Deer Butte
Sample MOSDB MOSDB MOSDB MOSDB MOSDB MOSDB MOSDB MOSDB MOSDB MOSDB
1 5 10 14 17 19 22 25 29 33
Normalized {v\eight.%)
Date 13-Oct-96 13-Oct-96 13-Oct-96 13-Oct-96 13-Oct-96 13-Oct-96 13-Oct-96 13-Oct-96 140ct-96 140ct-96
Rock Qtz. Latite Qtz. Latite Qtz. Latite Qtz. Latite Qtz. Latite Qtz. Latite Qtz. Latite Qtz. Latite Qtz. Latite Qtz Latite
Si02 64.97 64.93 65.09 65.16 64.61 64.90 64.90 64.96 65.08 62.95
AI203 15.08 15.10 15.25 15.33 15.17 15.17 15.25 15.29 15.29 14.81
Ti02 0.333 0.328 0.320 0.333 0.327 0.327 0.327 0.323 0.310 0.376
FeO* 3.56 3.56 3.38 3.71 3.75 3.64 3.65 3.65 3.59 4.62
MnO 0.074 0,065 0.078 0.070 0.076 0.076 0.078 0.075 0.066 0.079
CaO 3.28 3.21 3.23 2.69 3.49 3.14 3.16 2.93 2.94 4.19
MgO 2.70 2.79 2.64 2.65 2.65 2.72 2.55 2.70 2.64 3.24
K20 4.81 4.82 4.61 4.77 4.65 4.71 4.78 4.85 4.73 4,67
Na2 0 4.92 4.93 5.15 5.02 5.01 5.05 5.05 4.96 5.11 4.75
P205 0.266 0.263 0.256 0.266 0.264 0.271 0.259 0.259 0.250 0.325
K+Na 9.737 9.752 9.760 9.786 9.655 9.761 9.826 9.818 9.836 9.414
Total 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00
Trace Elements (ppm):
Ni 61 59 52 61 67 53 54 61 57 72
Cr 121 124 117 121 112 119 114 111 103 147
Sc 7 7 11 12 8 7 11 8 8 10
V 59 61 57 67 59 56 55 52 58 82
Ba 1-2402 12382 12329 12380 12360 12550 12352 12386 12390 12313
Rb 133 134 129 132 132 131 135 139 129 132
Sr 881 879 996 900 820 932 1033 1029 1001 980
Zr 141 136 141 141 141 144 146 143 142 142
Y 13 12 11 13 13 13 13 12 12 13
Nb 11.2 11.1 12.3 11.2 10.6 10.1 10.5 10.7 10.9 11.3
Ga 15 16 15 16 14 15 15 15 13 16
Cu 16 14 18 14 11 20 21 19 24 26
Zn 39 41 50 39 37 43 55 49 43 45
Pb 27 29 45 27 34 57 43 43 36 20
La 21 23 36 38 19 30 33 20 23 37
Ce 43 40 35 38 ■ 45 41 46 31 40 50
Th 8 6 8 7 8 9 6 7 8 9
*Major elements are normalized on a volatile-free bests, with total Fe expressed as FeO. 
"R" denotes a duplicate bead made from the same roc!( pov/der.
" f ' denotes values >120% of the highest standard for Ba.
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Figure 15: Star Butte hornblende orientations. Twenty five trend and plunge measurements of individual 
crystals were made at each of the 11 outcrops, from which mean trend and plunges were calculated. Nearly 
all of the individual crystals point down and away or up and towards the center of the exposed pluton, and 
parallel with the preferred orientation of fracture at the outcrops, suggestive of a convective flow pattern. 
Outcrops 5, 6, and 11 are good examples of how that individual grains lie in parallel planes that shallowly 
dip away from the center of the pluton.
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B ecause o f  the significant topographic relief at Star Butte, and the proximity o f  sedimentary  
country-rock contacts, I interpret that most o f  the exposure is near the margins and also relatively near the 
top o f  the pluton. Based on this interpretation, the alignm ent o f  the hornblende crystals suggests a flow  
pattern w hich was m oving m agma down and away or up and towards the center o f  the butte, either option  
pointing to convective m otion within the pluton.
A sim ilar phenom enon was observed at Suction Butte, where the hornblende crystals com m only  
show ed alignm ent that lay in a horizontal plane, and parallel with the preferred direction o f  fracture at the 
outcrops. There were also “flow  corridors” at Suction Butte, observable on a smaller scale where 
hornblendes were aligned in a long, narrow region (3 -5cm  width extending for several meters).
C ooling rates within plutons
Estim ates were calculated for the rate (in years) that it w ill take an igneous body o f  known size and 
initial temperature to thermally equilibrate (crystallize) with surrounding wet country rocks. Equations 
were obtained from Jaeger (1959), who made the follow ing assumptions:
a) The country rock is initially at a constant temperature, which w ill be taken as the zero o f  temperature, 
and at zero time, t ^ O, magma is brought suddenly into contact with it. After intrusion, it is assum ed  
that there is no motion o f  the magma. If there was m ovem ent in the m agma (convection), it would  
m ove hotter magma against cooler country rocks, thereby cooling the pluton faster. Thus, the 
calculated tim e would be maximum.
b) The magma has a definite m elting point at temperature T , (relative to the country rock at zero 
temperature) and is intruded at this temperature.
c) The country rock has thermal conductivity Ko, density po, specific heat C q ,  diffusivity 6 q  = Ko/poCo, and 
solid ified  m agma has corresponding values Kj, p i, C|, and 6 |.
d) The effects o f  transport o f  heat by volatiles from the magma and convection in the m agma w ill be 
neglected.
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Supposing a sheet o f  thickness D meters at its m elting temperature T, is intruded into wet 
sedim ents w hich are assumed to extend indefinitely on either side. Crystallization w ill proceed inward 
from both contacts, the magma between the planes o f  crystallization remaining liquid (100%  m elt) at 
temperature T]. A ssum ing the initial temperature T , o f  the quartz latite magma to be 700° C, its thermal 
conductivity K, = 0 .0057 , and diffusivity 6, =  0.009, the density (/%) o f  country rocks = 2.8, and the 
specific heat (Co) o f  wet country rocks = 0 .25, this time c f  solidification (crystallization) t, is given in years 
by;
t, = (2D“/ 8 f 6 i ) x  10-" 
where 8, is the root o f  8 ( 0  + erf8)e^^ = c,T]/L,B'^^
A ll o f  the plutonic bodies in the eastern Bearpaw M ountains are shallow ly em placed intrusions, w hose sub- 
spherical shape w ill be treated as a sheet o f  a knov/n thickness with parallel sides, assumption that the melt 
is static and is not subject to any kind o f  m ovem ent or convection. U sing an estimated thickness (D ) o f  
2000m  for the plutonic bodies o f  the eastern Bearpaw mountains, a range o f  moderate porosities (0 .05-0 .2)  
as expected for shales, sandstones, and other fine-grained siliciclastic rocks, and a 300° C boiling point for 
water in rocks under at least 85.9 atm, the expected time o f  crystallization is anywhere from 30 ,000 - 
35,000  years.
Felsic Pvroclastic Rocks
Rock types, texture
Felsic pyroclastic rocks can be seen in areas southwest and northwest from the cluster o f  plutonic 
quartz latite buttes. Three localities with abundant exposure and minimal weathering and alteration are the 
focus o f  the present study; V olcano Canyon, Extrusive Top, and Crooked Creek (see Figure I).
At several localities in what is known as the Southern V olcanic Field, tu ff and tuff-breccia  
deposits are interlayed; all contain abundant m afic inclusions in either quartz latite blocks or by them selves 
within the ash. At V olcano Canyon and Extrusive Top, these pyroclastic quartz latite deposits range from 
pink to pale green, are locally altered, and are ubiquitously porphyritic. The fine ash deposits are 
com m only flecked with tiny biotite crystals. The brecciated layers contain blocks o f  quartz latite as large
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as 1.5m across, with plenty o f  inclusions visible, and locally  chunks o f  w ood and other organic debris. 
Locally, ash-fall deposits are evident, and som etim es show  upward gradation from coarse to fine ash. The 
felsic  chem istry and abundance o f  irregularly shaped gas vesicles make the blocks resem ble the quartz 
latite found at the top o f  B ig Timber Butte and McCann Butte. The felsic pyroclastic deposits are 
volum etrically sm aller than the m afic pyroclastic deposits in both the southern and northern volcanic fields 
in the Bearpaw M ountains. M ost o f  the volcanic rock deposited at distances greater than a 40km  radius has 
been eroded away.
Shonkinite Inclusions
Shonkinite inclusions can be seen in quartz latite blocks, floating in quartz latite ash layers and 
matrix material, and in som e cases are a part o f  both quartz latite blocks and ash in the pyroclastic deposits. 
The inclusions contain abundant gas vesicles that are usually spherical in shape (Figure 16), and much 
larger than any o f  the mineral grains (up to 6mm in diameter).
The shonkinite inclusions are spherical to elongated in shape, very fine-grained, cuspate along  
margins, and appear to be w idely distributed. Shonkinite inclusions in the pyroclastic rocks are texturally, 
m ineralogically, and geom etrically equivalent to those observed in plutonic rocks. C linopyroxene, biotite, 
sanidine, p lagioclase, and pseudom orphs o f  o livine are the dominant mineral phases, and locally  grow  
euhedrally into vesicles in the inclusions.
Mineralogy of Pyroclastic Deposits
Mineral assem blages present in erupted melt allow  for the determination o f  the thermodynamic 
conditions prevailing in the chamber prior to eruption. Clinopyroxene, biotite, K-feldspar, and plagioclase  
are the dominant mineral phases in quartz latite ash and blocks. Mineral phases are exam ined in all 
pyroclastic rock types and described as follows:
C linopyroxene (+ 2V =  44°) grains in the ash and quartz latite blocks (25% o f  phenocrysts) are 
euhedral to subhedral, l-4m m  in length, and is locally  pseudom orphically replaced by biotite, or a 
secondary alteration mineral. C linopyroxene in the shonkinite inclusions within the pyroclastic quartz 
latite, however, is usually subhedral to anhedral, o f  smaller size (<2m m ), and appears to have been slightly  
resorbed.
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Figure 16: Inclusions in pyroclastic rocks: (a-c) subspherical shonkinite inclusions “floating” freely in 
quartz latite ash layers; (d) shmkinite inclusion in both quartz latite block and surrounding ash (field of 
view 1.5 meters wide); (e) large inclusion from pyroclastic quartz latite block with abundant sphwical 
vesicles 2-4mm in diameter; (f) tiny shonkinite inclusion with abundant gas vesicles; (g) shonkinite 
inclusion with gas vesicles; (h) distribution of inclusions in large block of pyroclastic quartz latite. Penny 
(1.5cm in diameter), lens cap (5.2cm), and hammer (25cm long) for scale.
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Figure 17: Textures from pyroclastic latite: (a) biotite (=bio) pseudomorphing salite (=sal); (b) shonkinite 
inclusion next to phillipsite pseudomorphing feldspar + melt inclusions; (c) large vesicle lined with biotite 
and cpx; (d) abundant melt inclusions in pseudomorphed feldspar phenocryst; (e) abundant skeletal feldspar 
grains; (f) zoom in on skeletal plagioclase; (g) pyroclastic latite tuff-breccia with euhedral biotite, 
clinopyroxene, and plagioclase-melt phenocrysts; (h) shonkinite inclusion with interstitial alkali feldspar 
containing melt pods in pyroclastic latite.
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Biotite grains are euhedral laths and bocks from 1-3mm in length (20%  o f  phenocrysts). Small 
clinopyroxene grains are com m only included within som e o f  the larger books o f  biotite. Som e grains show  
strain, and are bent around pods o f  glass, plagioclase, and/or clinopyroxene. Importantly, the biotite is not 
reacting to form an Fe-oxide mineral.
The textures, size, and occurrence o f  feldspar grains in the pyroclastic latite deposits vary 
significantly. In the blocks o f  quartz latite, most o f  the feldspar grains appear have grown around pods o f  
m elt that com m only make up 80% o f  the crystal volum e. There are m ixed assem blages o f  plagioclase and 
K-feldspar phenocrysts, many o f  which enclose large areas o f  clear glass (Figure 17). This contrasts with 
the usually dusty, sm aller areas o f  glass in typical sieve textures. Although the edges o f  the grains are 
euhedral, the grain interior is a broken up mixture a zeolite mineral and trapped melt (Figure 17). This 
texture correlates with that seen in the cores o f  a small percentage o f  the feldspar phenocrysts from Deer 
Butte (Figure 5g, h).
There are tw o possible explanations for this texture. A  model proposed by Halsor (1989) infers 
that fresh hydrous basaltic m agma injected into an existing rhyolite magma was responsible for a similar 
texture; density instabilities were created as volatiles were released during crystallization. The ensuing  
m ixing caused very rapid skeletal growth o f  p lagioclase in the rhyolite, trapping pockets o f  magma. 
Plagioclase grains may have experienced a shattering effect, as trapped magma in the sieve texture cores 
expanded. The speed o f  eruption was so rapid that no quench textures formed, only glass, as Pearce (1987)  
discovered in the dacite erupted at Mt. St. Helens.
Another explanation is that the cores have been resorbed or re-melted due to eruption-induced  
pressure-release. A ssum ing the temperature o f  the grain remained constant, a decrease in pressure o f  the 
m elt could have brought the grain back to a temperature above its solidus.
The feldspar grains (Ab-rich) “floating” independently in the quartz latite ash are both com plete, 
euhedral crystals and grains which enclose melt. K-feldspar found in shonkinite inclusions (<5% ) in the 
pyroclastic rocks is interstitial, relatively minor, shows no twinning, and contains abundant pods and lenses 
o f  g lass, as w ell as som e melt inclusions (Figure 17).
V esicles can be seen in all o f  the different types o f  material in the pyroclastic deposits: in coarse 
pyroclastic breccia matrix, m ixed ash deposits, in quartz latite blocks, within inclusions, at their margins,
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and even surrounding inclusions (Figure 16). M ost are sub-spherical to convoluted in shape, and are 
som etim es lined with biotite and clinopyroxene grains (Figure 17).
M uch o f  the matrix material in the pyroclastic quartz latite is extrem ely fine-grained with a dusty 
brown color, indicative o f  a large percentage o f  glass. Elongated glass shards wrap around phenocrysts, 
and biotite and clinopyroxene phenocrysts are som etim es tom  in h alf by a glass streak. Each thin section o f  
pyroclastic rock shows several types o f  material with a variety o f  cooling histories. Som e blebs o f  quartz 
latite have a groundmass that is ultra fine-grained (<0.1 mm), whereas others have grains as large as 1mm.
D iscussion
Examination of models
Tw o primary m echanism s are believed to be responsible for triggering and driving exp losive  
volcanic eruptions. Crystallization o f  a hydrous magma can induce “second boiling” as sufficient vapor 
pressure is built up in a closed-system  magma chamber. Secondly, replenishing a magma chamber with 
fresh m agma fi-om depth can trigger eruptions by adding heat and/or volatiles to the resident magma.
Replenishm ent from depth by a m afic magma is readily apparent in the quartz latite plutons o f  the 
eastern Bearpaw Mountains. Examination o f  the plutons reveals the co-existance o f  shonkinite with latite. 
N earby volcanic rocks show  a com positional and textural correlation to the latite plutons. These w ell- 
exposed  plutons and associated volcanic rocks are w indow s into the cores o f  developing volcanoes, 
providing data that enables the testing o f  four m odels which seek to explain the role o f  interacting m afic 
and felsic  m agm as in triggering violent eruption.
The injection o f  hot, dense, m afic m agma into the base o f  a silicic magma chamber has been  
proposed for m any other calc-alkaline magma chambers as a means for triggering eruption (Feeley  and 
Dungan, 1996; Clynne, 1996; Campbell and Turner, 1989; Bacon and Druitt, 1988; Sparks et al., 1977; 
Eichelberger, 1980). Their research has tested and refined variants o f  this m echanism , but m ost o f  the 
m odeling has been based on the study o f  volcanic rocks alone. Four m odels presenting different scenarios 
regarding the injection or intrusion o f  m afic magma into cooler felsic magma are here tested with data from 
the plutons and volcanic rocks o f  the eastern Bearpaw M ountains field site.
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Eichelberger’s (1980) model
The m odel proposed by Eichelberger (1980) and built upon by Huppert et al. (1982) states that a 
volatile-bearing m afic m agma injected into the base o f  a cooling felsic magma chamber w ill, upon partially 
crystallizing, have an initial density small enough to allov/ the m afic magma to be entrained as vesicular 
“foam ”. A ccording to Eichelberger’s m odel, unless the shonkinite magma was initially saturated with  
volatile phases, it w ould have to partially crystallize before it’s density could allow  it to be entrained into 
and m ingled with the latite magma. This crystallization would in turn exsolve gas and decrease density  
enough to buoyantly ‘float’ inclusions. Eichelberger’s model suggests that if  the shonkinite m agma m ostly 
crystallized prior to entrainment, then the transfer o f  heat from the shonkinite into the quartz latite would  
only be evident at or near the contact between the two.
A lthough salite xenocrysts (>2m m ) from the shonkinite magma are ubiquitous in the quartz latite 
m agma, there is no evidence o f  significant crystallization o f  the m afic magma prior to being m obilized  
throughout the m agm a chambers at the Bearpaws field site. Chilling o f  the mafic magma to a fine grain 
size is strong evidence pointing to m ostly molten inclusions at the time o f  entrainment. The texture and 
extent o f  crystallization in m afic inclusions is largely dependent upon the initial temperature contrast 
(~1000°C  and ~750°C ) (Sparks and Marshall, 1986; Sparks et al., 1977). Concentric zonation from the core 
to rim o f  successively  larger crystals, rounded rather than angular (broken) form, and the evidence o f  
cuspate margins indicate that the groundmass crystallization o f  the shonkinite occurred after the inclusions 
were disperesed and resident in the host m agma (Bacon, 1986). A ssum ing an initially water-undersaturated 
shonkinite m agma, this suggests post-entrainment groundmass crystallization and vapor exsolution in the 
shonkinite inclusions, contradicting the pre-entrainment crystallization required by Eichelberger’s m odel.
Sam ples found throughout the Deer Butte pluton show  local Ca and M g enrichment, zonation  
within biotite and am phibole crystals, and resorbed quartz, evidence that supports a transfer o f  heat at all 
levels within the pluton. This does not support the local transfer o f  heat at the contact between pooled  
m afic m agm a and overying felsic m agma suggested by Eichelberger’s model.
C onclusions o f  Sparks and Marshall (1986) regarding the increase in v iscosity  o f  m afic magma 
m ingled with silicic m agm a also present a problem for any m odel requiring vésiculation prior to magma 
m ingling. V ésiculation in the shonkinite magma brought on by crystallization w ould lead to an increase in
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water content o f  the remaining shonkinite melt. Research by Sparks and Marshall (1986) showed that an 
increased water content would not only depress the liquidas and solidus temperatures o f  the m afic magma, 
but w ould increase the viscosity  as well. Increased viscosity o f  the mafic magma relative to the felsic  
m agm a w ould therefore act as a strong inhibitor to the m ovem ent o f  pooled m afic magma within felsic  
m agma, w hich does not support Eichelberger’s model (Oldenburg et al, 1989; Frost & M ahood, 1987).
Feeley and Dungan’s (1996) model
F eeley and D ungan’s (1996) m odel suggests that prior to the developm ent o f  density instabilities, 
an intruded m afic m agma with enough heat and volum e w ill chem ically m ix with the host felsic magma, 
generating a chem ically  hybrid boundary layer. Vigorous convection at the interface, and locally high  
m afic to felsic magma ratios allow  for chem ical m ixing. Withdrawal o f  magma by eruption, or pluton- 
scale convection  then entrains and distributes both hybrid and m afic inclusions throughout the felsic pluton.
A s shown in the table o f  m odels above, a requisite for comparison with m odels by Sparks et al. 
(1977), Eichelberger (1980), and Murphy et al (2000) is that only a small volum e o f  m afic m agm a (<4% ) is 
present as inclusions within the host (Murphy et al, 2000; Sparks and Marshall, 1986; Eichelberger, 1980; 
Sparks et al., 1977). The chem ical m ixing (hybridization) process described in the m odel o f  Feeley and 
Dungan (1996), on the other hand, w ill only occur when the hotter magma has enough heat to allow  the two  
m agm as to reach thermal equilibrium very slow ly, thereby averting any large scale chilling o f  the hotter 
m afic magma. This process can take place at great depth, or when the proportion o f  hot m agma to cold  
m agma is equal to sub-equal. The relative proportion o f  the two m ingling magmas has been shown to have 
a direct correlation with the extent o f  hybridization and quenching o f  the hotter magma, as w ell as on the 
tim e betw een m ixing and eruption (Sparks and Marshall, 1986; Bacon & M etz, 1984). It is w ell 
docum ented that a sm all percentage o f  hot m afic magma brought into contact with a relatively large 
proportion o f  felsic m agma w ill cause the m afic magma to chill as fine-grained blebs and p illow s (Blundy  
and Sparks, 1992; Bacon, 1986; Sparks and Marshall, 1986; K oyaguchi, 1986; Bacon and M etz, 1984; 
Vernon, 1983), crystallizing prior to reaching thermal equilibrium. A small volum e ratio o f  m afic to felsic  
m agm a w ould therefore inhibit chem ical m ixing o f  the magmas.
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The mean estimated volum e % o f  shonkinite was 2.1%  at Deer Butte, and 0.79%  at Suction Butte. 
This sm all percentage o f  m afic magma relative to felsic magma does not support the model o f  F eeley and 
Dungan. Shonkinite inclusions at both Deer Butte and Suction Butte show fine grain size, cuspate margins, 
and grain size that decreases outward from the center o f  the inclusion, all indicators that thermal 
equilibrium  was reached fairly quickly. The fine-grain textures in the mafic inclusions must mean that 
crystallization began in the shonkinite magma im mediately upon entering the cooler quartz latite magma. 
Therefore, textures in the m afic inclusions also do not support Feeley and Dungan (1996).
H ow ever, felsic halos on som e o f  the largest inclusions near the base o f  exposure at Deer Butte 
suggest that hybridization might have occurred at depths greater than those exposed in the field, apparently 
supporting the m odel by Feeley and Dungan (1996). Larger inclusions w ill retain latent heat for a longer 
tim e than sm aller inclusions. Inclusions retaining more heat w ill take longer to thermally equilibrate with 
surrounding magma, thereby crystallizing coarser grains, and averting a “chilling” effect. Complete 
hybridization can only occur when two different magmas both behave as liquids at the same temperature. 
The two m agmas cannot easily  m ix if  one o f  the magmas behaves as a solid when thermal equilibrium is 
reached. I f  the phases that form at lower temperatures in the shonkinite magma (such as alkali feldspar) are 
still liquid when the shonkinite and quartz latite magmas reach a com m on temperature, the two magmas 
could exchange com ponents. This hybridization, however, would be present in higher parts o f  the pluton if  
convection  m obilized the deeper parts o f  the magma chamber.
The apparent lack o f  hybrid inclusions am ong those distributed throughout the pluton suggests that 
this probably did not happen. There was also no evidence o f  a hybrid layer. Cuspate margins and 
uniform ly fine-grained inclusions point to the chilling o f  the shonkinite within the quartz latite, again 
m inim izing the migration o f  cations from the shonkinite to the quartz latite. The coexistence o f  chem ically  
distinct, hom ogeneous, and nearly pure end-m em ber m afic inclusions and latite at Deer Butte argues 
against application o f  the m odel put forth by Feeley and Dungan (1997) to the Bearpaws field site.
Murphy et al.’s model (2000)
The scenario proposed by Murphy et al. (2000) for the magma chamber o f  the Soufrière H ills 
volcano involves the forcible intrusion o f  m afic magma as dikes or sills into a partially crystallized felsic
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host. The intrusion o f  m afic magma transfers volatiles and heat, rem obilizing the felsic crystal mush into a 
con vective cycle , leading to eruption. M afic inclusions form both as fragments o f  disrupted dikes and as 
quenched blobs o f  mafic m agma em placed by forceful intrusion and/or buoyant ascent o f  vesicular mafic 
m agm a. For this m odel to apply to the Bearpaws plutons, there must be evidence supporting the intrusion 
o f  relatively hot shonkinite magma into a m ostly crystalline quartz latite with an extrem ely high viscosity. 
An injected m afic m agma undercooled by contact witii felsic magma will also act brittlely (Murphy et al., 
2000; Foster and Hyndman, 1990; Vernon, 1984), so that fragmented and brecciated dike rock and 
xenoliths w ould be expected in a pluton having undergone this process. This model therefore requires 
variation and disequilibrium  in the crystallizing histories o f  phenocrysts, locally heterogeneous bulk 
m agma com position, and fine-grained inclusions with both rounded and angular geometry.
A m phibole grains at Suction Butte show normal and oscillatory zoning within the same thin 
section, and variable reaction-rim thicknesses, both o f  which suggest that the grains experienced locally  
different cooling  histories. Resorption o f  am phibole exteriors has been interpreted as resulting from either 
the reheating o f  am phibole grains above their stability point at 880°C (Barclay et al., 1998), or that the 
grains experienced a pressure decrease (Rutherford and Hill, 1993; Murphy et al., 2000).
Salite grains at Deer Butte show normal, oscillatory and reverse zoning as w ell, but are strongly 
resorbed and altered. G iven the earlier interpretation that intrusion o f  the shonkinite magma was 
responsible for the dispersal o f  salite xenocrysts at Deer Butte, any reverse zoning or heterogeneity from  
core to rim in the com position o f  salite grains is not necessarily the result o f  localized reheating in the 
quartz latite magma. Resorption o f  many but not all grain exteriors suggests that the grains were subject to 
pressure-relief m elting or the contrast in com position o f  the salite was such that Ca and M g tended to 
resorb back into the melt.
B iotite grains at Deer Butte also show  resorption, reverse and normal zoning, and are altered to 
titanom agnetite. H ow ever, as grains that crystallized from the quartz latite melt, reverse zoning is an 
indication o f  reheating. Resorption o f  biotite could be the result o f  reheating, pressure-relief m elting, or 
local contrast in melt com position. Embayed and resorbed quartz grains at Deer Butte also point to a 
reheating or pressure-releasing event.
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At D eer Butte, three feldspar grain types vary in their relationships to each other. Sanidine 
en closin g p lagioclase, plagioclase enclosing sanidine, and sanidine enclosing plagioclase and sm aller anti- 
perthite xenocrysts are all evident. This shows the melt com position varied locally, crystallizing sanidine 
first in som e areas, and p lagioclase first in others.
The reverse and oscillatory zoning o f  biotite and am phibole phenocrysts, variation in phenocryst 
com position, and the resorption o f  salite, amphibole, biotite, and quartz all point to parts o f  Deer Butte 
having experienced one or more o f  the following:
a) Localized reheating by the intrusion o f  shonkinite m agma to a temperature above an original 
temperature at which biotite, alkali feldspar, and quartz formed.
b) Pressure-relief m elting as quartz latite magma ascended from depth.
c) Pressure-relief m elting as quartz latite magma chamber erupted.
d) A  change in melt com position as shonkinite magma was dispersed throughout the pluton.
A lthough it is indeterminable which o f  these was primarily responsible for the variation in texture 
and chem istry observed in the minerals o f  Deer Butte, som e observations can be made noting the m odel 
proposed by Murphy et al. (2000). The m odel o f  Murphy et al. (2000) proposes a transfer o f  heat from an 
intruding/injected m afic m agma into a felsic magma pluton, which sufficiently “thaws” and rem obilizes the 
60-65%  crystalline pluton. Murphy et al. (2000) suggested that phenocrysts in the felsic magma experience 
different different degrees o f  resorption and recrystallization under locally  variable conditions, depending 
on their proxim ity to intruding bodies.
I f  a hot m afic inclusion (1000°C) that is spherical and 2cm  in diameter is enclosed  in a cooler
felsic  m agm a (750°C) that is 4cm  in diameter, the volum e ratio o f  m afic to felsic magma is 1 to 7 (14.3% ).
A ssum ing all e lse is equal, and given the initial temperature contrast (250°C), this volum e ratio would  
cause the tw o m agmas to reach a thermal equilibrium o f7 8 1 °C , only 31 °C higher than the original 
temperature o f  the felsic melt. A lso, for a solid mineral crystal to go back into solution, the temperature o f  
the surrounding m elt must increase enough to overcom e the minerals heat o f  fusion.
The estim ated % by volum e made up o f  shonkinite inclusions in the Deer Butte pluton is 2.4%  and
0.75%  in the Suction Butte pluton. The average size o f  the shonkinite inclusions was 2cm  or less in
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diameter. The sm all size and volum e o f  the m afic inclusions at Suction Butte and Deer Butte, and the heat 
o f  fusion problem means any increase in temperature experienced by the surrounding quartz latite melt was 
local, on the cm scale. Larger inclusions, however, w ill have a greater local ratio o f  m afic to felsic  
m agm as.
Therefore, heat transfer from dispersed, volum etrically-m inor magmatic m afic inclusions to 
surrounding felsic m agma w ill have a minimal effect on rem obilizing and reheating an entire pluton. If  the 
local ratio o f  m afic magma to felsic magma is sufficiently large, reheating could cause resorption, reverse 
zoning, reaction rims, and other disequilibrium textures. An exam ple o f  this type o f  m afic magma to felsic  
m agm a ratio m ight be in areas adjacent to an injected dike or sill, or near the contact between a pooled  
body o f  dense m afic m agma and overlying felsic magma. Variations in the local ratio o f  m afic to felsic  
m agma could account for the variability in extent o f  resorption seen in the salite grains, and the 
heterogeneous thermal histories o f  biotite and amphibole grains.
H ow ever, as described earlier, the proportion o f  mafic magma to felsic m agma has a direct effect 
on the extent o f  chem ical m ixing which takes place. Given pluton-scale convection, the absence o f  hybrid 
inclusions in either D eer Butte or Suction Butte suggests that there is no location within the pluton where 
local ratios o f  m afic to felsic m agma allowed for significant reheating. Therefore, the absence o f  magma 
m ixing and relatively small size and volum e o f  shonkinite inclusions do not support the notion that the 
Deer Butte and Suction Butte plutons were 60-65%  crystallized when reheated from an intruded shonkinite 
m agm a, and m obilized into pluton-scale convection. This does not support the m odel o f  Murphy et al. 
(2000).
Bulk magma com position at D eer Butte shows remarkable consistency at various levels and 
locations within the pluton. Ca and M g show ed very minor variations locally. This hom ogeneity is evident 
at a sm all enough scale to consider the m echanical and minor chem ical m ixing to have been more thorough 
here than that inferred at the Soufriere Hills volcano (Murphy et al., 1998; D evine et al., 1998), as salite 
xenocrysts are observed evenly distributed throughout m ost thin sections made from the Deer Butte pluton. 
The m inim al variation in w hole-rock chem istry suggests that there was thorough m ixing o f  the latite 
m agm a by convection, elim inating any significant local chem istry changes brought on by the intrusion o f
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shonkinite magma. This extensive m ixing is in support o f  Murphy et a l.’s (2000) m odel, in that the 
chamber had enough gas and/or heat enough to begin convecting.
The presence o f  feldspar-rich felsic blobs with very small amounts o f  m afic minerals suggests that 
at least on the edges o f  the cooling pluton, partially crystallized quartz latite was rem obilized and entrained 
by a quartz latite m agma that had m ingled with shonkinite inclusions (Figure 2-1.1). The high total mafic 
mineral content in the quartz latite surrounding the feldspar-rich blobs suggest there was som e chem ical 
m ixing betw een the injected shonkinite and the reheated quartz latite. This feldspar-rich blob and 
surrounding contaminated latite is supporting evidence for the rem obilization o f  a crystal mush by the 
intrusion o f  m afic m agma as proposed by Murphy et al. (2000).
Shonkinite inclusions at both Deer Butte and Suction Butte show several stages o f  disaggregation. 
Inclusions show  brecciation, but only at fractures through broken up inclusions (Figure 2d, f). Few angular 
shonkinite inclusions are observed in the quartz latite plutons. The exteriors or outer edges o f  most 
inclusions are rounded. The presence and disaggregation o f  only rounded inclusions is contradictory 
evidence to the m odel proposed by Murphy et al. (2000). Intrusion o f  m afic magma into a 50-60%  
crystalline pluton would instead form dikes and sills which in turn brecciate, forming fine-grained  
inclusions with broken or angular shapes.
Sparks’ (1977) model
The m odel o f  Sparks et al. (1977) says that a mafic magma intruded/injected into a much cooler  
felsic  m agma w ill form initially magmatic inclusions, w hich begin to release heat and volatiles into the 
felsic m agm a as they quickly cool. Increased heat and gas content in the felsic m agma then initiates rapid 
superheating and convection in the the felsic pluton, distributing m afic inclusions and associated volatiles 
to all parts o f  the pluton, pressurizing the m agma chamber as gas exsolves, and triggering violent eruption.
Evidence summ arized below  supports Sparks et a l.’s hypothesis: the m ingling o f  tw o chem ically  
distinct m agm as, significant initial temperature and volatile-content contrast between the two m agmas, 
correlation between plutonic and volcanic quartz latite, pluton-scale convection o f  magma, and consequent 
rapid pyroclastic eruption.
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C oeval, m ingling m agm as
Bacon & M etz (1984), Bacon (1986), and Didier & Barbarin (1991) have proposed criteria for 
recognizing undercooled blobs o f  m afic magma that were injected into and crystallized in plutonic and 
volcanic rocks. Observations 1 have made indicate that indeed the inclusions found in the quartz latite 
plutons o f  the eastern Bearpaws Mountains represent m afic magma injected into and chilled within cooler, 
more silicic reservoirs. They include:
1.) The majority o f  inclusions are sub-spherical in shape; they differ from angular accidental xenoliths 
derived from solid  wall rock or brecciated dikes and sills.
2 .) W hole-rock chem ical analyses o f  m afic inclusions show that they are shonkinitic in com position. (See  
W hole-rock analyses Appendix I). Tureck-Schwartz’s study o f  the association o f  alkalic and sub- 
alkalic rocks in the Bearpaw Mountains revealed that shonkinite and quartz latite cannot be formed by 
differentiation o f  a single parent magma. Cumulates from quartz latite crystallization w ould not 
resem ble the bulk com position o f  the inclusions. Their com position would be controlled by the 
crystallizing m agma and physical properties o f  the precipitating phases.
3.) Inclusions have a fine-grained igneous texture characterized by abundant, elongated, strongly zoned  
euhedral crystals in an altered matrix, indicative o f  rapid cooling to just above the solidus. This texture 
differs from the g lassy  or m icrocrystalline groundmass characteristic o f  m afic magma quenched at the 
surface.
4 .) Som e large inclusions exhibit decrease in grain size towards their rims, increase in elongation o f  
grains, and/or an outer hybrid rind containing reacted or resorbed amphibole phenocrysts from the host 
magma. These observations indicate that the inclusions were chilled against the host, and that both 
host and inclusions w ere m olten at the same time.
Furthermore, m afic schlieren textures are absent from inclusions in the associated pyroclastic rocks.
A  rounded or sub-spherical appearance o f  the pyroclastic shonkinite inclusions suggest that they were 
likely m olten at the time o f  distribution within the pluton. Alternatively, the m afic m agma may have
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partially crystallized upon entering the quartz latite, yielding a material with a high enough m echanical 
strength, and a low  enough viscosity  that they were not able to m echanically disaggregate during eruption.
C orrela tion  betw een  p yro c la stic  rocks an d  p lu ton ic  rocks
Sim ilarities in texture, chem istry, and phenocryst phases suggest that pyroclastic quartz latite 
originated in plutonic quartz latite domes exposed in the southeast Bearpaw Mountains. The data include:
1.) The geom etry, chem istry, distribution and size o f  shonkinite inclusions in pyroclastic quartz latite 
correlates w ell with the inclusions found in nearly all o f  the exam ined quartz latite plutons.
2.) Large pods o f  glass, and m issing cores are evident in feldspar grains o f  both pyroclastic quartz latite 
and plutonic quartz latite. The glass inclusions are interpreted to be the result o f  pressure-relief 
m elting as the m agma chamber erupted.
P lu ton-S cale C onvection
A vailable data supports the contention that Suction Butte, Deer Butte, and Star Butte experienced  
vigorous pluton-scale convection. The data include;
1.) N um erically-even distribution o f  inclusions throughout the entire exposed pluton. Increase in the 
number o f  inclusions and decrease in the volum e o f  shonkinite at higher levels within the pluton is 
interpreted to be the result o f  the breaking up o f  larger inclusions and p illow s introduced at the base o f  
the chamber. Subsequent vigorous convection likely disaggregated blobs and pillow s, entraining the 
still m olten m agma as spherical to sub-spherical inclusions o f  shonkinite. These smaller inclusions 
were them selves subjected to disaggregation. The fine-grained nature o f  the small inclusions suggests 
that they were chilled once they were small enough that heat loss within them was rapid.
2 .) C om positional hom ogeneity. W hole-rock chemistry data o f  the quartz latite show s a strong uniformity 
in sam ples taken from 20 different locations throughout the Deer Butte pluton.
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3 .) Hornblende crystal alignm ent. Am phibole grains in the quartz latite at Star Butte show  a strong radial 
lineation trend aw ay from the center o f  the buttes. Suction Butte am phiboles show  a strong lineation in 
narrow flow  corridors 5-10 cm wide, as w ell as a foliation in the exfoliating talus sheets.
4 .) H eterogeneous reaction rim thicknesses on adjacent amphibole crystals at Suction Butte. Reaction rim 
thicknesses vary from 20pm  to 75pm  on amphibole grains from the same thin section, show ing that 
grains present in the m agma chamber at pressures < 1.6 kbars for different lengths o f  time have been  
thoroughly m ixed together.
5.) Tw o distinct reaction rims on a small percentage o f  the am phiboles. Som e am phibole grains show  
evidence o f  having been recycled from conditions o f  water saturation into water undersaturation, and 
back again, m ost likely due to m agma chamber convection. This could also result, however, from the 
introduction o f  volatiles from a magma replenishment, secondary intrusion, or from surrounding 
country rocks.
In jection  o f  hot, vo la tile -bearin g  mafic m agm a into re la tively  co o l an d  dry  m agm a
All available m odels demand the injection o f  m afic magma into the base o f  a relatively cooler silicic 
chamber. A significant initial temperature contrast is most likely responsible for the chilling and under­
cooling  that is observed in m any o f  the m afic inclusions. Rather distinct in temperature and volatile 
concentration, the two m agmas would experience a rapid and local transfer o f  heat and volatiles. M agmatic 
shonkinite (~ 1 0 0 0 ”C) that is volum etrically minor (1-3% ) would rapidly transfer heat into cooler quartz 
latite (~750°C ) magma. Quartz latite m agma (~750°C ) em placed in plutons at low pressures (<2 .0  kbars) is 
relatively dry, at m ost containing 5 wt% water (H oltz et al., 2001), while an intruded m afic m agma could  
bear water and other volatiles. The fo llow ing data support the injection o f  hot, volatile-bearing m afic 
m agm a (shonkinite) into relatively cool and dry  felsic magma (quartz latite);
1.) C oeval shonkinite (~1000°C ) and quartz latite (~750°C ) magmas suggest an initial T contrast o f  
~250'’C between the host magma and secondary intrusion.
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2.) E xsolved  gas bubbles found in the chilled inclusions o f  the pyroclastic rocks point to the saturation o f  
a volatile phase within the shonkinite. Gas bubbles trapped in the shonkinite inclusions o f  erupted 
m agm a demonstrate that gases did not com pletely exso lve out o f  the inclusions into the host quartz 
latite. The inclusions in the gas-rich uppermost part o f  the magma chamber at McCann Butte are 
enclosed  by gas bubbles. These bubbles were perhaps responsible for buoyantly floating the 
inclusions into higher parts o f  the m agma chamber. Plutonic-hosted inclusions do not contain  
abundant gas vesicles. H owever, given com positional equivalency between pyroclastic and plutonic 
shonkinite inclusions, exsolved  gas which had been present within the plutonic inclusions was 
released into the quartz latite. Exsolved gas that was not erupted was likely concentrated post­
eruption at the top o f  the magma chamber as it ascended through the magma chamber during 
convection. This concentrated gas is represented by the large, vesicle-rich tumbled blocks at the top 
o f  M cCann Butte.
3.) The cooling  histories o f  feldspar grains at Deer Butte suggest an increase in temperature and/or a 
drastic decrease in pressure. Partial melting entrained xenocrysts o f  anti-perthite into quartz latite 
melt. Locally, p lagioclase began to crystallize first, while in other areas o f  the magma chamber 
sanidine crystallized first. Eventually, local p lagioclase crystallization gave w ay to sanidine. 
Continued rapid cooling eventually yielded an alkali feldspar rim. This alkali feldspar rim underwent 
a significant pressure decrease, developing a dusty sieve texture containing m elt inclusions.
4 .) Crystallization o f  thin am phibole rims around, and large amphibole phenocrysts adjacent to, 
shonkinite inclusions at Suction Butte suggest a temperature and/or water-content contrast between  
the tw o magmas. The shonkinite m agma intruded into a presumably dry quartz latite magma, 
suggesting therefore that the initial shonkinite had a higher volatile content than the resident quartz 
latite.
R apid super saturation and eruption o f  quartz latite magma
Several observed features indicate a rapid rate o f  convection and volatile supersaturation which  
ultim ately led to pyroclastic eruption. The data includes;
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1.) Lack o f  reaction rims on erupted biotite and som e plutonic am phibole grains. Experimental results by 
Rutherford and Hill (1993) indicate that am phibole grains which have been in undersaturated (water- 
depleted) conditions for longer than 4 days acquire an Fe-oxide reaction rim. The lack o f  reaction 
rims on som e am phiboles collected from storage areas experiencing less than 1.6 kbars o f  overburden 
pressure suggests that am phibole ascent through the magma chamber was rapid, more than about 30 
m/hr. Biotite in an undersaturated magma w ill form a magnetite reaction-rim in a similar fashion. 
Therefore the absence o f  reaction rims on biotites in erupted samples suggests a very brief time in a 
m agm a chamber at depths shallow  enough for water vapor to exsolve. The absent and very thin 
(<5pm ) reaction rims on som e am phiboles at Suction Butte are evidence o f  a very rapid rise o f  at least 
som e m agma from am phibole-stable depths in the storage chamber.
2 .) B lebs o f  shonkinite separating from inclusions in both tuff-breccia and plutonic sam ples suggest that 
at least som e o f  the shonkinite m agma was still partly molten when it was erupted. Small inclusions 
o f  the size seen at Deer Butte and Suction Butte (m ostly 5m m -2cm ) would be expected to chill rapidly 
i f  in contact with significantly cooler quartz latite. The presence o f  magmatic inclusions in tuff- 
breccia sam ples then points to a short time between the intrusion o f  shonkinite and the eruption o f  the 
quartz latite m agm a chambers.
3.) Skeletal feldspar grain growth in erupted sam ples. M ost o f  the feldspar phenocrysts in pyroclastic 
sam ples have m issing cores (som etim es replaced by zeolite minerals), or have a rounded or euhedral 
framework which surrounds large melt inclusions. This points to the rapid growth o f  feldspar around 
pods o f  melt. This texture is sim ilar to that described by Halsor (1989) for a basaltic magma injected  
into the base o f  a felsic magma chamber, releasing volatiles which cause a density instability between  
the m agmas. Subsequent eruption ended any approach to density stability and further equilibrium.
C onclusion
I interpret Deer Butte and Suction Butte to be quartz latite m agma chambers that had partially 
crystallized before being intruded by a hot, dense shonkinite magma. The crystallization o f  the quartz latite 
plutons in the eastern Bearpaw Mountains was probably not as extensive as that described at the Soufriere
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H ills volcano by Murphy et al., as salite xenocrysts from the shonkinite magma are intimately m ixed and 
distributed throughout the plutons. A lso, the shonkinite inclusions do not appear to have formed many 
angular or broken inclusions. If  the shonkinite m agma intruded a m ostly crystalline pluton, dikes or sills 
w ould have formed, and subsequently brecciated as the dikes reheated the pluton and initiated convection.
Rather, the forcible injection o f  the shonkinite magma im m ediately dispersed inclusions and blobs 
o f  m agm atic shonkinite within the quartz latite. V igorous convection began as heat and volatiles transferred 
from the hot, relatively volatile-rich shonkinite magma into the cooler, drier quartz latite. Significant 
temperature contrast between the m ingling magmas caused the sm allest shonkinite blebs to com pletely  
crystallize as fine-grained inclusions, w hile larger blebs o f  shonkinite formed fine-grained rims around 
slow er cooling  interiors. A s the shonkinite magma inclusions exchanged heat with the host quartz latite and 
crystallized, volatile phases exsolved , nucleated in and around the inclusions and lowered the density o f  the 
m afic blebs.
The lowering o f  the density o f  shonkinite inclusions as gas exsolution expanded their volum e 
provided a second, independent force to distribute inclusions throughout the plutons. Continued exchange 
o f  heat, and the migration o f  volatiles from the inclusions into the quartz latite drove pluton-scale 
convection, effectively  disaggregating and distributing the blebs o f  shonkinite m agma to all levels within 
the pluton. The added volum e and exsolved  volatiles from the shonkinite m agma sufficiently raised the 
vapor pressure within the convecting magma chamber to trigger explosive eruption. Pyroclastic quartz 
latite tu ff and quartz latite tuff-breccia deposits from nearby volcanic fields contain abundant, vesicular 
shonkinite inclusions and pressure-relief melted feldspars, showing textural equivalence to the plutonic 
quartz latite. This result confirm s the m odel proposed by Sparks et al. (1977), and also incorporates som e 
o f  the findings o f  Murphy et al. (2000).
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Appendix I Deer B u t te
X - R a y  F l u o r e s c e n c e  W h o l e  R o c k  A n a l y s e s  D a t a
S e e  A p p e n d i x  I V  f o r  e x p e c t e d  e r r o r  r a n g e  f o r  e a c h  e l e m e n t
L a t i t e
Sample MOS DB MOS DB MOS DB MOS DB MOS DB MOS DB MOS DB MOS DB MOS DB MOS DB
1 4 5 10 14 15 16 17 18 19
Date 13-Oct-96 13-Oct-96 13-Oct-96 13-Oct-96 13-Oct-96 13-Oct-96 13-Oct-96 13-Oct-96 13-Oct-96 13-Oct-96
Unnormalized Results (Weight %):
8102 63  . 5 9 6 3  . 7 4 6 3  . 5 2 6 4  . 4 3 6 3  . 8 6 6 2  . 90 6 4  . 2 2 63 . 1 1 63  . 2 9 6 4  . 16
AI203 1 4  . 7 6 1 4  . 8 3 14  . 7 7 1 5  . 09 1 5  . 0 2 14  . 84 1 5  . 18 14  . 82 14  . 85 1 5  . 00
Ti02 0 . 3 2 6 0 . 3 2 5 0 . 3 2 1 0 . 3 1 7 0 . 3 2 6 0 . 3 2 9 0 . 3 2 1 0 . 3 1 9 0 . 3 1 7 0 . 3 2 3
FeO 3 . 4 9 3 . 4 2 3 . 4 8 3 . 3 4 3 . 64 3 . 6 3 3 . 5 4 3 . 66 3 . 5 7 3 . 6 0
MnO 0 . 0 7 2 0 . 0 6 7 0 . 0 6 4 0 . 0 7 7 0 .  0 6 9 0 . 0 6 7 0 . 0 6 5 0 . 0 7 4 0 . 0 7 1 0 . 0 7 5
CaO 3 . 2 1 3 . 3 2 3 . 14 3 . 2 0 2 . 64 3 . 88 2 . 7 3 3 . 4 1 3 . 1 6 3 . 10
MgO 2 . 6 4 2 . 63 2 . 73 2 . 6 1 2 . 6 0 2 . 2 0 2 . 65 2 . 5 9 2 . 5 8 2 . 6 9
K20 4 . 7 1 4 . 6 8 4 . 72 4 . 5 6 4 . 67 4 . 62 4 . 5 9 4 . 54 4 . 5 7 4 . 6 6
Na20 4 . 8 2 4 . 87 4 . 82 5 . 10 4 . 92 4 . 66 5 . 2 0 4 . 89 4 . 8 5 4 . 99
P205 0 . 2 6 0 0 . 2 6 2 0 . 2 5 7 0 . 2 5 3 0 . 2 6 1 0 . 2 6 0 0 . 2 7 1 0 . 2 5 8 0 . 2 5 8 0 . 2 6 8
K+Na 9 . 5 3 0 9 . 5 5 0 9 . 5 4 0 9 . 6 6 0 9 . 5 9 0 9 . 2 8 0 9 . 7 9 0 9 . 4 3 0 9 .4 2 0 9 . 6 5 0
Total 97  . 8 7 9 8  . 1 4 97  . 83 9 8  . 98 9 8  . 0 0 9 7 . 3 9 98  . 7 7 97  . 67 9 7 . 5 2 9 8  . 87
Normalized Results (Weight %):
Si02 6 4  . 97 6 4  . 9 5 6 4  . 93 6 5  . 0 9 6 5 . J. 6 6 4  . 5 9 6 5  . 02 6 4  . 6 1 6 4  . 9 0 6 4  . 90
AI203 15  . 0 8 1 5  . 1 1 1 5  . 10 1 5  . 2 5 1 5  . 3 3 1 5  . 24 1 5 .  3 7 1 5 .  17 1 5  . 23 1 5  . 17
Ti02 0 . 3 3 3 0 . 3 3 1 0 . 3 2 8 0 . 3 2 0 0 . 3 3 3 0 . 3 3 8 0 . 3 2 5 0 . 3 2 7 0 . 3 2 5 0 . 3 2 7
FeO* 3 . 5 6 3 . 4 8 3 . 56 3 . 3 8 3 . 7 1 3 . 7 3 3 . 5 8 3 . 7 5 3 . 6 6 3 . 64
MnO 0 . 0 7 4 0 . 0 6 8 0 . 0 6 5 0 . 0 7 8 0 . 0 7 0 0 . 0 6 9 0 . 0 6 6 0 . 0 7 6 0 . 0 7 3 0 . 0 7 6
CaO 3 . 2 8 3 . 3 8 3 . 2 1 3 . 2 3 2 . 6 9 3 . 9 8 2 . 7 6 3 . 4 9 3 . 2 4 3 . 14
MgO 2 . 7 0 2 . 6 8 2 . 7 9 2 . 64 2 . 6 5 2 . 2 6 2 . 68 2 . 6 5 2 . 6 5 2 . 72
K20 4 . 8 1 4 . 7 7 4 . 82 4 . 6 1 4 . 7 7 4 . 7 4 4 . 6 5 4 . 65 4 . 6 9 4 . 71
Na20 4 . 92 4 . 9 6 4 . 93 5 . 15 5 . 0 2 4 . 7 8 5 . 2 6 5 . 0 1 4 . 9 7 5 . 0 5
P205 0 . 2 6 6 0 . 2 6 7 0 . 2 6 3 0 . 2 5 6 0 . 2 6 6 0 .2 6 7 0 . 2 7 4 0 . 2 6 4 0 . 2 6 5 0 . 2 7 1
i\-Mva y . / 4 y . / 3 y . / h y . / d y . / u y.hd y . y i y.bD y .d o y . / d
Trace Elements (ppm):
Ni 6 1 5 7 5 9 5 2 6 1 5 7 5 8 6 7 64 53
Or 1 2 1 1 1 6 1 2 4 1 1 7 1 2 1 1 1 6 1 1 4 1 1 2 1 1 5 1 1 9
Sc 7 14 7 1 1 12 8 16 8 9 7
V 5 9 6 5 6 1 5 7 67 6 6 5 8 59 66 5 6
Ba t 2 4 0 2 1 2 4 1 5 1 2 3 8 2 1 2 3 2 9 1 2 3 8 0 1 2 3 0 2 1 2 3 1 2 1 2 3 60 1 2 3 6 0 1 2 5 5 0
Rb 1 3 3 1 3 5 1 3 4 1 2 9 1 3 2 1 2 8 1 3 1 1 3 2 1 2 5 1 3 1
Sr 8 8 1 8 7 1 8 7 9 9 9 6 9 0 0 1 0 5 7 8 2 3 8 2 0 8 8 2 9 3 2
Zr 1 4 1 1 4 0 1 3 6 1 4 1 1 4 1 1 4 2 1 4 0 1 4 1 1 4 0 1 4 4
Y 13 13 12 1 1 13 13 13 13 14 13
Nb 1 1 .  2 12  . 2 1 1 . 1 12  . 3 1 1 . , 2  1 0 . 9 1 1 . 1 1 0  . 6 1 0  ., 7  1 0 . 1
Ga 15 15 16 15 16 14 14 14 12 15
Cu 16 2 0 14 18 14 1 5 1 5 1 1 1 1 2 0
Zn 39 3 8 4 1 50 3 9 3 5 3 4 3 7 3 5 43
Pb 2 7 2 6 2 9 4 5 2 7 3 1 3 1 3 4 2 6 5 7
La 2 1 3 5 23 3 6 3 8 3 3 2 7 1 9 4 4 3 0
Ce 4 3 53 4 0 3 5 3 8 33 4 0 4 5 4 9 4 1
Th 8 9 6 8 7 10 8 8 9 9
Major elements are normalized on a volatile-free basis, with total Fe expressed as FeO. 
"R" denotes a duplicate bead made from the same rock powder.
"t" denotes values >120% of our highest star.derd.
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Latite Deer Butte
Sample MOSDB MOSDB MOSDB MOSDB MOSDB MOSDB MOSDB MOSDB MOSDB
20 22 23 25 26 27 29 32 33
Date 130ct-96 130Ï-96 130ct-96 isoct-ge 13-Ctt-96 140ct-96 140ct-96 140d-96 140d-96
Unnonnalized Results (Weight %):
8102 63.91 64.13 64.46 64.12 64.64 64.18 64.18 59.71 61.25
AI203 14,98 15.07 15.14 15.09 ■ 15.25 15.12 15.08 14.29 14.41
T102 0.318 0.323 0.313 0.319 0.318 0.321 0.306 0.437 0.366
FeO 3.54 3.61 3.49 3.60 3.57 3.55 3.54 5.07 4.50
IVhO 0.074 0.077 0.079 0.074 0.072 0.073 0.065 0.102 0.077
CaO 3.36 3.12 3.10 2.89 2 4 8 2 9 5 29 0 4.55 4.08
MgO 261 2.52 2.53 2 6 6 2 3 0 2 4 8 26 0 4.35 3.15
K20 4.62 4.72 4.77 4.79 4.63 4.83 4.66 4.80 4.54
Na20 5.02 4.99 5.02 4.90 5.16 4.91 5.04 4.43 4.62
P205 0262 0.256 0.259 0.256 0.255 0.261 0.247 0.380 0.316
K+Na 9.640 9.710 9.790 9.690 9.790 9.740 9.700 9.230 9.160
Total 98.69 98.82 99.16 98.70 98.67 98.68 98.62 98.12 97.30
Nonnaiized Results (Weight %):
Si02 64.76 64.90 65.01 64.96 65.51 65.04 65.08 60.85 6295
AI203 15.18 1525 15.27 15.29 15.46 15.32 15.29 14.56 14.81
Ti02 0.322 0.327 0.316 0.323 0.322 0.325 0.310 0.445 0.376
FeCr 3.58 3.65 3.51 3.65 3.61 3.60 3.59 5.17 4.62
IVhO 0075 0.078 0.080 0.075 0073 0.074 0.066 0.104 0079
CaO 3.40 3.16 3.13 2 9 3 251 2 9 9 29 4 4.64 4.19
MgO 2 6 4 2 5 5 2 5 5 2 7 0 23 3 251 26 4 4.43 3 2 4
K20 4.68 4.78 4.81 4.85 4.69 4.89 4.73 4.89 4.67
Na20 5.09 5.05 5.06 4.96 5.23 4.98 5.11 4.51 4.75
P205 0.265 0.259 0.261 0.259 0.258 0.264 0.250 0.387 0.325
K+Na 9.77 9.83 9.87 9.82 9.92 9.87 9.84 9.41 9.41
Trace Bements (pptn):
Ni 59 54 57 61 53 55 57 106 72
Cr 117 114 114 111 107 114 103 196 147
Sc 16 11 11 8 10 12 8 11 10
V 67 55 58 52 53 58 58 83 82
Ba 12386 12352 12389 12386 12410 12338 12390 12651 12313
Rb 131 135 140 139 125 147 129 137 132
Sr 1023 1033 1038 1029 1025 1025 1001 886 980
Zr 142 146 145 143 153 143 142 144 142
Y 12 13 12 12 13 12 12 15 13
Nb 10.7 10.5 10.1 107 10.9 10.7 10.9 10.4 11.3
Ga 14 15 14 15 17 15 13 15 16
Cu 17 21 17 19 14 19 24 36 26
Zn 49 55 58 49 55 44 43 60 45
Pb 39 43 37 43 54 36 36 29 20
La 32 33 19 20 18 19 23 27 37
Ce 51 46 42 31 58 36 40 42 50
7h 7 6 8 7 8 7 8 10 9
Mcÿor elements are nonnaiized on a volatile-free basis, with total Fe expressed as FeO. 
"R 'denotes a duplicate bead made from the same rock powder.
" f  ' denotes values >120% of our highest standard.
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Deer Butte Latite
Sample MOS DB MOS DB Mean Stdev. Max Min
4 4R
Date 13-Oct-96 14-Oct-96
Un-normalized Results (Weight %)
8102 63.74 63,54 63.47 1.18 64.64 59.71
AI203 14.83 14.87 14.90 0.25 15.25 14.29
TIG2 0.325 0.323 0.330 0.028 0.437 0.306
FeO 3.42 3.68 3.70 0.42 5.07 3.34
MnO 0.067 0.067 0.073 0.008 0.102 0.065
CaO 3.32 3.31 3.25 0.47 4.55 2.48
MgO 2.63 2.69 2.72 0.44 4.35 2.20
K20 4.68 4.68 4.65 0.10 4.83 4.36
Na20 4.87 4.93 4.91 0.17 5.20 4.43
P205 0.262 0.264 0.270 0.029 0.380 0.247
K+Na 9.560 9.610 9.560 0.189 9.790 9.160
Total 98.14 98.35 98.27 0.55 99.16 97.30
Normalized Results (Weight %)
8102 64.95 64.60 64.58 1.02 65.51 60.85
AI203 15.11 15.12 15.16 0.20 15.46 14.56
TI02 0.331 0.328 0.336 0.029 0.445 0.310
FeO* 3.48 3.74 3.77 0.44 5.17 3.38
MnO 0.068 0.068 0.074 0.008 0.104 0.066
CaO 3.38 3.37 3.31 0.49 4.64 2.51
MgO 2.68 2.74 2.77 0.45 4.43 2.26
K20 4.77 4.76 4.74 0.10 4.89 4.46
Na20 4.96 5.01 4.99 0.16 5.26 4.51
P205 0.267 0.268 0.275 0.031 0.387 0.250
K+Na 9.73 9.77 9.73 0.15 9.92 9.41
Trace Elements (ppm)
Ni 57 55 61 12 106 52
Cr 116 120 122 20 196 103
Sc 14 8 10 3 16 7
V 65 61 63 8 83 52
Ba 12415 12405 12309 179 135 159
Rb 135 135 132 6 147 117
Sr 871 880 938 82 1010 809
Zr 140 140 142 3 153 140
Y 13 14 13 1 15 11
Nb 12.2 10.2 11.0 0.6 12.3 10.1
Ga 15 15 15 1 17 12
Cu 20 14 19 6 36 11
Zn 38 40 44 8 60 34
Pb 26 27 36 13 75 20
La 35 23 28 8 44 18
Ce 53 36 43 7 58 31
Th 9 9 8 1 10 6
Major e lem en ts are normalized on a volatüe-free basis, with total Fe exp ressed  a s  FeO. 
"R ' denotes a duplicate bead made from the same rocit powder.
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#Taken from Tureck-Schv\0R, 1992, p.127-128.
-Taken from Nash & Wilkinson, Contr.Nin.Pet, v.25 (1970), p.244>245.
Deer Butte
M a f i c  I n c l u s i o n s
Sample MOSDB MOSDB MOSDB MOSDB MOSDB Mean Stdev. Max Nin
R 2 6 11 1
Date 14-Oct-96 140ct-96 140ct-96 14-Oct-96 14-Oct-96
Unnonnalized Results (Weight %):
Si02 48.20 46.49 47.70 48.99 50.78 48.43 1.60 50.78 4649
AI203 8.82 11.94 7.93 11.35 1227 10.46 1.96 1227 7.93
T102 0.647 2048 0.656 0.812 0.717 0.98 0.60 20 5 0.65
FeO 10.38 13.59 11.00 9.32 9.12 10.68 1.80 13.59 9.12
NbiO 0.144 0.200 0.145 0.160 0.159 0.16 0.02 0.20 0.14
CaO 6.57 7.79 6.56 8.81 6.87 7.32 0.97 8.81 6 5 6
MgO 15.28 9.53 16.62 9.15 8.96 11.91 3.73 16.62 8.96
K20 2 8 7 3.51 2 4 9 4.66 4.71 3.65 1.01 4.71 2 4 9
Na20 1.27 1.81 0.96 217 2 5 5 1.75 0.65 2 5 5 0.96
P205 0.733 1.244 0.774 1.031 0.734 0.90 0.23 1.24 0.73
K+Na 4.140 5.320 3.450 6.830 7.260 5.40 1.65 7.26 3.45
Total 94.92 98.15 94.84 96.46 96.87 96.25 1.40 98.15 94.84
Normalized Results (Weight %):
Si02 50.78 47.36 50.30 50.79 5242 50.33 1.84 5242 47.36
AI203 9.29 1216 8.36 11.77 1267 10.85 1.90 1267 8.36
7102 0.682 2087 0.692 0.842 0.740 1.01 0.61 2 0 9 0.68
FeCr 10.94 13.85 11.60 9.67 9.42 11.09 1.78 13.85 9.42
NhO 0.152 0.204 0.153 0.166 0.164 0.17 0.02 0.20 0.15
CaO 6.92 7.94 6.92 9.13 7.09 7.60 0.96 9.13 6.92
MgO 16.10 9.71 17.52 9.49 9.25 1241 4.05 17.52 9.25
K20 3.02 3.58 2 6 3 4.83 4.86 3.78 1.03 4.86 26 3
Na20 1.34 1.84 1.01 2.25 2 6 3 1.82 0.66 2 6 3 1.01
P205 10.77 t1.27 10.82 f1.07 10.76 0.94 0.22 1.27 0.76
K+Na 1 2 . 1 1 1 3 . 1 1 1 1 . 8 3 1 3 . 3 2 1 3 . 3 9 2 . 7 5 0 . 7 3 3 . 3 9 1 . 8 3
Trace Elements (ppm):
Ni 602 245 699 126 162 366.80 264.78 699.00 126.00
Cr 912 576 959 407 751 721.00 231.11 959.00 407.00
Sc 19 32 17 24 25 23.40 5.86 3200 17.00
V 157 236 136 173 156 171.60 38.32 236.00 136.00
Ba 1720 1464 1537 12952 13712
Rb 121 129 111 165 162 137.60 24.51 165.00 111.00
Sr 441 321 373 752 973 57200 279.72 973.00 321.00
Zr 112 379 103 149 129 174.40 115.71 379.00 103.00
Y 16 54 16 29 23 27.60 15.73 54.00 16.00
Nb 13.6 19.7 15.3 11.5 101 14.04 3.73 19.70 10.10
Ga 17 20 18 20 17 18.40 1.52 20.00 17.00
Cu 6 5 6 73 53 28.60 3219 73.00 5.00
Zn 141 183 149 121 120 14280 25.75 183.00 120.00
Pb 26 33 29 30 48 33.20 8.64 48.00 26.00
La 50 54 52 51 38 49.00 6.32 54.00 38.00
Ce 70 112 71 101 74 85.60 19.53 11200 70.00
Th 10 4 8 2 0 4.80 4.15 10.00 0.00
Major elements are normalized on a volatile-free basis, with total Fe expressed as FeO. 
”R' denotes a duplicate t>ead made from the same rcc!< powder.
" f ' denotes values >120% of our highest standard
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Sample #Tur.-Sch. #Tur.-Sch. -Nash 
BP-842 BP-827 Shonk.sag
Date
8102 53.39 51.61 47.00
AI203 12.16 9.95 12.91
Ti02 0.508 0.662 0.800
FeO 7.42 8.22 8.37
MnO 0.141 0.161 0.150
CaO 6.47 7.30 9.70
MgO 12.38 14.88 7.75
K20 4.31 4.46 6.45
Na20 2.80 2.19 1.85
P205 0.417 0.577 0.910
K+Na 7.110 6.650 8.300
Total 100.00 100.01 95.89
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Appendix II
Chem ical A nalyses -  M ethods, Precision, and Accuracy
(taken from http://w w w .w su.edu/-geology/Pages/Services/D J Paper/DJPaper.html)
At the W ashington State U niversity Laboratory in Pullman, W A., about 24 cc o f  the sample is m illed in a 
Tem a sw igm ill with tungsten carbide surfaces for 2 minutes. Three and one half grams o f  this rock powder 
is then m ixed with 7.0 grams o f  spec, pure lithium tetraborate for 10 minutes. This mixture is then fused  
for 5 m inutes at 1000 degrees C in 24 crucibles. The resulting beads are then reground in the Tema  
sw igm ill for 35 seconds and then refused for 5 minutes. After the second fusion the lower flat surfaces o f  
the glass beads are ground on a lap with 240 grit SiC for 10 seconds, with 600 grit SiC for 10 seconds, and 
finished on a glass plate, briefly with 600 grit. The beads are then ultrasonically washed, dried, and loaded 
into the X -R ay fluorescence spectrometer (XRF).
XRF Analysis:
A nalyses are made by com paring the x-ray intensities for each elem ent o f  the unknown sam ples with those 
o f  eight international standards. The standards are recalibrated every three w eeks or after a run o f  between  
one and two hundred unknown samples.
Precision:
Tw o fused tetraborate bead sam ples are used as internal standards. They are run every 28 samples to 
provide a check on instrumental performance and a measure o f  instrument precision.
Accuracy:
A bsolute accuracy is im possible to quantify as no absolute standards are available. The best estimate o f  
accuracy is derived from standard sample calibration curves shown as best straight line computer fit 
through plots o f  x-ray intensity versus “theoretical intensity” . The scatter o f  points about this line is a 
m easure o f  accuracy o f  the method for each element. For most major elem ents the variation between the 
tw o standard sample beads (see below ) is o f  the same order as their variation from the given value, with the 
inference that im precision resulting from preparation o f  the beads (see Instrumental Precision, next page) is 
equal to or greater than inaccuracies caused by inadequate matrix and interference corrections. With the 
exception o f  Na, the total discrepancies from the “given” values are less than m ight reasonably be expected  
betw een two random sam ples collected in the field from the same rock unit -  lava flow , igneous intrusion, 
etc. H ence, this degree o f  inaccuracy may be regarded as insignificant for most purposes o f  geo logic  
correlations or petrogenetic m odelling. For trace elem ents the precision for Ni, Cr, Sc, V, and Ba is 
significantly less than for Rb, Sr, Zr, Nb, Y, Ga, and Zn. Each o f  the elem ents N i, Cr, Sc, V, and Ba can be 
regarded only as sem i-quantitative below  30ppm. Rb, Sr, Zr, Nb, and Y have satisfactory precisions and 
accuracies down to lOppm.
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Appendix II cont.
Table 1: Overall Instrumental precision
T able A (a) Instrumental precision m easured over an 8 month period on a  single  
bead  of G SP-1 (b) Precision m easured on ten separate  b ea d s m ade from the sam e  
basalt pow der analyzed during a single XRF run
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Figure] : Example calibration plot for Ca. Note: “theoretical intensity” is computed from wt. % of element 
using a fundamental parameters program for matrix corrections, and is equivalent to given concentration.
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A ppendix  III
Petrography o f  C hem ically Analyzed Samples
NOTE: In m ost sam ples, accessory minerals such as apatite, iddingsite, and sphene were ignored because 
they were not central to the research.
DB-R Deer Butte Quartz latite (Tlfb)
30%  Phenocryst/nongroundm ass minerals
Salite: 7%; Strongly resorbed; locally zoned; altering to carbonate on the rims;
Plagioclase: 5%; Large phenocrysts (glomeroporphyritic), locally zoned; albite and pericline
twinning, usually rimmed by K-spar or other lower relief feldspar; dusty sieve texture very 
com m on, altering to carbonate.
Biotite: 5-7%; Strongly resorbed; rimmed by/reacting to m agnetite/titano-m agnetite/carbonate grains 
Sanidine: 10%; Found rimming plagioclase grains; in groundmass 
M agnetite: 2%; Altering biotite, also in groundmass.
Quartz: 5%; M ostly in late stage patches and groundmass 
Carbonate: 5-7%
^Phenocrysts o f  0 .5-3m m , com m only glomeroporphyritic plagioclase, resorbed salite (pyroxene) and 
biotite floating in a sericitized and carbonate-altered sanidine, quartz, and plagioclase groundmass. One 
large m afic inclusion that appears to have com pletely sericitized (remnant biotite and Fe-oxides).
DB-13: Porphyritic Quartz latite
*30%  Phenocryst/nongroundm ass minerals
Plagioclase: 10%; resorbed, rounded cores o f  large feldspar phenocrysts (glomeroporphyritic),
locally  zoned; albite and pericline twinning, usually thickly rimmed by alkali feldspar or other 
lower relief feldspar.
Biotite: 5% Strongly resorbed; rimmed by/reacting to magnetite/titano-magnetite/carbonate grains 
Sanidine: 15% Found rimming p lagioclase grains; marked by dusty sieve texture o f  glass streaks;
locally  normal zoned;
M agnetite: 2% Altering biotite, also in groundmass.
Quartz: 5% M ostly in late stage patches and groundmass;
Carbonate: 5-7%
*Phenocrysts of'/2-3m m , com m only glomeroporphyritic sanidine, and resorbed biotite floating in a 
sericitized and carbonate altered sanidine, quartz, and plagioclase groundmass. (Photo) One zoned  
sanidine near the edge o f  the slide has quartz at its end that has a strange texture in it (alm ost graphic).
DB-R#: Porphyritic Quartz latite 
*40%  Phenocryst/nongroundm ass minerals
Salite: 6-8%; colorless/lt.green, strongly resorbed; usually altered by carbonate; occurs exclu sively  as 
sub-phenocrysts; norm ally zoned;
Plagioclase: 10%; as resorbed, rounded cores  o f  large feldspar phenocrysts (glomeroporphyritic),
locally  zoned; albite and pericline twinning, usually thickly rimmed by alkali feldspar or other 
lower relief feldspar.
Sanidine: 15%; thickly mantling plagioclase; occurs as primary groundmass constituent; dusty sieve texture 
on nearly every grain in TS.
Biotite: 5%; Strongly resorbed, breaking down into m agnetite/titanomagnetite; locally included in
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plagioclase grains.
Carbonate; 10%; Altering salite, plagioclase, biotite, filling in veinlets, etc. Appears to have replaced som e 
o f  the m afic inclusions entirely (remnant biotite, Fe-oxide).
Quartz: 5%; late stage interstitial grains; contains a strange glassy inclusion.
* Sanidine, salite and biotite phenocrysts in a K-spar, sanidine and quartz matrix. Biotite phenocrysts 
breaking down into Fe-oxide (one great exam ple), salite resorbed, carbonate flooding in m ost o f  the 
sam ple. Sanidine has dusty sieve texture, inclusions.
D B  5 Porphyritic Quartz latite
*35%  Phenocryst/nongroundm ass minerals
Salite: 2-3%; colorless/lt.green, strongly resorbed; usually altered by carbonate; occurs exclu sively  as 
sub-phenocrysts; norm ally zoned;
Plagioclase: 15%; as resorbed, rounded cores  o f  large feldspar phenocrysts (glomeroporphyritic),
occassionally  zoned; albite and pericline twinning, usually thickly rimmed by alkali feldspar or 
other lower re lie f feldspar.
Sanidine: 15%; thickly mantling plagioclase; occurs as primary groundmass constituent; dusty sieve texture 
on nearly every grain in TS.
Biotite: 2-3% ; Strongly resorbed, breaking down into magnetite/titanomagnetite; locallyincluded in 
plagioclase grains.
Carbonate: 10%; Altering salite, p lagioclase, biotite, filling in veinlets, etc. Appears to have replaced som e 
o f  the m afic inclusions entirely (remnant biotite, Fe-oxide).
Quartz: 5%; late stage interstitial grains; contains a strange glassy inclusion.
* Sanidine, salite and biotite phenocrysts in a K-spar, sanidine and quartz matrix. Biotite phenocrysts 
breaking down into Fe-oxide (one great exam ple), salite resorbed, carbonate flooding in m ost o f  the 
sam ple. Sanidine has dusty sieve texture, inclusions.
DB-3: Porphyritic Quartz latite (Tlfb) +  (Inclusion)
*30%  Phenocryst/nongroundm ass minerals
Salite: 8-10%  Oscillatory, normal zoning; som e resorption, som e euhedral xstals; altering to sericite/clay  
Plagioclase: 5-7%  Resorbed, Ig subhedral xstals (up to 7mm); com m only mantled by k-spar, poikilitlcally  
includes biotite, salite; abundant dusty sieve texture;
Sanidine: 15% O ccasional large euhedral phenocryst, seen m ost as a thick mantle on plagioclase cores 
(but in one case it’s the opposite)
Biotite: 5% W idespread as sm aller phenocryst, contains/rimmed by m agnetite/titano-m agnetite; locally  
resorbed
Great exam ples o f  sieve textures, poikilitic overgroM hs in plag. phenocryst grains.
M afic Inclusion
Hb: 35%  interlocking; generally fine grained; associated with magnetite
Biotite: 30% ; occurs as books; associated with magnetite
Sanidine: 20%  interlocking; sim ple twinning
Magnetite: 5% minor accessory; associated with Hb and biotite.
Inclusion has a sharp margin, cuspate edge, but there are small inclusions that look like they have “flaked” 
o f f  o f  the edges. Could be a xenolith o f  som e kind. There are two smaller inclusions that contain  
clinopyroxene; probably different from the large inclusion.
D B-4: Porphyritic Quartz latite (Tlfb)
*30%  Phenocryst/nongroundm ass minerals
Salite: 6-8%  C olorless/lt.green, strongly resorbed; usually altered by carbonate; occurs exclu sively  as
9 2
Sub-phenocrysts; normally zoned (1 large crystal with oscillatory zoning); glomeroporphyritic. 
Plagioclase: 5% Occurs as phenocrysts (glomeroporphyritic), and in groundmass; mantled by alkali
feldspar; heavily altered by carbonate; dusty sieve texture evident (but filled in with carbonate); 
albite and pericline twinning, subtle zoning.
Sanidine: 10% M antling plagioclase; occurs as primary groundmass constituent.
Biotite: 5% Strongly resorbed, breaking down into magnetite/titanomagnetite; occ included in 
plagioclase grains
Carbonate: 10% Altering salite, p lagioclase, biotite, filling in veinlets, etc. Appears to have replaced som e 
kind o f  m afic inclusion entirely (remnant biotite, Fe-oxide).
P lagioclase, salite and biotite phenocrysts in a p lagioclase and K-spar matrix. Biotite phenocrysts breaking 
down into Fe-oxide (one great exam ple), salite resorbed, carbonate flooding in most o f  the sample. 
P lagioclase has dusty sieve texture, inclusions.
DB-9: Porphyritic Quartz latite
*30% Phenocryst/nongroundm ass minerals
Salite: 7%; colorless/lt.green, strongly resorbed; usually altered by carbonate; occurs exclusively  as 
sub-phenocrysts; norm ally zoned;
Plagioclase: 5%; as resorbed, rounded cores  o f  large feldspar phenocrysts (glomeroporphyritic),
occassionally  zoned; albite and pericline twinning; usually thickly rimmed by alkali feldspar or 
other lower relief feldspar.
A lkali feldspar (2V =25-40): 15%; thickly mantling plagioclase as large phenocrysts (l-6m m ); occurs as 
primary groundmass constituent; dusty sieve texture on nearly every grain in TS. Som etim es 
includes Hb crystals that are not present in groundmass o f  quartz latite.
Biotite: 5-10% ; Strongly resorbed, breaking down into magnetite/titanomagnetite; locally included in 
plagioclase grains.
Carbonate: 5%; Altering salite, plagioclase, biotite, filling in veinlets, etc. Appears to have replaced som e 
o f  the m afic inclusions entirely (remnant biotite, Fe-oxide).
Quartz: 5%; late stage interstitial grains; contains a strange glassy inclusion.
* Sanidine, salite and biotite phenocrysts in a K-spar, sanidine and quartz matrix. Biotite phenocrysts 
breaking down into Fe-oxide (one great exam ple), salite resorbed, carbonate flooding in m ost o f  the 
sam ple. Sanidine has dusty sieve texture, inclusions. There are 4 small shonkinite inclusions (4m m  in 
diameter) throughout the TS.
SB-6: Porphyritic Quartz latite
* Phenocrysts o f  Hb and P lagioclase com prise 20% o f  the rock.
Hornblende: 15%; euhedral phenocrysts (l-5m m ); (m agnetite/titanom agnetite) in the core; rimmed by Fe- 
oxide due to breakdown; poikilitically includes sanidine (m ay be late stage as Hb breaks down  
with drop in pressure); oscillatory/normal/reverse zoning;
Sanidine: 5% Locally a m icrophenocryst, but m ostly as very fine grained groundmass; resorbed;
Carlsbad twinning; dusty sieve texture; som etim es includes Fe-oxide.
Plagioclase: 2-3%  groundmass mineral; a few  tim es mantles plagioclase.
Quartz: up to 8% Occurs interstitially and in veinlets.
Fe-oxide: 5-7%  m ostly altering biotite, locallyas a groundmass mineral
SB -11: Porphyritic Quartz latite
*Phenocrysts o f  Hb and Plagioclase com prise 25% o f  the rock. Groundmass consists o f  fine grained  
sanidine, p lagioclase, and quartz.
Hornblende: 15%; euhedral phenocrysts (l-5m m ); (m agnetite/titanom agnetite) in the core; rimmed by Fe- 
oxide due to breakdown; poikilitically includes sanidine (may be late stage as Hb breaks down  
with drop in pressure); oscillatory/normal/reverse zoning; twinned.
Sanidine: 5% O ccasional microphenocryst, but m ostly as very fine grained groundmass; resorbed;
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sim ple twinning; dusty sieve texture; som etim es includes Fe-oxide.
Plagioclase: 2-3%; occasional m icrophenocryst with albite twinning; includes Hb.
Quartz: 5% Occurs interstitially and in veinlets.
Fe-oxide: 5-7%  m ostly altering biotite, locallyas a groundmass mineral.
SB -10: Porphyritic Quartz latite
^Phenocrysts o f  Hb and Plagioclase com prise 20% o f  the rock. Groundmass consists o f  fine grained 
sanidine, p lagioclase, and quartz.
Hornblende: 15%; euhedral phenocrysts (l-5m m ); (magnetite/titanom agnetite) in the core; rimmed by Fe- 
oxide due to breakdown; poikilitically includes sanidine; oscillatory/normal/reverse zoning; 
twinned; glomeroporphyritic.
P lagioclase: 5%; occasional resorbed phenocryst w/albite twinning; includes Hb.
Quartz: 5% Occurs interstitially and in veinlets.
Fe-oxide: 5-7%; m ostly altering Hb, locallyas a groundmass mineral.
SB-2: Porphyritic Quartz latite (Tlhf) + (Inclusion)
^Phenocrysts o f  Hb and Plagioclase/A lkali feldspar com prise 20% o f  the rock.
Hornblende: 10% Strongly resorbed, in som e cases almost entirely altered to Fe-oxide
(m agnetite/titanom agnetite) in the core; rimmed by Fe-oxide due to breakdown; poikilitically  
includes p lagioclase (m ay be late stage as Hb breaks down with drop in pressure).
Plagioclase: 5% O ccasional microphenocryst, but m ostly as very fine grained groundmass; resorbed;
Carlsbad twinning; dusty sieve texture; a few  times mantled by K-spar; som etim es includes Fe- 
oxide.
Alkali feldspar: 5% groundmass mineral; a few  tim es mantles plagioclase.
Quartz: up to 8% Occurs interstitially and in veinlets.
Fe-oxide: 5-7%  m ostly altering biotite, locally as a groundmass mineral
M afic Inclusion
Biotite: 60%  o f  inclusion; dominant mineral; occurs as laths/books 
Fe-oxide(M agnetite/titano-m agnetite): Up to 10% o f  inclusion; ubiquitous.
Sanidine: 15% o f  inclusion; show sim ple twinning in microcryst laths.
*Very fine grained inclusion, rounded at edges. Appears to have been magmatic, as the margins seem  
cuspate and curvaceous, and parts o f  it are pulling away. There is a veinlet o f  coarser plagioclase cutting 
the inclusion up.
SB-R: Porphyritic Quartz latite (Tlhf) + Inclusion  
* Phenocrysts com pose 10% o f  quartz latite
Hornblende: 8% Phenocrysts (0 .5-2m m ) rimmed by Fe-oxide, breaking down to Fe-oxide in their core; 
Plagioclase: 2-3%  M ostly as subhedral interlocking groundmass grains.
Sanidine: 5% groundm ass mineral
Quartz: up to 8% Occurs interstitially and in veinlets.
Fe-oxide: 6-8%  Rim m ing and decom posing Hb crystals.
M afic Inclusion (shonkinite):
Biotite: 30-35%  o f  inclusion; occassionally  breaks down to/includes Fe-oxide; m ostly in inclusion interior 
Hornblende: 20%  o f  inclusion; dominant mineral rimming the inclusion (+lots o f  F e-oxide and carbonate) 
Salite: 30-35%  o f  inclusion
Sanidine: 5-10%  o f  inclusion; occurs as laths, interstitial m icrocrysts, and poikilitic crystals within Hb. 
Fe-oxide: 10% o f  inclusion; larger crystals located interstitially along with plag.; sm aller crystals seen  
rim m ing Hb and Biotite.
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SB-8: Porphyritic Quartz latite (Tlhf) + Inclusion  
^Phenocrysts com prise 15-20%  o f  quartz latite
Hornblende: 10% Phenocrysts (0 .5-2m m ) rimmed by Fe-oxide, breaking down to Fe-oxide in their core; 
A lkali feldspar (2V =25-40): 5% M ostly as subhedral interlocking groundmass grains; locally  
enclosed  by Hb.
Plagioclase: 2-3%  groundmass mineral
Fe-oxide: 6-8%  Rim m ing and decom posing Hb crystals.
Carbonate: 5-7%  altering in halo around inclusion.
Quartz: up to 8% Occurs interstitially and in veinlets.
*Fantastic exam ple o f  Hb decom posing to Fe-oxide, water, etc. toward edge o f  slide 
M afic Inclusion:
Biotite: 35% o f  inclusion; rimm ing small carbonate pods; altering to sericite/carbonate 
Salite: 20%  o f  inclusion; twinned; resorbed slightly; altering to sericite/carbonate 
Sanidine: 20%  o f  inclusion  
Carbonate: 20%  as alteration o f  biotite/salite pyx.
* Inclusion contains pods o f  carbonate-altered biotite
S B -10: Porphyritic Quartz latite + Inclusion  
^Phenocrysts com prise 15% o f  quartz latite
Hornblende: 10%; phenocrysts (0 .5-3m m ) rimmed by Fe-oxide, breaking down to Fe-oxide in their core;
normalzoned; twinned; glomeroporphyritic.
Sanidine: 3%; m ostly as subhedral interlocking groundmass grains; locallyenclosed by Hb; also as 
groundm ass mineral.
Plagioclase: groundmass mineral
Fe-oxide: 2-3%; rimm ing and decom posing Hb crystals.
Quartz: up to 8% o f  TS; occurs interstitially and in veinlets.
Carbonate: 2-3%  altering cores o f  Hb crystals.
*One sm all Hb crystal is breaking down into plag., biotite, and Fe-oxide.
M afic Inclusion:
Hornblende: 15%; the only com plete grains are at the margin o f  the inclusion; breaking down into 
microcryst titano-magnetite/m agnetile;
Fe-oxide: 15%; altering Hb grains (sm all crystals); occurs as interstitial phenocrysts.
Sanidine: 30%; occurs as altered phenocrysts, interstitially.
Carbonate: 35%; altering m ost o f  the inclusion.
* Inclusion appears to have reacted to the surrounding rhagma (Fe-oxide rim)
SB-6: Porphyritic Quartz latite (Tlfpb)
^Phenocrysts com prise 25%  o f  quartz latite
Hornblende: 10%; Phenocrysts (0 .5-3m m ) rimmed by Fe-oxide, breaking down to Fe-oxide in their core;
norm al,oscillatory, reverse zoning; twinned; glomeroporphyritic; includes salite locally; included  
by/includes plag.; interior replaced by sanidine; in one case it has grown over a resorbing biotite, 
preserving an otherwise unstable mineral.
Plagioclase: 5%; m any medium  (0.5-2m m ) phenocrysts v/ith albite + pericline twins; pseudom orphs into 
Hb locally  (*great exam ple); slightly resorbed.
Sanidine: 5%; oscillatory zoned laths; glom efopornhyritic; com m only includes biotite, salite; dusty sieve  
Texture; abundant in groundmass.
Salite: 5%; bright green phenocrysts (l/4 -2m m ); rounded/resorbed;
glomeroporphyritic; reverse, normal, and oscillatory zoning.
M afic Inclusions:
95
* Several tiny inclusions that are breaking up within the host quartz latite. A single biotite grain has broken 
o f f  o f  one and is resorbed; also mantled by Hb. Inclusions com posed o f  Salite, Hb, and sanidine, in order 
o f  decreasing abundance.
SB-11: Porphyritic Quartz latite + Inclusion  
*Phenocrysts com prise 15-20%  o f  quartz latite
Hornblende: 10% Phenocrysts (0 .5-3m m ) rimmed by Fe-oxide, breaking down to Fe-oxide/B iotite in 
their core; normal zoned; twinned; glomeroporphyritic.
Sanidine: 2% M ostly as subhedral interlocking groundmass grains; locallyenclosed by Hb; one 
dusty sieve textured phenocryst.
P lagioclase: groundmass mineral
Fe-oxide: 5%; rimm ing and decom posing Hb crystals.
Quartz: up to 10%; occurs interstitially and in veinlets.
M afic Inclusion
Salite: 45%  o f  inclusion; altered to carbonate in core o f  inclusion; associated with Fe-oxide;
Biotite: 10%; in the m iddle o f  decom posing Hb grains
Titano-m agnetite/m agnetite: 15% o f  inclusion; seen rimming Hb, as interstitial microcrysts 
Plagioclase: 15%; as laths and sm all crystals filling spaces between Hb and Biotite;
Carbonate: 15%; altering Hb and biotite in the core o f  inclusion;
^Inclusion is ripping apart on one side, Fe-oxide and Hb crystals are floating o f f  into the quartz latite.
HB-2 Porphyritic Quartz latite (Tlhf)
*Phenocrysts and shonkinite take up 50% o f  the slide
Hornblende: 10%; forms reaction rim (lm m -6m m ) around inclusion; euhedral laths; locallyresorbed, 
twinned.
Plagioclase: 30%; strong oscillatory/reverse/norm al zoning, euhedral phenocrysts o f  !4-6mm, 
pericline + albite twinning; abundant as groundmass; growing poikilitically over Hb.
Sphene: trace mineral.
Sanidine: 10% o f  quartz latite as groundmass material.
Quartz: 5%; veinlets, stringers, and in groundmass.
Phenocrysts o f  reverse/norm al/oscillatory zoned plagioclase, Hb in a plag./K-spar groundmass.
M afic Inclusion
Hb: Found rimming the inclusion; growing poikilitically around biotite 
Orthopyroxene: 10% o f  inclusion
Clinopyroxene: 60-70%  o f  inclusion, needles o f  clinopyroxene in the core, greenish augite between Hb and 
needles.
Biotite; 5% as m icrocrysts in groundmass 
Sanidine: <5% as round grains
M agnetite/Titanom agnetite: 20% o f  inclusion, only m ixed in with pyroxenes; no association with Hb. 
Quartz: a few  veins
HB-3: Porphyritic Quartz latite + Inclusion  
*Phenocrysts and inclusion com prise 70% o f  TS
Plagioclase: 30%; occurs as large phenocrysts ( l-6 m m ), groundmass grains; show strong reverse,
oscillatory, normal zoning; albite and carlsbad twinning; glomeroporphyritic; som e dusty sieve  
texture.
Hornblende: 10%; euhedral phenocrysts, com m only enclosed by and/or enclosing plag. grains;
poikilitically overgrow ing or mantling salite; twinned; normal, oscillatory zoning;
Salite (pyx ): 10%; strongly resorbed; *one great exam ple m antled/enclosed by Hb;
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Quartz: 10%; Occurs interstitially and in veinlets.
Titano-m agnetite/m agnetite: 5%; small (0 .5 -1mm) phenocrysts 
Sphene: trace mineral
M afic Inclusion:
Clinopyroxene: 70% o f  inclusion; uniformly fine grained (0.5-3m m ); com m only twinned.
Sanidine: 20%  o f  inclusion; interstitial fine grained groundmass
Titano-m agnetite/m agnetite: 5% o f  inclusion; very fine grained (smaller than in quartz latite)
^Inclusion appears to be strung out
HB-4: Porphyritic Quartz latite 
*Phenocrysts and inclusion com prise 70% o f  TS
Plagioclase: 35%; occurs as large phenocrysts ( l-6 m m ), groundmass grains; show  strong reverse,
oscillatory, normal zoning; albite and carlsbad twinning; glomero-porphyritic; som e dusty sieve  
texture.
Hornblende: 15%; euhedral phenocrysts, com m only enclosed and/or enclosing plag. grains; poikilitically  
overgrow ing or m antling salite; twinned; normal, oscillatory zoning;
Salite (pyx.): 10%; strongly resorbed; *one great exam ple m antled/enclosed by Hb;
Quartz: 5%; Occurs interstitially and in veinlets.
K-spar: 5%; one phenocryst, minor in groundmass.
Titano-m agnetite/m agnetite: 5%; small (0 .5 -1mm) phenocrysts
M afic Inclusion (Shonkinite):
Hornblende: 15%; m antling/pseudom orphing clinopyroxene on one side o f  the inclusion, as a reaction  
m ineral between inclusion and magma 
C linopyroxene (Salite): 25%; %-3mm light green crystals enclose analcime/K-spar grains; and occasional 
orthopyroxene grain.
Orthopyroxene (Hypersthene): 10%; sm all transparent crystals
Sanidine: 10%; com m only enclosing sm all Analcim e/K-spar microcrysts; growing around clinopyroxene, 
Hb, and Biotite; sim ple twinning.
Analcim e/K-spar: 5%; very fine grained euhedral hexagons found within plag. and sanidine.
Plagioclase: 5%; encloses Hb, Salite, Biotite, as an interstitial mineral 
Biotite/Iddingsite: 20%; interlocking '/2-2mm crystals
* Great exam ple o f  a shonkinite inclusion.
HB-8: Porphyritic Quartz latite + Inclusion
* Phenocrysts and inclusion com prise 70% o f  TS.
Plagioclase: 35%; occurs as large phenocrysts (1 -6m m ), groundmass grains; show strong reverse,
oscillatory, normal zoning; albite and pericline twinning; glomeroporphyritic; som e dusty sieve  
texture; locallyincludes small sanidine crystals 
Hornblende: 15%; euhedral phenocrysts, com m only enclosed and/or enclosing plag. grains; poikilitically  
overgrow ing or m antling salite; twinned; noim al, oscillatory zoning;
Salite (pyx.): 10%; strongly resorbed
Sanidine: 5%; as groundm ass and as occasional inclusion within plag. phenocrysts.
Quartz: 5%; Occurs interstitially and in veinlets.
Titano-m agnetite/m agnetite: 5%; small (0 .5 -1mm) phenocrysts 
Iddingsite: 2%; altering Hb.
Apatite: tr. A ccessory mineral.
M afic Inclusion:
Hornblende: 15%; m antling/pseudom orphing clinopyroxene on one side o f  the inclusion, as a reaction
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m ineral between Inclusion and magma 
Clinopyroxene (Salite); 45%; /6-3mm light green crystals enclose analcim e/K-spar grains; and occasional 
orthopyroxene grain.
Plagioclase: 5%; com m only enclosing small Analcim e/K-spar microcrysts; growing around clinopyroxene, 
Hb, and Biotite; albite and pericline twinning;
Sanidine: 5%; encloses Hb, Salite, Biotite, as an interstitial mineral 
Biotite/Iddingsite: 20%; interlocking %-2mm crystals
Titano-m agnetite/m agnetite: 5%; m ostly associated with Hb that is rimming the inclusion.
^Inclusion rimmed by Hb on one side, having reacted with the host magma. Inclusion is very fine grained, 
with biotite-rich pods inside it. Good exam ple o f  quench texturing. One smaller inclusion filled with Fe- 
oxide can be seen, as w ell as the edge o f  a larger inclusion on the side o f  the slide.
HB 10 Porphyritic Quartz latite + Inclusions 
* Phenocrysts and inclusion com prise 60% o f  TS.
Plagioclase: 20%; occurs as large phenocrysts (l-6m m ), groundmass grains; show strong reverse,
oscillatory, normal zoning; albite and pericline twinning; glomeroporphyritic; som e dusty sieve 
texture; locallyincludes small sanidine crystals, as w ell as Hb.
Hornblende: 10%; euhedral phenocrysts, com m only enclosed and/or enclosing plag. grains; poikilitically  
overgrow ing or mantling salite; twinned; normal, oscillatory zoning;
Salite (pyx.): 10%; strongly resorbed
Sanidine: 5%; in groundmass and as small inclusions within plag. phenocrysts.
Quartz: 5%; Occurs interstitially and in veinlets.
Titano-m agnetite/m agnetite: 5%; sm all (0 .5 -1mm) phenocrysts 
Iddingsite: 2%; altering Hb.
Apatite: tr. A ccessory  mineral.
M afic Inclusions:
Hornblende: 15%; rims the entire inclusion; com m only serves as a reaction mineral between inclusion and 
m agma
C linopyroxene (Salite): 45%; 1/4-3mm light green crystals enclose analcime/K-spar grains; and occasional 
orthopyroxene grain; twinned; resorbed. U sually fine-m edium grained.
Sanidine: 10%; com m only enclosing small hexagonal Analcim e/K-spar microcrysts; growing around 
clinopyroxene, Hb, and Biotite.
Biotite: 20%; interlocking !4-2mm crystals
Titano-m agnetite/m agnetite: 5%; m ostly associated with Hb that is rimming the inclusion.
*In addition to the lone large inclusion, there are numerous sm all inclusion consisting o f  biotite, very fine
salite, and m agnetite grains that are rimmed by Hornblende. Great exam ples o f  shonkinite in
disequilibrium  with surrounding magma.
ST-2: Porphyritic Quartz latite (Tlfpb)
^Phenocrysts make up 35%  o f  TS
Salite (Z'^C=40-44degrees): 10%; bright green phenocrysts (l/4 -2m m ); rounded/resorbed; 
glomeroporphyritic; reverse, normal, and oscillatory zoning.
P lagioclase: 5%; one large phenocryst near slide edge mantled by K-spar.
Sanidine: 15%; oscillatory zoned; glomeroporphyritic; com m only includes biotite, salite; dusty sieve  
texture.
Biotite: 5%; resorbed; decom posing into Fe-oxide; rimmed and replaced by Fe-oxide.
M afic Inclusion:
*45%  non groundm ass material.
C linopyroxene (Salite): 45%; 1/4-3mm light green crystals enclose analcim e/K-spar grains; and occasional
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orthopyroxene grain; twinned; zoned; slightly resorbed. U sually fine-m edium  grained.
Sanidine: 10%; com m only enclosing small hexagonal Analcim e/K-spar microcrysts; growing around 
clinopyroxene, Hb, and Biotite.
Biotite: 30%; interlocking !4-2mm crystals, breaking down into Fe-oxide; resorbed 
Titano-m agnetite/m agnetite: 10%; m ostly associated with Biotite.
* Inclusion is very fine grained, suggesting a quench texture. One small bleb appears to have broken o ff  o f  
one com er.
BT-1: Porphyritic Quartz latite (Tl)
^Abundant sub-spherical to convoluted gas vesicles riddle the TS. Great exam ple o f  shonkinite clot next to 
gas vesicle. Gas vesicles and phenocrysts make up 55% o f  TS.
Plagioclase: 20%; re sorbed laths include biotite, sanidine; ubiquitous dusty sieve texture; albite + pericline 
twinning;
Sanidine: 10%; m ostly in groundmas; but som etim es included by plagioclase phenocrysts.
Salite: 10%; slightly resorbed; com m only includes biotite; mantled by thin rim o f  brownish sericite; 
Biotite/Sericite: 15%; breaking down into Fe-oxide, rimmed by Fe-oxide; com m only included in plag. 
grains; biotite alters to sericite in one round inclusion; as w ell as along margins o f  miarolitic 
cavities.
Quartz: 10%; late stage interstitial mineral; com m only grows into miarolitic gas vesicles, or com pletely  
fills them.
M afic Inclusion:
Salite: 65%  o f  inclusion; resorbed; altering to biotite; includes sanidine;
Biotite: 25%  o f  inclusion; altering locally to sericite;
Sanidine: 8% o f  inclusion; euhedral laths included by biotite, growing interstitially.
^Inclusion surrounded by plenty o f  gas vesicles lined with quartz crystals.
BT-9: Porphyritic Quartz latite
* Abundant sub-spherical to convoluted gas vesicles riddle the TS. Great exam ple o f  shonkinite clot next to 
gas vesicle. Gas vesicles and phenocrysts make up 50% o f  TS.
Plagioclase: 15%; resorbed laths include biotite, sanidine; ubiquitous dusty sieve texture; albite + pericline 
twinning;
Sanidine: 10%; m ostly in groundmas; but som etim es included by plagioclase phenocrysts.
Salite: 10%; slightly resorbed; com m only includes biotite; mantled by thin rim o f  brownish sericite; 
Biotite/Sericite: 15%; breaking down into Fe-oxide, rimmed by Fe-oxide; com m only included in plag. 
grains; biotite alters to sericite in one round inclusion; as well as along margins o f  miarolitic 
cavities; resorbed.
Quartz: 10%; late stage interstitial mineral; com m only grows into miarolitic gas vesicles, or com pletely  
fills them.
* Abundant small inclusions trailing o ff  o f  larger inclusion. The largest inclusion appears to have gas 
vesicles surrounding it (they have been filled in with quartz). The inclusions all have very fine grained 
biotite, with larger salite phenocrysts.
BT-12: Porphyritic Quartz latite
^Abundant sub-spherical to convoluted gas vesicles riddle the TS. Great exam ple o f  shonkinite clot next to 
gas vesicle. Gas vesicles and phenocrysts make up 55% o f  TS.
Plagioclase: 15%; resorbed laths include biotite, sanidine; ubiquitous dusty sieve texture; albite + pericline 
twinning;
Sanidine: 10%; m ostly in groundmas; but som etim es included by plagioclase phenocrysts.
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Salite: 10%; slightly resorbed; com m only includes biotite; mantled by thin rim o f  brownish sericite; 
Biotite/Sericite: 15%; breaking down into Fe-oxide, rimmed by Fe-oxide; com m only included in plag, 
grains; biotite alters to sericite in one round inclusion; as w ell as along margins o f  miarolitic 
cavities; resorbed.
Quartz: 10%; late stage interstitial mineral; com m only grows into miarolitic gas vesicles, or com pletely  
fills them;
*There are several sm all inclusions (4-6m m  long) primarily com posed o f  very fine grained salite, biotite, 
and sanidine. The largest inclusion appears to have gas vesicles surrounding it (they have been filled in 
with quartz). The inclusions all have very fine grained biotite, with an locallylarger salite phenocryst.
BT 13 V esicular Porphyritic Quartz latite
* Abundant sub-spherical to convoluted gas vesicles riddle the TS. Great exam ple o f  shonkinite clot next to 
gas vesicle. Gas and phenocrysts com prise 60% o f  TS.
Plagioclase: 30%; resorbed laths include biotite, sanidine; ubiquitous dusty sieve texture; albite + pericline 
twinning;
Sanidine: 15%; m ostly in groundmas as larger euhedral laths; but som etim es included by plagioclase 
phenocrysts.
Salite: 5%; slightly resorbed; com m only includes biotite; mantled by thin rim o f  brownish sericite; 
Biotite/Sericite: 10%; breaking down into Fe-oxide, rimmed by Fe-oxide; com m only included in plag. 
grains; biotite alters to sericite in one round inclusion; as w ell as along margins o f  miarolitic 
cavities; resorbed.
Quartz: 10%; late stage interstitial mineral; com m only grows into miarolitic gas vesicles, or com pletely  
fills them (am ygdules);
M afic Inclusion (shonkinite):
Salite: 30%; resorbing phenocrysts; one large phenocryst (6-7m m ) on the outside o f  the inclusion shows 
oscillatory zoning.
Biotite: 30%; large phenocrysts (l-4 m m ) resorbing and altering locally to sericite;
Aegerine: 5%; occurs in large (l-4 m m ) clots o f  needles; m ostly on outside o f  inclusion.
Sanidine: 25%; m ostly as interstitial groundmass mineral;
Plagioclase: 5%; occasional microcryst with albite twinning.
M agnetite: tr. A ccessory mineral
*There is a very fine grained clot trailing o f f  the large inclusion that looks like the state o f  Florida (photo). 
Large salite phenocryst m ay have been incorporated from quartz latite.
M C -1: Porphyritic Quartz latite + Inclusion  
^Phenocrysts and Inclusions com prise 65% o f  the TS.
Hornblende: 7-10%; 14-5mm grains are mantled/replaced by Fe-oxide, in one case at several zones 
throughout the grain; twinning; zoning; resorbing;
Biotite: 5%; grains alm ost totally resorbed; remnants are left with patches o f  Fe-oxide grains.
Salite: 25%; 1/4-3mm grains; slightly resorbed; shows strong norm al/oscillatory/reverse zoning.
Sanidine: 5%; sm all euhedral grains (up to 1mm) and laths enclosed in salite, and floating in groundmass. 
Fe-oxide: 10%; ubiquitous in groundmass, replacing and altering biotite and Hb.
M afic Inclusion:
Salite: 35%  o f  inclusion; strongly zoned (oscillatory, reverse, normal); '/2-2mm grains.
Hornblende: 25%  o f  inclusion; encloses plag., salite, and sanidine; breaking down to Fe-oxide on rims and 
in core areas. ' '
Biotite: 25%  o f  inclusion; breaking down to Fe-oxide; resorbing slightly.
Sanidine: 10%; sm all euhedral grains (up to 2m m ) and laths enclosed in salite, biotite, Hb.
N epheline: up to 5%; sm all, cloudy euhedral laths (length fast).
P lagioclase: 5%; interstitial material that appears to have grown last or next to last.
Fe-oxide: 5%; large grains dispersed throughout inclusion.
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* Fantastic exam ple o f  disaggregating shonkinite inclusion. There is quartz veining in one com er o f  the 
slide. There are several smaller inclusions throughout the TS.
M C -5: Porphyritic Quartz latite
* Phenocrysts and Inclusions com prise 65% o f  the TS.
Hornblende: 5%; 1mm grains are m antled/replaced by Fe-oxide; twinning; subtle zoning on two grains. 
Biotite: 5%; grains alm ost totally resorbed; remnants are left with patches o f  Fe-oxide grains.
Salite: 20%; 1/4-3mm grains; slightly resorbed; shows strong norm al/oscillatory/reverse zoning.
Sanidine: 5%; sm all euhedral grains (up to 1mm) and laths enclosed in salite, and floating in groundmass. 
Fe-oxide: 10%; ubiquitous in groundmass, replacing and altering biotite and Hb.
M afic Inclusion:
Salite: 35% o f  inclusion; strongly zoned (oscillatory, reverse, normal); !6-2mm grains.
Hornblende: 25%  o f  inclusion; encloses plag., salite, and sanidine; breaking down to Fe-oxide on rims and 
in core areas.
Biotite: 25%  o f  inclusion; breaking down to Fe-oxide; resorbing slightly.
Sanidine: 10%; sm all euhedral grains (up to 2m m ) and laths enclosed in salite, biotite, Hb.
N epheline; up to 5%; sm all, cloudy euhedral laths (length fast).
Plagioclase: 5%; interstitial material that appears to have grown last or next to last.
SC-2; Porphyritic Quartz latite
Phenocrysts, inclusions, and disaggregating clots comprise 55% o f  TS
Plagioclase: 20%; large (up to 8mm) phenocrysts; mantled by K-spar o f  som e kind; ubiquitous dusty sieve  
texture; includes salite, sanidine, apatite; glomeroporphyritic.
Biotite: 5%; usually breaking down into Fe-oxide; slightly resorbed; one small biotite clot that appears to 
be replacing what m ight have been an olivine grain.
Salite: 15%; strong normal zoning; rounded/resorbed l-2m m  grains;
Quartz; 5%; Occurs interstitially and in veinlets.
* There are several clots o f  fine grained salite+biotite inclusions, as well as som e disaggregating blocks o f  
Fe-oxide-rich, coarser grained groundmass. (Photo)
JB -3; Porphyritic Quartz latite (Tlfbhp)
* Phenocrysts and inclusion com prise 60% o f  TS
Plagioclase: 20%; dusy sieve texture prominent; resorbed; glomeroporphyritic; locally includes biotite and 
Hb; albite and pericline twinning.
Sanidine: 5%; twinned laths with little or no sieving; included in plagioclase grains, found in groundmass. 
Biotite: 5%; very fine m icrophenocrysts (1 /4 -0 .5mm) in groundmass.
Hornblende: 10%; large ( l-5 m m ) phenocrysts; altering to Fe-oxide on rims; twinned; slight normal zoning. 
Salite; 10%; twinned; norm al/oscillatory/reverse zoning; subhedral grains up to 6mm in length; slightly  
resorbed
M agnetite/Titano-m agnetite: 10%; ubiquitous Fe-oxide grains in groundmass, and rimming biotite and Hb 
grains.
M afic Inclusion:
Hornblende: 35%; medium (l-5 m m ) interlocking crystals.
Salite; 30%
Biotite: 15%;
Plagioclase: 10%; m ostly as a late stage interstitial mineral; enclosed by an occasional Hb 
Sanidine: 5%; occasional lath included by Salite.
Analcim e: 5% sm all rounded or hexagonal groundmass minerals.
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C C -1: Pyroclastic quartz latite porphyritic tuff
*35%  phenocrysts in an ash/glassy groundmass. H eavily altered/oxidized phenocrysts. Appears to be
horizons o f  ash and coarser grained matrix material.
Sanidine: 5%; slightly resorbed euhedral laths; sim ple twinning;
P lagioclase: 15%; albite and pericline twinning; glass inclusions in a sieve texture on outside o f  grains; 
carbonate alteration; includes biotite;
Salite: 10%; m ostly altered to sericite/carbonate; dark oxidation rims euhedrally surrounding remnant 
salite; resorbed; som etim es mantled by biotite.
Biotite: 5%; som e grains are entirely unaltered, others have been entirely altered to som ething black;
Glass: 8%; sw irls around phenocrysts, otherwise found in patches and streaks throughout the slide.
E T  A Pyroclastic quartz latite porphyritic tuff
^Inclusions o f  quartz latite and shonkinite in a phenocryst rich, 25% glass matrix. Abundant gas vesicles.
Sanidine: 25%; occurs as m icrophenocryst laths (1 /4 -0 .5mm); *note the very strange texture-appears to 
have dusty sieve texture/secondary alteration, but is com m only m issing the inner parts o f  the 
phenocryst, or it has strangely crystallized as glass in the interior; sim ple twinning; resorbed to 
som e degree.
Salite: 25%; occurs as resorbed phenocrysts (1 -3mm) in glass, subhedral phenocrysts in quartz latite
inclusions and shonkinite; com m only includes biotite; som e grains have fuzzy black mantling 
from alteration; twinned; very fine grained within shonkinite inclusions.
Biotite: 15%; occurs as isolated unaltered, unreacted books in quartz latite inclusions; as very fine grained 
clots and twisted, bent up slivers in glass matrix; interlocking crystals in shonkinite; locally  
m antles salite.
Plagioclase: 5%; occasional m icrophenocryst (1 /4 -0 .5mm) in quartz latite inclusions.
Glass: 25%; com m only surrounding inclusions; in streaks, blebs, and clots;
V esicles: 5-10%
ET-3a: V olcanic Quartz latite
* Abundant gas stringers (very sm all), phenocrysts com prise 65% o f  TS.
Plagioclase: 15%; com m only mantles salite; larger phenocrysts (0.5-4m m ) that have been slightly resorbed
Sanidine: 10%; resorbed, m elted hom ogenous phenocrysts (0.5-2m m ); *note the very strange texture-
appears to have dusty sieve texture/secondary alteration, but is com m only m issing the inner parts 
o f  the phenocryst, or it has strangely crystallized as glass in the interior; m icrophenocrysts in 
groundmass form cubic crystals.
Salite: 20%; '/2-4mm euhedral/subhedral phenocrysts; poikilitically encloses biotite.
Biotite: 15%; importantly, it is unaltered, (rare for biotite or Hb); brown books.
Glass: 5%; occurs as stringers and blebs; found in the 
interior o f  p lagioclase grains.
Gas vesicles: several spherical holes can be seen in the thin section, lined by mafic minerals (salite, biotite, 
analcim e).
M afic Inclusions:
Biotite: 40%; occurs as 2m m  long interlocking books, or as very fine grained clots; poikilitically  
overgrown by salite grains; encloses analcime.
Salite: 30%; grains l/4m m -3m m ; includes sanidine; mantled by coarser grained biotite.
A nalcim e/Sanidine: 5-10%; very fine grained; low 2V; occurs as small euhedral crystal poikilitically  
enclosed  by biotite/salite.
^Smaller inclusions can be seen throughout the TS, in which biotite grains are bent and stressed,
surrounding very fine grained salite. Cores o f  inclusions are usually m issing.
ET-7: Pyroclastic quartz latite porphyritic tuff
* Inclusions o f  quartz latite and shonkinite in a phenocryst rich, 25% glass matrix. Occasional gas vesicles.
One large m afic inclusion takes up a third o f  the slide.
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Sanidine: 15%; occurs as m icrophenocryst laths (1 /4 -0 .5mm); *note the very strange texture-appears to 
have dusty sieve texture/secondary alteration, but is com m only m issing the inner parts o f  the 
phenocryst, or it has strangely crystallized as glass in the interior; sim ple twinning; resorbed to 
som e degree; ubiquitous in shonlcinite inclusions.
Salite: 25%; occurs as re sorbed phenocrysts (1-3 mm) in glass, euhedral phenocrysts in quartz latite
inclusions and shonkinite; com m only includes biotite; som e grains have fuzzy black mantling 
from alteration; twinned; very fine grained within shonkinite inclusions.
Biotite: 15%; occurs as isolated unaltered, unreacted books in quartz latite inclusions; as very fine grained 
clots and twisted, bent up slivers in glass matrix; interlocking crystals/fine grained clots in 
shonkinite; locallym antles salite.
P lagioclase: 10%; com m on microphenocrysts (1 /4 -3mm) in mafic quartz latite inclusion; com m only altered 
to sericite.
Analcim e: 5%; euhedral hexagons and subhedral circular grains in m afic quartz latite inclusion;
Glass: 25%; com m only surrounding inclusions; in streaks, blebs, and clots; makes background dark.
V esicles: 5%
ET-8: Pyroclastic quartz latite porphyritic tuff
* Inclusions o f  quartz latite and shonkinite in a phenocryst rich, 25% glass matrix. Occasional gas vesicles.
Sanidine: 20%; occurs as m icrophenocryst laths'(1 /4 -0 .5mm); *note the very strange texture-appears to 
have dusty sieve texture/secondary alteration, but Is com m only m issing the inner parts o f  the 
phenocryst, or it has strangely crystalliz!ed as glass in the interior; sim ple twinning; resorbed to 
som e degree; ubiquitous in shonkinite inclusions.
Salite: 25%; occurs as resorbed phenocrysts (l-3 m m ) in glass, euhedral phenocrysts in quartz latite
inclusions and shonkinite; com m only includes biotite; som e grains have fuzzy black mantling 
from alteration; twinned; very fine grained within shonkinite inclusions;
Biotite: 15%; occurs as isolated unaltered, unreacted books; interlocking crystals/fine grained clots altering 
to chlorite (in core) in shonlcinite; locallym antles salite;
Analcim e: 5%; euhedral hexagons and subhedral circular grains in m afic quartz latite inclusion;
Glass: 25%; com m only surrounding inclusions; in streaks, blebs, and clots; makes background dark.
V esicles: 5%
*(Photo) There is a strange ring o f  m afic minerals that appears to have enclosed a portion o f  the quartz
latite groundmass. There are at least 6 shonkinite inclusions 5mm in diameter throughout the TS.
ET-11: V olcanic quartz latite
* Abundant gas stringers (very sm all), phenocrysts com prise 65% o f  TS.
Plagioclase: 15%; com m only mantles salite; *note the very strange texture-appears to have dusty sieve
texture/secondary alteration, but is com m only m issing the inner parts o f  the phenocryst, or it has 
strangely crystallized as glass in the interior.
Salite: 30%; locallyslightly resorbed; replaced and mantled by biotite; poikilitically encloses biotite.
Biotite: 20%; importantly, it is unaltered, (rare for biotite or Hb)
Glass: 5%; occurs as stringers and blebs that apparently all line up in similar directions; found in the 
interior o f  p lagioclase grains.
M afic Inclusions:
Biotite: 40%; occurs as 2m m  long interlocking books, or as very fine grained clots; poikilitically  
overgrown by salite grains; encloses analcime.
Salite: 30%; grains 0.5m m -4m m ; includes sanidine; mantled by biotite.
Analcim e/Sanidine: 5-10%; very fine grained; low  2V; occurs as small euhedral crystal poikilitically  
enclosed  by biotite/salite.
* Several sm aller inclusions can be seen throughout the TS, in which biotite grains are bent and stressed.
T hey are very fine grained, dominated by biotite and salite.
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ET“6a: Pyroclastic quartz latite porphyritic tu ff
* Streaks and clots o f  quartz latite in a phenocryst rich, 25% glass matrix. Abundant convoluted gas
cavities.
Sanidine: 15%; occurs as m icrophenocryst laths (1 /4 -0 .5mm); *note the very strange texture-appears to 
have dusty sieve texture/secondary alteration, but is com m only m issing the inner parts o f  the 
phenocryst, or it has strangely crystallized as glass in the interior; sim ple twinning; resorbed to 
som e degree;
Salite: 35%; occurs as resorbed phenocrysts (1 -3 mm) in glass, subhedral phenocrysts in quartz latite 
streaks; com m only includes biotite; twinned.
Biotite: 15%; occurs as isolated, unreacted books in quartz latite inclusions (som e secondary alteration); as 
very fine grained clots and twisted, bent up slivers in glass matrix (altering to chlorite); locally  
m antles salite.
P lagioclase: 5%; occasional microphenocryst (1 /4 -0 .5mm) in quartz latite streaks.
Glass: 25%; com m only surrounding inclusions; in streaks, blebs, and clots.
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Appendix IV
Distribution and Abundance of Mafic Inclusions at Deer Butte and Suction Butte
Point counts conducted using a sheet of 36in x 36in transparent plastic upon which a grid with linch squares had been drawn with pemanent marker 
All data was subsequently converted to metric units (91.4cm x 91.4cm)
* # of Inclusions and Intersections normalized to a 36in x 36in area (or 91 4cm x 91.4cm)
Deer Butte (DB)
Sample Locality Description of location #lncl. #lnter. Incl.A Tot. A #lncl. #lnter. %vol. Size
(cm)2 (cm)^ *norm. *norm. est. diameter
DB-a DB SWNE 34 T28N R19E outcrop on W side of road, 3m in from road 51 31 173.4 8354 51 31 2.08 1/2-30cm
DB-b DB SWNE 34 T28N R19E 1,5m to the N, 1m below DB-a 40 19 82.7 3721 114.8 42.75 2.22 1/2-10cm
DB-c DB SWNE 34 T28N R19E fresh exposure 1/2 way up the outcrop 27 12 64.0 3721 90 27 1.72 1/2-10cm
DB-d DB SWNE 34 T28N R19E block down at talus slope to the east of Suction Cr.Rd. 45 20 128.0 3721 60.75 45 3.44 1/2-10cm
DB-e DB NENE 34 T28N R19E most western outcrop at Deer Butte summit 26 8 64.0 3721 101.3 18 1.72 1/2-10cm
DB-f DB NENE 34 T28N R19E 2nd outcrop from the west at the top of Deer Butte 25 5 48.0 3721 58.5 11.25 1.29 1/2-10cm
DB-g DB NENE 34 T28N R19E 2nd outcrop from the west at the top of Deer Butte 49 16 101.3 8354 49 16 1.21 1/2-10cm
DB-h DB NENE 34 T28N R19E 2nd outcrop from the west at the top of Deer Butte 39 11 53.3 3721 87.75 24.75 1.43 1/2-10cm
DB-I DB NENE 34 T28N R19E 3rd outcrop from the west at the top of Deer Butte 25 7 64.0 3721 56.25 15.75 1.72 1/2-10cm
DB-j DB NENE 34 T28N R19E 3rd outcrop from the west at the top of Deer Butte 30 8 80.0 3721 67.5 18 2.15 1/2-10cm
DB-k DB SWNW 35 T28N R19E 2nd canyon S of butte in creekbed 30m from turn 38 9 48.0 3721 85.5 20.25 1.29 1/2-15cm
DB-L DB SWNW 35T28N R19E 2nd canyon in creekbed 20m from N60W turn 16 13 80.0 3721 36 29.25 2.15 1/2-15cm
DB-m DB SWNW 35T28N R19E bend of 30yd section trending N80E, 3m up N slope 48 40 234.7 8354 48 40 2.81 1/2-15cm
DB-n DB SWNW 35T28N R19E bend of 30yd section trending N80E, 3m up N slope 39 26 314.7 8354 39 26 3.77 1/2-15cm
DB-o DB SWNW 35T28N R19E bend of 30yd section trending N80E, 3m up N slope 33 16 136.0 3721 74.25 36 3.66 1/2-15cm
DB-p DB SENE 34 T28N R19E 2nd canyon, S slope, across N gully, vertical face 36 26 106.7 8354 36 26 1.28 1/2-15cm
DB-q DB SENE 34 T28N R19E up 2nd canyon, N slope, 40m from road in bedrock 29 16 74.7 8354 29 16 0.89 1/2-15cm
DB-r DB SENE 34 T28N R19E up 2nd canyon, N slope, 40m from road in bedrock 27 13 53.3 3721 60.75 29.25 1.43 1/2-6cm
DB-s DB SENE 34 T28N R19E 2nd canyon, 8m up N slope, 40m from rd 23 36 128.0 3721 51.75 81 3.44 1/2-10cm
DB-t DB SENE 34 T28N R19E 2nd canyon, 5m up N slope, 35m from rd 27 10 48.0 3721 60.75 22.5 1.29 1/2-15cm
DB-u DB SWNE 34 T28N R19E southern end of Suction Cr.Rd.outcrop, 7m from rd 31 13 74.7 3721 69.75 29.25 2.01 1/2-10cm
DB-v DB SWNE 34 T28N R19E southern end of Suction Cr.Rd.outcrop, 10m from rd 24 9 48.0 3721 54 20.25 1.29 1/2-15cm
DB-w DB SWNE 34 T28N R19E southern end of Suction Cr.Rd.outcrop, 12m from rd 25 18 80.0 3721 56.25 40.5 2.15 1/2-15cm
DB-x DB SWNE 34 T28N R19E southern end of Suction Cr.Rd.outcrop, 15m from rd 27 26 128.0 3721 60.75 58.5 3.44 1/2-15cm
DB-y DB SWNE 34 T28N R19E southern end of Suction Cr.Rd.outcrop, 15m from rd 33 16 72.0 3721 74.25 36 1.94 1/2-15cm
Mean 32.5 16.96 99.4 4833 62.91 30.41 2.06 %
Standard Deviation 20.82 15.32 0.87 %
Highest outcrop of butte (7 sites) 70.04 17.29 1.75 %
Lowest outcrop of butte (10 sites) 55.33 35.93 2.32 %
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Suction Butte (SB)
Sample Locality Description of location #lncl. #lnter. Incl.A Tot. A #lncl. #lnter. %vol. Size
(cm)^ (cm)^ *norm. *norm. est. diameter
SB-a SB SWSW12T28N R19E middle of talus bulge (high point in talus pile), E wall 22 6 30.9 2540 49.5 13.5 1.22 1/2-2cm
SB-b SB SWSW 12T28N R19E middle of talus bulge (high point in talus pile), E wall 39 12 48.5 5715 39 12 0.85 1/2-3cm
SB-c SB SWSW 12 T28N R19E southern end of talus bulge 28 9 39.7 2540 63 20.25 1.56 1/2-3cm
SB-d SB SWSW 12 T28N R19E middle of talus bulge (high point in talus pile), E wall 27 10 44.1 2540 60.75 22.5 1.74 1/2-5cm
SB-e SB SWSW 12 T28N R19E north end of talus bulge 24 7 35.3 5715 24 7 0.62 1/2-3cm
SB-f SB SWSW 12 T28N R19E north end of talus bulge 28 12 30.9 2540 63 27 1.22 1/2-5cm
SB-g SB SWSW 12 T28N R19E north end of talus bulge 29 8 35.3 5715 29 8 0.62 1/2-2cm
SB-h SB NESE11 T28N R19E north end of talus bulge 37 9 35.3 5715 37 9 0.62 1/2-2cm
SB-1 SB NESE11 T28N R19E north end of talus bulge 38 8 35.3 5715 38 8 0.62 1/2-2cm
SB-J SB NESE11 T28N R19E 30m from N end of eastern wall outcrop, 15m fr.trees 30 12 30.9 5715 30 12 0.54 1/2-2cm
SB-k SB NESE11 T28NR19E 50m from N end of eastern wall outcrop 27 10 44.1 5715 27 10 0.77 1/2-3cm
SB-L SB NESE11 T28N R19E 5m up on outcrop above fresh talus, S of talus bulge 24 9 35.3 5715 24 9 0.62 1/2-2cm
SB-m SB SWSW 12 T28N R19E outcrop right at talus level, 25m south of talus bulge 39 7 35.3 5715 39 7 0.62 1/2-2cm
SB-n SB SWSW 12 T28N R19E southern end of talus bulge, 15m below SB-n 36 10 41.9 5715 36 10 0.73 1/2-2cm
SB-0 SB SWSW 12 T28N R19E outcrop cliff, behind pine tree, 200m to N of contact 37 10 30.9 2540 83.25 22.5 1.22 1/2-2cm
SB-p SB SWSW 12 T28N R19E large talus piece, 15m below outcrop on NW face 53 13 46.3 5715 53 13 0.81 1/2-2cm
SB-q SB NWSE11 T28N R19E large talus piece, 15m below outcrop on NW slope 59 9 39.7 5715 59 9 0.69 1/2-2cm
SB-r SB NWSE 11 T28N R19E outcrop on N side, on fairly fresh eastern face 23 4 26.5 2540 51.75 9 1.04 1/2-2cm
SB-s SB NESE11T28N R19E large talus chunk on N slope, 1/2 between treelines 23 8 61.7 2540 51.75 18 2.43 1/2-2cm
SB-t SB NESE11T28N R19E E-SE face of boulder 200m down from outcrop 32 8 28.7 2540 72 18 1.13 1/2-2cm
SB-u SB NESE11T28N R19E E-SE face of boulder 200m down from outcrop 57 5 22.1 5715 57 5 0.39 1/2-2cm
SB-v SB NESE11 T28N R19E W face of same boulder as SB-t 35 7 22.1 2540 78.75 15.75 0.87 1/2-2cm
SB-w SB NESE11 T28N R19E boulder, 35m down from outcrop, between treelines 26 5 13.2 2540 58.5 11.25 0.52 1/2-2cm
SB-x SB SWSW 12 T28N R19E outcrop N of talus bulge, above SB-u, v, and w 28 6 13.2 2540 63 13.5 0.52 1/2-2cm
SB-y SB SWSW 12 T28N R19E outcrop N of talus bulge, 30m S along cliff from SB-x 44 7 26.5 5715 44 7 0.46 1/2-2cm
Mean 33.8 8.44 34.1 4318 49.25 12.69 0.79 %
Standard Deviation 16.77 5.751 0.47 %
Highest outcrops of Suction Butte (9 sites) 62.78 13.5 1.01 %
Lowest outcrops of Suction Butte (9 sites) 44.81 14.14 1.01 %
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A p p e n d ix  V
Distribution and abundance of miarolitic cavities in Big Timber Butte and McCann Butte 
All counted gas cavities were a minimum of 1/2cm in diameter
(* )Denotes the presence of innumerable vesicles smaller than 1/2cm in diameter or length
All values for # of Cavities and # of Intersections were normalized to a 24in x 24in area (or 61cm x 61cm)
Big Timber Butte (BTB)
Sample Location Description o f locality Area # Cavities # Inters. Est.vol.%
BT-a BTB NWNE26 T29N RISE most N'ern valley, N ridge in large boulder 61 X  61cm 99 13 2.S3
BT-b BTB NWNE26 T29N R18E most N'ern valley, N ridge in large boulder 61 X  61cm 76 14 3.05
BT-c BTB NWNE26 T29N RISE 50m NE of BT-a,b 30.5 X  30.5cm 260 32 6.97
BT-d BTB NWNE26 T29N RISE 70m E of BT-c, underside of large boulder 30.5 X  30.5cm 228 20 4.36
BT-e BTB NWNE26 T29N RISE underside of boulder 10m S of BT-d 30.5 X  30.5cm 1SS 24 5.23
BT-f* BTB SWNE 26 T29N RISE E face of boulder, close to E nose of ridge 61 X  61cm 125 16 3.49
BT-g* BTB SWNE 26 T29N RISE 5m NE of BT-f, E face of boulder 30.5 X  30.5cm 72 16 3.49
BT-h BTB SWNE 26 T29N RISE 15m S of ridgetop, S face of boulder 30.5 X  30.5cm 196 40 S.71
BT-I BTB SWNE26T29N RISE SE side of boulder 7m south of ridgetop on W end 91 X  91cm 115 17 3.70
BT-j BTB SWNE 26 T29N RISE 3m down N slope, 200m from W edge of tree line 61 X  61cm 212 40 8.71
BT-k BTB NWNE26 T29N RISE boulder, 50m from treeline, 375m from canyon 30.5 X  30.5cm 224 116 25.27
BT-L BTB SWNE 26 T29N RISE 40m from treeline, 425m W of canyon end 30.5 X  30.5cm 132 24 5.23
BT-m BTB SWNE 26 T29N RISE 15m from top on S slope 30.5 X  30.5cm 104 20 4.36
BT-n* BTB SWNE 26 T29N RISE 3m below gap in tree line, near E end of ridge 61 X  61cm 47 S 1.74
BT-o BTB SWNE 26 T29N RISE Below split in tree line, 7m E-NE of BT-n 30.5 X  30.5cm 112 20 4.36
BT-p BTB SWNE 26 T29N RISE boulder, 3m below tree line, 10m E/NE from BT-o 30.5 X  30.5cm 184 28 6.10
BT-q BTB SENE 26 T29N RISE N side of rd in canyon, 350m from fence 30.5 X  30.5cm 148 32 6.97
BT-r* BTB SENE 26 T29N RISE N side of rd in canyon, 300m from fence 61 X  61cm 51 7 1.53
BT-s BTB SENE 26 T29N RISE S side of rd, under talus slope, 275m from fence 30.5 X  30.5cm 96 20 4.36
BT4 BTB SENE 26 T29N RISE S side of rd in canyon, SOm from fence 91 X  91cm 76 5 1.09
Mean
Standard
Deviation
137.25 25.6 5.58 %
63.94 23.44 5.11 %
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McCann Butte (MC)
Sample Location Description of locality Area # Cavities # Inters. Est.vol.%
MG-a MG NESW6T29N R21E 5m from the top on the W slope 61 X  61cm 178 89 19.39
MC-b MG NESW6T29N R21E 5m from the top on the W slope 61 X  61cm 83 52 11.33
MC-c MG NESW6T29N R21E 12m from the top on the NW-W face 61 X  61cm 137 73 15.90
MC-d MG NESW6T29N R21E 15m from the top, NW face 61 X  61cm 213 126 27.45
MC-e MG NESW6T29N R21E Isolated boulder, 30m from the top on W slope 61 X  61cm 104 62 13.51
MC-f MG NESW6T29N R21E Small exposure on boulders, due south of top 25m 30.5 X  30.5cm 132 48 10.46
MC-g MG NESW6T29N R21E Small exposure on boulders, due south of top 25m 30.5 X 30.5cm 172 24 5.23
MC-h MG NESW6T29N R21E 5m SW of top, one of largest boulders 30.5 X  30.5cm 128 44 9.59
MC-I MG NESW6T29N R21E 8m S of top, among big boulders 30.5 X  30.5cm 156 48 10.46
MC-j MG NESW6T29N R21E S face of one of largest boulders, 3m from peak 30.5 X  30.5cm 176 32 6.97
MC-k MG NESW6T29N R21E S face of one of largest boulders, 3m from peak 30.5 X  30.5cm 268 24 5.23
MC-L MG NESW 6T29N R21E Facing E on large boulder, 5m from top 30.5 X  30.5cm 148 32 6.97
MC-m MG NESW6T29N R21E New flat surface, just below MG-L 30.5 X  30.5cm 88 20 4.36
MC-n MG NESW6T29N R21E S side of Indian rock pile, 13m south of peak 30.5 X  30.5cm 132 48 10.46
MC-o MG NESW6T29N R21E Boulder, 100m down from top on SE slope 61 X  61cm 130 27 5.88
MC-p MG NESW6T29N R21E 1 m away from MG-o on underside of next boulder 30.5 X  30.5cm 168 52 11.33
MC-q MG NESW6T29N R21E underside of boulder, 5m east of MG-p 61 X  61cm 139 27 5.88
MC-r MG NESW6T29N R21E boulder towards E edge of pile, 3m E of MG-q 30.5 X  30.5cm 196 36 7.84
MC-s MG NESW 6T29N R21E S face of boulder, 5m S/SE of MG-o 30.5 X  30.5cm 136 28 6.10
MG-t* MG NESW6T29N R21E E face of boulder, farthest point in pile from peak 61 X  61cm 50 12 2.61
Mean
Standard
146.7 45.2 9.85 %
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A p p e n d i x  VI
P y r o x e n e s o x i d e  w e i g h t  p e r c e n t
S i 0 2 T i 0 2 A I 2 0 3 F e O M nO M gO C a O N a 2 0 K 2 0 0 x i d e  To t a I s Fe / M g
DB - # 3 2 / 3 3  1 a 5 4 2 7 0 1 8 0 7 7 3 6 0 0 1 3 17 . 39 23 . 28 0 . 24 0 .00 9 9 . 85 0 .21
DB - # 3 2 / 3 3  1 b 5 4 12 0 19 0 8 3 5 2 9 0 18 16 .23 23 .20 0 . 26 0 .00 100 .31 0 . 33
DB - # 3 2 / 3 3  1 c 5 4 00 0 19 1 0 7 6 4 3 0 2 6 15 .12 2 3 . 47 0 . 48 0 .00 101 .00 0 . 43
DB - # 3 2 / 3 3  I d 5 3 88 0 0 6 1 3 7 6 51 0 3 4 13 93 2 3 . 13 1 .02 0 .0 0 100 . 24 0 . 4 7
DB - # 3 2 / 3 3  1 e 5 3 81 0 0 6 1 31 6 6 0 0 3 0 14 0 5 22 . 94 1 . 06 0 .00 100 . 1 4 0 . 47
DB - # 3 2 / 3 3  I f 52 38 0 1 1 1 4 9 1 1 3 8 0 4 8 10 9 8 21 .02 1 .71 0 00 9 9 . 55 1 . 04
DB - # 3 2 / 3 3  2a 5 3 87 0 16 0 8 0 3 41 0 14 17 01 2 3 57 0 . 32 0 .00 9 9 . 28 0 .20
DB - # 3 2 / 3 3  2b 52 82 0 0 6 1 5 8 7 41 0 4 2 13 8 5 22 95 0 . 92 0 00 100 .00 0 . 53
DB - # 3 2 / 3 3  2 c 5 4 01 0 0 4 1 10 6 88 0 2 9 13 7 4 22 50 1 . 37 0 00 9 9 . 93 0 . 50
DB - # 3 2 / 3 3  2d 5 3 5 0 0 0 3 1 3 6 7 8 4 0 2 9 13 34 22 36 1 .20 0 00 9 9 .91 0 . 59
DB - # 3 2 / 3 3  3a 52 16 0 10 1 52 11 5 3 0 5 0 10 75 20 2 7 2 0 7 0 00 9 8 . 90 1 . 07
DB - # 3 2 / 3 3  3b 53 1 8 0 1 2 1 6 2 11 5 8 0 4 4 11 07 21 02 1 9 7 0 00 101 .00 1 . 05
DB - # 3 2 / 3 3  3 c 53 0 4 0 12 1 66 11 4 6 0 3 9 10 97 20 9 4 1 9 6 0 00 100 . 54 1 . 04
DB - # 3 2 / 3 3  3d 52 3 0 0 13 1 6 4 11 5 5 0 6 0 11 06 21 5 5 1 3 0 0 00 100 . 15 1 . 04
DB - # 3 2 / 3 3  3 e 51 7 4 0 13 1 8 0 11 6 3 0 5 5 10 76 21 6 7 1 4 2 0 00 9 9 . 70 1 . 08
DB -R # 6  Pyx l a 5 3 7 3 0 0 6 1 0 6 6 7 6 0 2 6 14 34 21 7 6 1 0 8 0 0 3 9 9 0 7 0 . 47
DB -R # 6  Pyx l b 5 5 0 4 0 0 3 0 6 9 6 6 3 0 2 4 14 76 22 6 2 1 12 0 00 101 14 0 . 45
DB -R # 6  Pyx c 5 6 1 5 0 0 4 0 4 7 5 7 7 0 3 3 15 81 22 3 9 0 8 3 0 00 101 78 0 3 7
DB -R # 6  Pyx 1d 5 2 92 0 18 1 8 7 9 41 0 3 5 12 0 7 22 9 4 0 6 4 0 00 101 1 8 0 7 3
DB -R # 6  Pyx 1 e 5 2 61 0 16 1 9 8 1 0 5 3 0 31 12 0 7 22 4 8 1 01 0 00 101 15 0 8 7
DB -R # 7  Pyx . 1 a 5 4 7 7 0 21 0 8 0 3 6 7 0 l ” 17 2 3 2 3 8 5 0 21 0 00 100 8 9 0 21
DB -R # 7  Pyx . 1 b 5 4 5 9 0 22 1 11 3 6 9 0 0 9 16 86 2 3 68 0 2 5 0 00 100 4 3 0 22
DB -R # 7  P y x 1 c 4 6 8 5 0 31 1 4 3 5 2 5 0 1 5 12 61 22 4 7 0 3 5 0 01 8 9 4 3 0 4 2
DB -R # 7  Pyx . 1C 5 4 20 0 0 7 0 88 9 37 0 5 2 12 4 8 21 81 1 7 0 0 00 101 0 4 0 7 5
DB -R # 7  Pyx . I d 5 3 4 5 0 1 0 1 53 10 41 0 4 4 1 1 79 21 10 1 89 0 00 100 71 0 88
DB -R # 7  Pyx . 1 e 52 2 6 0 19 1 88 1 1 4 6 0 4 9 10 87 21 82 1 37 0 00 100 3 6 1 0 5
DB -R # 2  Pyx . 1 a 52 9 4 0 38 1 72 6 3 7 0 21 14 99 2 3 14 0 37 0 01 100 1 4 0 4 2
DB -R # 2  P y x 1 b 52 8 9 0 4 2 1 96 7 3 9 0 22 14 33 2 3 15 0 4 7 0 00 100 82 0 5 2
DB -R # 2  Py x . 1 c 5 3 0 9 0 2 9 1 66 7 3 3 0 21 14 39 22 9 0 0 52 0 00 100 3 9 0 51
DB -R # 2  Py x . 1 d 5 4 0 3 0 21 0 9 8 4 9 6 0 1 7 16 2 9 2 3 57 0 2 6 0 00 100 4 7 0 3 0
DB -R # 2  Pyx . 1e 5 4 4 3 0 0 5 1 10 4 6 2 0 1 7 15 12 2 3 6 0 1 0 9 0 00 100 18 0 31
DB -1 P y x  1 5 3 6 5 0 12 1 2 4 7 9 7 0 3 3 14 93 21 24 0 71 0 00 100 18 0 .5 3
DB -1 P y x  2 52 9 0 0 13 2 1 1 9 1 1 0 3 4 12 62 22 23 1 0 4 0 00 100 4 9 0 .72
DB -1 P y x  4 5 4 14 0 0 6 1 41 7 02 0 3 0 13 9 8 22 22 1 1 5 0 01 100 2 8 0 .5 0
DB -1 P y x  5a 5 4 .62 0 0 6 0 7 5 5 81 0 20 15 53 22 79 0 7 7 0 00 100 5 3 0 .37
DB -1 P y x  5b 5 4 .35 0 20 0 76 5 9 2 0 2 3 16 60 22 30 0 2 9 0 02 1 00 6 7 0 .3 6
DB -1 P y x  5 c 52 .50 0 0 9 1 6 9 1 1 20 0 5 2 11 4 4 21 74 1 2 7 0 00 1 00 4 7 0 .9 8
DB -1 P y x  5d 5 4 62 0 04 1 16 7 7 4 0 2 9 13 73 21 74 1 5 6 0 00 100 9 0 0 .5 6
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Appendix VI cont. 
Biotite oxide weight percent
Si02 Ti02 AI203 FeO MnO MgO CaO Na20 K20 • Total Fe/Mg
DB-5 #28/29 1a 39.23 0.79 11.79 7.41 0.00 21.36 0.00 0.53 9.43 90.53 0.35
DB-5 #28/29 1b 39.71 0.66 12.32 7.06 0.05 21.96 0.00 0.60 9.59 91.96 0.32
DB-#28/29 1c 40.60 0.61 12.30 5.17 0.02 23.71 0.01 0.67 9.64 92.74 0.22
DB-#28/29 2a 40.37 0.66 12.49 5.80 0.01 22.78 0.01 0.70 9.51 92.33 0.25
DB-#28/29 2b 39.99 0.57 12.75 5.13 0.05 23.14 0.00 0.71 9.56 91.89 0.22
DB-#28/29 2c 39.61 0.63 12.64 8.38 0.02 21.34 0.00 0.66 9.53 92.81 0.39
DB-#26/27 la 37.85 1.06 13.10 8.49 0.04 19.89 0.01 0.64 9.38 90.46 0.43
DB-#26/27 1b 39.63 1.45 12.26 8.51 0.06 20.72 0.55 0.68 8.72 92.57 0.41
DB-#26/27 1c 39.32 0.80 13.04 6.08 0.00 22.44 0.01 0.72 9.64 92.06 0.27
+ F, Cl standards
S i02 (T i02  AI203 FeO MnO MgO CaO Na20 K20 F Cl Total
DB-1 Biol 39.08 1.00 13.57 9.28 0.09 20.23 0.00 0.62 9.41 3.64 0.06 96.98
DB-1 Bio2 39.27 0.81 12.81 8.68 0.05 21.42 0.00 0.70 9.42 4.07 0.08 97.31
DB-1 Bio3 39.88 0.64 13.12 5.11 0.03 23.30 0.00 0.58 9.76 3.65 0.01 96.09
DB-1 Bio4 39.16 0.89 13.95 5.34 0.03 22.85 0.00 0.68 9.52 3.95 0.01 96.38
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Appendix VI cont. 
Feldspars oxide weight percent
Si02 Ti02AI203 FeO MnO MgO CaO Na20 K20 Oxide Totals
DB-5 #30/31 a albite 68.43 0.00 19.78 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.22 11.37 0.15 99.95
DB-5 #30/31 b orthoclase 63.38 0.00 19.19 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.02 0.60 15.09 98,29
DB-5 #30/31 c albite 68.50 0.02 19.49 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.36 11.15 0.46 100.01
DB-5 #30/31 e orthoclase 64.60 0.00 19.52 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.03 0.63 15.22 100,03
DB-5 #30/31 d alkali feld 67.66 0.00 18.86 0.07 0.00 0.01 0.10 10.12 2.18 99,00
DB-5 #30/31 A albite 68.41 0.00 19.51 0.04 0.03 0.01 0.28 11.52 0.14 99.93
DB-5 #30/31 B plag 67.60 0.00 19.59 0.08 0.00 0.00 0.47 9.58 2.78 100.11
DB-5 #30/31 C albite 66.60 0.00 20.75 0.16 0.02 0.04 0.30 10.49 0.93 99.29
DB-5 #30/31 D orthoclase 64.42 0.00 19.70 0.09 0.00 0.03 0.04 0.84 14.91 100.04
DB-5 #30/31 E alkali feld 65.89 0.00 18.48 0.11 0.02 0.00 0.13 8.16 5.37 98.17
DB-13#19 la plag 64.74 0.00 21.96 0.10 0.00 0.00 3.02 9.06 1.43 100,31
DB-13 #19 1b plag 64.79 0.01 21.79 0.12 0.02 0.01 3.04 8.84 1.43 100,05
DB-13#19 1c plag 65.97 0.00 22.08 0.11 0.00 0.01 2.93 9.00 1.41 101,51
DB-13#19 Id plag 65.39 0.00 21.74 0.07 0.00 0.01 3.05 8.97 1.44 100.66
DB-13#19 1e plag 65.64 0.00 21.76 0.13 0.01 0.00 2.93 9.09 1.39 100.96
DB-13#15 la sanidine 66.07 0.00 19.30 0.14 0.00 0.00 0.40 5.73 7.74 99.38
DB-13 #15 1b sanidine 67.53 0.00 19.26 0.20 0.00 0.00 0.33 5.82 7.85 100.98
DB-13 #15 1c sanidine 65.98 0.00 19.42 0.14 0.00 0.00 0.43 5.64 7.50 99.11
DB-13 #15 Id sanidine 65.46 0.00 19.90 0.13 0.02 0.01 0.71 6.91 5.97 99,11
DB-13 #20 la plag 63.49 0.00 21.91 0.19 0.00 0.00 3.24 8.64 1.48 98.96
DB-13 #20 1b plag 63.64 0.02 21.82 0.16 0.00 0.01 3.34 8.68 1.51 99.17
DB-13 #20 1c sanidine 63 31 0.00 19.49 0.23 0.00 0.00 0.57 5.19 7.20 95.99
DB-13 #20 Id alkali feld 65.07 0.00 19.57 0.03 0.02 0.00 0.77 6.07 5.06 96.59
DB-13#18 la plag 63.45 0.00 21.62 0.17 0.01 0.00 3.33 8.88 1.15 98.60
DB-13#18 1b plag 64.07 0.01 21.49 0.19 0.00 0.01 3.10 8.86 1,43 99.16
DB-13#18 1c alkali feld 66.37 0.01 19.21 0.11 0.01 0.00 0,29 8.20 3.87 98.08
DB-9 #14 Plag la  orthoclase 62.90 0.00 19.92 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.40 15.04 98.30
DB-9 #14 Orth 1b albite 66.32 0.00 19.19 0.05 0.00 0.00 0.23 11.05 0.17 97,01
DB-9 #14 Feld 1c albite 68.50 0.00 19.48 0.41 0.01 0.00 0.19 11.49 0.26 100,35
DB-9#14 Feld Id orthoclase 64.39 0.00 19.47 0.20 0.00 0.17 0.02 0.89 14.93 100,07
DB-9 #14 Feld 1e alkali feld 71.72 0.00 16.62 0.02 0.03 0.00 0.10 8.49 3.46 100,45
Ternary
Sum
11.73
15.71 
11.97 
15.88 
12.40
11.94
12.83
11.72 
15.80 
13.66
13.51 
13.31
13.35
13.46 
13.42 
13.87 
14.00
13.58
13.59 
13.37
13.52
12.95 
11.90
13.36 
13.39
12.36
15.47 
11.45 
11.94
15.84 
12.05
Plot 
Ca % 
1.852 
0.101 
2,977 
0.203 
0.835 
2.357 
3.675 
2.575 
0.275 
0.932 
22.37 
22.83 
21.97
22.67 
21.86 
2.895 
2.391 
3.187 
5.218 
24.22
24.68 
4.372 
6.476 
24.95 
23.17 
2.344 
0.161 
2.035 
1.586
0.1
0.847
Na%
96.88
3.802
93.15
3.99
81.61
96.5
74.69
89.46 
5.316 
59.76 
67.08 
66.43
67.46 
66.63 
67.75 
41.32
41.56
41.57 
50.83 
64.67
64.18 
40.06 
50.99 
66.48
66.19 
66.36 
2.616
96.45 
96.22 
5.612
70.46
K%
1.268
96.1
3.87
95.81
17.56
I.144
21.63 
7.962 
94.41 
39.31
10.55 
10.74
10.56 
10.7
10.39
55.78
56.05
55.24
43.95
II.11 
11.14
55.56 
42.53 
8.571
10.64 
31.3
97.22
1.515
2.191
94.29
28.69
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Feldspars cont.
DB-1 K1 plag 65.80 0.01 23.59 0.17 0.00 0.05 3.45 9.16 1.13 103.35 13.74 25.1 66.67 8.23
DB-1 K2 plag 62.87 0.00 23.50 0.05 0.00 0.05 4.16 8.72 0.90 100.31 13.78 30.17 63.26 6.563
DB-1 K1* plag 64.62 0.00 22.90 0.18 0.00 0.04 3.16 8.48 1.22 100.61 12.86 24.58 65.94 9.477
DB-1 Plag.1 plag 63.86 0.00 22.64 0.12 0.00 0.05 3.20 8.77 1.09 99.72 13.05 24.49 67.19 8.327
DB-1 GM 2 albite 68.55 0.00 20.14 0.08 0.00 0.05 0.31 10.90 0.43 100.46 11.64 2.685 93.65 3.667
DB-1 GM 3 albite 68.20 0.01 20.03 0.09 0.00 0.04 0.22 11.60 0.22 100.42 12.04 1.843 96.33 1.832
DB-1 Plag 2 plag 62.31 0.01 23.69 0.17 0.00 0.05 4.19 8.54 0.88 99.84 13.61 30.8 62.73 6.463
DB-1 Plag 3 plag 62.82 0.00 23.13 0.19 0.01 0.04 3.74 8.65 0.98 99,55 13.37 27.94 64.69 7.363
DB-1 Plag 3b alkali feld 64.69 0.00 19.58 0.16 0.00 0.06 0.00 4.98 8.99 98.46 13.97 0 35.67 64.33
DB-1 Plag 3c alkali feld 64.49 0.01 20.85 0.47 0.00 0.06 1.32 8.26 3.80 99.25 13.38 9.895 61.74 28.37
DB-1 Plag 3d albite 67.36 0.01 20.12 0.00 0.00 0.05 0.19 11.54 0.57 99.84 12.30 1.563 93.82 4.619
DB-1 Plag 5 plag 63.93 0.01 22.09 0.13 0.00 0.05 2.58 9.39 1.19 99.37 13.16 19.63 71.35 9.013
SB--10 Plag la plag 58.38 0.00 26.34 0.23 0.01 0.05 7.22 6.82 0.58 99.63 14.63 49.4 46.65 3.952
SB-10 Plag 1b plag 59.69 0.00 25.54 0.22 0.00 0.05 6.54 7.14 0.58 99.76 14.27 45.84 50.08 4.079
SB-10 Plag 1c plag - 59.38 0.00 25.17 0.22 0.00 0.05 6.12 7.32 0.79 99.04 14.23 43.03 51.42 5.547
SB-10 Plag 1d plag 64.43- 0.00 22.13 0.15 0.00 0.05 2.98 9.24 0.99 99.98 13.22 22.55 69.92 7.525
SB-10 GM 4 alkali feld 65.24 0.00 19.47 0.27 0.00 0.06 0.14 4.42 10.29 99.89 14.85 0.932 29.17 69.3
SB-10 GM 5 plag 66.02 0.00 21.49 0.10 0.02 0.05 1.86 10.17 0.42 100.14 12.46 14.97 81.65 3.384
SB-10 GM 6 plag 66.18 0.01 “20.70 0.19 0.00 0.04 1.29 9.39 2.04 99.84 12.72 10.14 73.85 16.02
SB-10 GM 7 plag 62.50 0.01 22.58 0.62 0.00 0.09 3.46 8.80 0.94 99.01 13.20 26.23 66.65 7.12
SB-10 GM 8 plag 64.81 0.02 21.75 0.28 0.00 0.05 2.49 8.98 1.47 99.87 12.95 19.26 69.35 11.39
SB-10 GM 9 alkali feld 63.78 0.02 19.26 0.75 0.00 0.06 0.07 5.17 8.50 97.59 13.74 0.51 37.65 61.85
SB-10 GM 10 alkali feld 66.94 0.01 19.86 0.14 0.01 0.06 0.00 7.40 5.04 99.46 12.44 0.00 59.50 40.50
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Amphiboles oxide weight percent
Si02 (Ti02 AI203 FeO MnO MgO CaO Na20 K20 Oxide Totals Fe/Mg
SB-6 #8 1a 39.65 1.84 11.88 17.82 0.29 9.43 11.33 2.07 1.71 96.03 1.89
SB-6 #8 1b 40.53 1.87 11.94 17.69 0.27 9.85 11.51 2.18 1.74 97.58 1.80
SB-6 #8 1c 39.62 1.90 12.17 18.35 0.32 9.41 11.51 2.11 1.76 97.16 1.95
SB-6 #8 Id 38.99 1.91 12.40 21.73 0.45 6.92 11.16 2.31 1.45 97.32 3.14
SB-6 #8 1e 38.90 1.97 11.67 20.40 0.51 7.99 11.43 2.15 1.65 96.68 2.55
SB-6 #9 la 39.82 2.02 11.87 17.86 0.45 9.45 11.51 2.17 1.47 96.61 1.89
SB-6 #9 1b 40.00 2.03 11.73 17.93 0.35 9.62 11.45 2.27 1.58 96.97 1.86
SB-6 #9 1c 39.70 2.00 11.77 19.31 0.46 8.98 11.44 2.37 1.62 97.65 2.15
SB-6 #9 Id 39.72 1.93 11.23 18.77 0.41 9.30 11.37 2.25 1.65 96.64 2.02
SB-6 #9 1e 38.51 2.06 12.09 21.15 0.52 7.54 11.34 2.17 1.76 97.14 2.80
SB-6 #11 la 38.22 1.99 11.36 21.40 0.52 7.40 11.37 2.03 1.65 95.94 2.89
SB-6 #11 1b 38.58 2.04 11.84 21.25 0.46 7.66 11.40 2.23 1.70 97.16 2.77
SB-6 #11 1c 38.09 2.05 11.26 20.90 0.55 7.29 11.50 2.02 1.67 95.33 2.87
SB-6 #11 Id 39.26 1.98 11.86 20.89 0.47 7.52 11.39 2.17 1.71 97.24 2.78
SB-6 #11 1e 38.70 1.99 11.99 20.85 0.50 7.38 11.41 2.20 1.67 96.70 2.83
SB-6 #13 la 39.60 2.01 12.02 19.67 0.43 3.46 11.24 2.14 1.83 97.40 2.33
SB-6 #13 1b 40.17 1.87 11.58 19.13 0.47 9.19 11.28 2.14 1.69 97.52 2.08
SB-6 #13 1c 41.28 1.91 11.43 17.31 0.39 10.47 11.55 2.31 1.52 98.15 1.65
SB-6 #13 Id 40.31 1.86 11.92 18.91 0.40 8.80 11.25 2.23 1.71 97.40 2.15
SB-6 #13 1e 39.89 1.87 11.27 19.19 0.44 9.01 11.49 2.25 1.55 96.95 2.13
SB-11 #39 Hb la 40.22 1.71 12.23 17.73 0.30 9.88 11.35 2.23 1.64 97.29 1.80
SB-11 #39 Hb 1b 37.27 1.98 13.05 21.93 0.49 6.13 11.26 1.97 1.80 95.90 3.58
SB-11 #39 Hb 1c 38.85 2.07 12.48 20.26 0.45 7.92 11.34 2.15 1.68 97.20 2.56
SB-11 #39 Hb Id 42.91 0.66 13.56 20.39 0.21 2.75 2.94 6.72 0.44 90.58 7.43
SB-11 #39 Hb 1e 38.82 1.82 11.47 20.73 0.62 7.92 11.28 2.05 1.67 96.39 2.62
SB-10 Hb 1 39.10 1.88 12.28 19.85 0.44 8.61 11.03 2.20 1.85 97.25 2.31
SB-10 Hb2 40.29 1.94 11.92 19.03 0.43 8.77 10.89 2.21 1.74 97.23 2.17
SB-10 Hb 3 39.48 1.98 12.16 19.60 0.45 8.75 11.06 2.12 1.86 97.45 2.24
SB-10 Hb4a 41.15 1.94 11.51 18.11 0.40 10.03 11.31 2.15 1.50 98.11 1.81
SB-10 Hb 4b 41.85 1.87 11.17 16.78 0.35 11.00 11.29 2.21 1.51 98.03 1.52
SB-10 Hb4c 40.23 1.85 11.53 16.62 0.34 11.07 12.08 2.36 1.46 97.53 1.50
SB-10 Hb4d 40.35 1.92 11.64 19.75 0.45 9.13 11.05 2.17 1.55 98.01 2.16
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Amphiboles cont. 
Normalized oxide weight percent
Si02 Ti02 AI203 Fe203 FeO MnO MgO CaO Na20 K20 Total Fe/Mg
SB-6 #8 1a 39.65 1.84 11.88 4.08 14.15 0.29 9.43 11.33 2.07 1.71 96.44 1.93
SB-6 #8 1b 40.53 1.87 11.94 3.73 14.33 0.27 9.85 11.51 2.18 1.74 97.95 1.83
SB-6 #8 1c 39.62 1.90 12.17 4.53 14.28 0.32 9.41 11.51 2.11 1.76 97.61 2.00
SB-6 #8 Id 38.99 1.91 12.40 4.47 17.71 0.45 6.92 11.16 2.31 1.45 97.77 3.21
SB-6 #8 1e 38.90 1.97 11.67 4.29 16.54 0.51 7.99 11.43 2.15 1.65 97.11 2.61
SB-6 #9 la 39.82 2.02 11.87 3.92 14.33 0.45 9.45 11.51 2.17 1.47 97.01 1.93
SB-6 #9 1b 40.00 2.03 11.73 3.88 14.44 0.35 9.62 11.45 2.27 1.58 97.36 1.90
SB-6 #9 1c 39.70 2.00 11.77 4.43 15.33 0.46 8.98 11.44 2.37 1.62 98.09 2.20
SB-6 #9 Id 39.72 1.93 11.23 4.39 14.82 0.41 9.30 11.37 2.25 1.65 97.08 2.06
SB-6 #9 1e 38.51 2.06 12.09 4.81 16.82 0.52 7.54 11.34 2.17 1.76 97.62 2.87
SB-6 #11 la 38.22 1.99 11.36 4.85 17.04 0.52 7.40 11.37 2.03 1.65 96.43 2.96
SB-6 #11 1b 38.58 2.04 11.84 4.78 16.95 0.46 7.66 11.40 2.23 1.70 97.64 2.84
SB-6 #11 1c 38.09 2.05 11.26 3.31 17.92 0.55 7.29 11.50 2.02 1.67 95.66 2.91
SB-6 #11 Id 39.26 1.98 11.86 3.55 17.70 0.47 7.52 11.39 2.17 1.71 97.60 2.82
SB-6 #11 1e 38.70 1.99 11.99 3.48 17.72 0.50 7.38 11.41 2.20 1.67 97.05 2.87
SB-6 #13 la 39.60 2.01 12.02 4.48 15.65 0.43 8.46 11.24 2.14 1.83 97.85 2.38
SB-6 #13 1b 40.17 1.87 11.58 5.30 14.37 0.47 9.19 11.28 2.14 1.69 98.06 2.14
SB-6 #13 1c 41.28 1.91 11.43 4.21 13.52 0.39 10.47 11.55 2.31 1.52 98.58 1.69
SB-6 #13 Id 40.31 1.86 11.92 3.65 15.63 0.40 8.80 11.25 2.23 1.71 97.77 2.19
SB-6 #13 1e 39.89 1.87 11.27 4.02 15.57 0.44 9.01 11.49 2.25 1.55 97.36 2.18
SB-11 #39 Hb la 40.22 1.71 12.23 4.94 13.29 0.30 9.88 11.35 2.23 1.64 97.79 1.85
SB-11 #39 Hb 1b 37.27 1.98 13.05 4.08 18.26 0.49 6.13 11.26 1.97 1.80 96.31 3.64
SB-11 #39 Hb 1c 38.85 2.07 12.48 4.59 16.14 0.45 7.92 11.34 2.15 1.68 97.66 2.62
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Appendix VI cont. 
Fe-Oxides
ilmenite
Un 31 DB-1 FeO 1
titano-magnetite
oxide weight percent 
S i0 2  T i0 2  A 1203 F e2 0 3  FeO MnO M gO CaO N a 2 0
0.14 43.31 0 .04  16.09 33.49 5.24 0.11 0.46 0.02
Fe+3={totFe+Mn+MgHTi+0.5*AI+0.5*Cr)
oxide weight percent
K20
0.01
Totals
98.89
Un 32 DB-1 FeO 2
S i0 2
0.09
T i0 2
4.72
A1203
0.64
F e2 0 3
57.27
FeO
33.82
MnO
0.21
MgO
0.37
CaO
0.02
N a 2 0
0.01
K 2 0
0.01
Totals
97.16
Un 33 DB-1 FeO 3 0.09 3.25 0.37 61.67 33.38 0.16 0.17 0.00 0.02 0.02 99.13
Un 39 S B -10 FeO 1 0.72 7.25 0.95 50.73 35.88 0.45 0.10 0.23 0.04 0.01 96.35
Un 40 S B -1 0 F e 0  2 0.13- 12.12 1.42 43 .06  . 40 .40 1.21 0.30 0.10 0.00 0.00 98 .74
Un 44 S B -10 FeO 3 0.09 8.10 1.95 50.38 37.86 0.52 0.12 0.02 0.03 0.00 99.07
Un 45 S B -1 0 F e O 4 1.10 5.94 0.69 53.06 34.23 0.69 0.06 0.16 0.01 0.00 95.94
Un 46 S B -10 FeO 5 5.78 10.66 3.19 37.86 37.50 0.56 0.21 0.25 2.08 0.03 98.11
Un 51 S B -10 FeO 6 0.12 10.83 0.63 46.43 39.69 0.82 0.15 0.01 0.00 0.01 98.68
Un 52 S B -1 0 F e O 7 0.09 10.51 0.57 47.10 39.19 1.07 0.12 0.13 0.01 0.01 98.81
Un 53 S B -1 0 F e O 8 16.04 8.71 7.99 31.31 32.80 0.45 1.19 0.47 5.02 0.05 104.04
Fe+3=2/3(totFe-UVIn-UVlg)-l/3(4*Ti+AUCr)
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A p p en d ix  VII
Sample locations and descriptions
Type: TS=Thin Section; Ref.= Referenced hand sample; WR=Whole rock analyses; EM=Electron Microprobe; {l)=Whole rock analyses of inclusion; Photo=Photc 
Rock: Tlp=Iertiary latite porphyry; Tlhf=Tertiary latite {hornblende + feldspar phenocrysts); Tlb=Tertiary latite (biotite phenocrysts); Tlh=Tertiary latite (hornblende
Sample Type Rock Quadrangle Location Description of sample location
DB-R TS, WR, 1, EM TIbf Rattlesnake 5 "Deer Butte" SWNE 34 T28N R20E SW Suction Creek Co. road, heading SE out of Cleveland
DB-1 TS, WR, EM TIbf Rattlesnake 5 "Deer Butte" SWNE 34 T28N R20E SW Suction Creek Co. road, heading SE out of Cleveland
DB-2 TS,I TIbf Rattlesnake 5 "Deer Butte" SWNE 34 T28N R20E SW Suction Creek Co. road, heading SE out of Cleveland
DB-3 TS, WR, 1 TIbf Rattlesnake 5 "Deer Butte" SWNE 34 T28N R20E SW Suction Creek Co. road, heading SE out of Cleveland
DB-4 TS, WR TIbf Rattlesnake 5 "Deer Butte" SWNE 34 T28N R20E SW Suction Creek Co. road, heading SE out of Cleveland
DB-5 TS, WR, EM TIbf Rattlesnake 5 "Deer Butte" SWNE 34 T28N R20E SW Suction Creek Co. road, heading SE out of Cleveland
DB-6 Ref, WR, 1 TIbf Rattlesnake 5 "Deer Butte" SWNE 34 T28N R20E W of Suction Creek Co. road, top of 1st knoll west from rd
DB-7 WR TIbf Rattlesnake 5 "Deer Butte" SWNE 34 T28N R20E W/NW talus slope of deer butte east of canyon road
DB-8 WR TIbf Rattlesnake 5 "Deer Butte" SWNE 34 T28N R20E W/NW talus slope of deer butte east of canyon road
DB-9 EM TIbf Rattlesnake 5 "Deer Butte" SWNE 34 T28N R20E W/NW talus slope of deer butte east of canyon road
DB-10 WR TIbf Rattlesnake 5 "Deer Butte" NENE 34 T28N R20E South side of 2nd outcrop from west at the top
DB-11 WR, 1 TIbf Rattlesnake 5 "Deer Butte" SWNW 35 T28N R20E in 2nd canyon south of butte top, slick outcrop surface
DB-12 Ref TIbf Rattlesnake 5 "Deer Butte" SWNW 35 T28N R20E in 2nd canyon south of butte top, slick outcrop surface
DB-13 WR, EM TIbf Rattlesnake 5 "Deer Butte" SWNW 35 T28N R20E in 2nd canyon south of butte top, slick outcrop surface
DB-14 TIbf Rattlesnake 5 "Deer Butte" SWNE 34 T28N R20E SW Suction Creek Co. road, heading SE out of Cleveland
DB-15 WR TIbf Rattlesnake 5 "Deer Butte" SWNE 34 T28N R20E SW Suction Creek Co. road, heading SE out of Cleveland
DB-16 TIbf Rattlesnake 5 "Deer Butte" SWNE 34 T28N R20E SW Suction Creek Co. road, heading SE out of Cleveland
DB-17 WR TIbf Rattlesnake 5 "Deer Butte" SWNE 34 T28N R20E SW Suction Creek Co. road, heading SE out of Cleveland
DB-18 TIbf Rattlesnake 5 "Deer Butte" SWNE 34 T28N R20E SW Suction Creek Co. road, heading SE out of Cleveland
DB-19 WR TIbf Rattlesnake 5 "Deer Butte" SWNE 34 T28N R20E W/NW talus slope of deer butte east of canyon road
DB-20 WR TIbf Rattlesnake 5 "Deer Butte" SWNE 34 T28N R20E W/NW talus slope of deer butte east of canyon road
DB-21 TIbf Rattlesnake 5 "Deer Butte" SWNE 34 T28N R20E W/NW talus slope of deer butte east of canyon road
DB-22 WR TIbf Rattlesnake 5 "Deer Butte" NENE 34 T28N R20E South side of 2nd outcrop from west at the top
DB-23 WR TIbf Rattlesnake 5 "Deer Butte" NENE 34 T28N R20E South side of 2nd outcrop from west at the top
DB-24 TIbf Rattlesnake 5 "Deer Butte" NENE 34 T28N R20E South side of 3rd outcrop from west at the top
DB-25 WR TIbf Rattlesnake 5 "Deer Butte" NENE 34 T28N R20E South side of 4th outcrop from west at the top
DB-26 TIbf Rattlesnake 5 "Deer Butte" SESESE 34 T28N R20E South side of 5th outcrop from west at the top
DB-27 TIbf Rattlesnake 5 "Deer Butte" SESESE 34 T28N R20E South side of 6th outcrop from west at the top
DB-28 WR TIbf Rattlesnake 5 "Deer Butte" SWNW 35 T28N R20E In creek bed, lOOft.W from N60W trending turn
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DB-29 TIbf Rattlesnake 5 "Deer Butte"; SWNW 35 T28N R20E float, 30 feet west from DB-28, 140 yards from road
DB-30 WR TIbf Rattlesnake 5 "Deer Butte"; SWNW 35 T28N R20E In canyon floor, 20 feet E/SE from DB-m pt. Count locality
DB-31 TIbf Rattlesnake 5 "Deer Butte"; SWNW 35 T28N R20E N slope of 2nd canyon S of butte top, around first bend
DB-32 WR TIbf Rattlesnake 5 "Deer Butte"; SENE 34 T28N R20E south slope of canyon, 100 yards from the road
DB-33 TIbf Rattlesnake 5 "Deer Butte"; SENE 34 T28N R20E N slope of 2nd canyon S of butte top, 20 yards from rd
DB-34 TIbf Rattlesnake 5 "Deer Butte"; SENE 34 T28N R20E N slope of 2nd canyon S of butte top, 20 yards from rd
SB-R TS, WR. 1 TIh Rattlesnake 5 Suction Butte SWSW 12 T28N R20E fresh exposure in the middle of the talus slope
SB-1 WR TIh Rattlesnake 5 Suction Butte SWSW 12 T28N R20E talus and weathering dome rock on eastern flank
SB-2 TS.Ref.WR TIh Rattlesnake 5 Suction Butte SWSW 12T28N R20E talus and weathering dome rock on eastern flank
SB-3 Ref TIh Rattlesnake 5 Suction Butte SWSW 12 T28N R20E talus and weathering dome rock on eastern flank
SB-4 TIh Rattlesnake 5 Suction Butte SWSW 12T28N R20E talus and weathering dome rock on eastern flank
SB-5 TIh Rattlesnake 5 Suction Butte SWSW 12T28N R20E talus and weathering dome rock on eastern flank
SB-6 WR, EM TIh Rattlesnake 5 Suction Butte SWSW 12T28N R20E large outcrop and weathering dome rock on eastern flank
SB-7 TIh Rattlesnake 5 Suction Butte SWSW 12 T28N R20E large outcrop and weathering dome rock on eastern flank
SB-8 TS, WR TIh Rattlesnake 5 Suction Butte SWSW 12 T28N R20E large outcrop and weathering dome rock on eastern flank
SB-9 WR TIh Rattlesnake 5 Suction Butte SWSW 12 T28N R20E large outcrop and weathering dome rock on eastern flank
SB-10 TS, WR, EM TIh Rattlesnake 5 Suction Butte SWSW 12 T28N R20E large outcrop and weathering dome rock on eastern flank
SB-11 TS, WR, EM TIh Rattlesnake 5 Suction Butte SWSW 12 T28N R20E large outcrop and weathering dome rock oh eastern flank
SB-12 TIh Rattlesnake 5 Suction Butte NWSE 11 T28N R20E huge talus slope on NW side of butte'
SB-13 WR TIh Rattlesnake 5 Suction Butte NWSE 11 T28N R20E huge talus slope on NW side of butte
SB-14 WR TIh Rattlesnake 5 Suction Butte SWSW 12 T28N R20E large outcrop and weathering dome rock on eastern flank
SB-15 Ref TIh Rattlesnake 5 Suction Butte SWSW 12 T28N R20E talus and weathering dome rock on eastern flank
SB-16 Ref, WR TIh Rattlesnake 5 Suction Butte SWSW 12 T28N R20E talus and weathering dome rock on eastern flank
SB-17 Ref TIh Rattlesnake 5 Suction Butte SWSW 12 T28N R20E large outcrop and weathering dome rock on eastern flank
SB-18 Ref TIh ^ Rattlesnake 5 Suction Butte SWSW 12 T28N R20E large outcrop and weathering dome rock on eastern flank
SB-19 Ref TIh Rattlesnake 5 Suction Butte SWSW 12 T28N R20E large outcrop and weathering dome rock on eastern flank
SB-20 TIh Rattlesnake 5 Suction Butte SWSW 12 T28N R20E E talus slope, 40yds.from outcrop, 220 yds from contact gully
SB-21 TIh Rattlesnake 5 Suction Butte SWSW 12 T28N R20E E talus slope, 40yds.from outcrop, 200 yds from contact gully
SB-22 TIh Rattlesnake 5 Suction Butte SWSW 12 T28N R20E outcrop 40 yds.from contact gully
SB-23I TIh Rattlesnake 5 Suction Butte SWSW 12 T28N R20E E talus slope, 15 yds from treeline, 35 yds from contact gully
SB-24 TIh Rattlesnake 5 Suction Butte SWSW 12 T28N R20E E talus slope, 15 yds from treeline, 20yds out from tree line
SB-25 TIh Rattlesnake 5 Suction Butte SWSW 12 T28N R20E outcrop 200 yds from contact gully
SB-26 TIh Rattlesnake 5 Suction Butte SWSW 12 T28N R20E outcrop 220 yds from contact gully
SB-27 TIh Rattlesnake 5 Suction Butte SWSW 12 T28N R20E eastern talus slope, 40 yds out from cliff, just N of tallus slope
SB-28 TIh Rattlesnake 5 Suction Butte SWSW 12 T28N R20E up. talus slope, 30 yds below upper cliffs, 100 yds from N end
SB-29 TIh Rattlesnake 5 Suction Butte SESE 11 T28N R20E up. talus slope, 30 yds below upper cliffs, 100 yds from N end
SB-30 TIh Rattlesnake 5 Suction Butte NWSE 11 T28N R20E up. talus slope, 30 yds below upper cliffs, 100 yds from N end
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SB-30a TIh Rattlesnake 5 Suction Butte NWSE 11 T28N R20E group collected from forest along E slope above outcrops
SB-31 TIh Rattlesnake 5 Suction Butte NWSE 11 T28N R20E talus from NW slope towards the top of butte
SB-32 TIh Rattlesnake 5 Suction Butte NWSE 11 T28N R20E talus from NW slope towards the top of butte
SB-33 TIh Rattlesnake 5 Suction Butte NESE11 T28NR20E talus from NW slope towards the top of butte
SB-34 TIh Rattlesnake 5 Suction Butte NESE11 T28N R20E talus from NW slope, 20 ft below outcrop
SB-35 TIh Rattlesnake 5 Suction Butte NESE11 T28N R20E NW slope, underneath outcrop; adjacent to SB-o
SB-36 TIh Rattlesnake 5 Suction Butte NESE11 T28N R20E NW slope, 50 ft. underneath outcrop; adjacent to SB-o
SB-37 TIh Rattlesnake 5 Suction Butte NESE11 T28N R20E North talus slope of Suction Butte
SB-38 TIh Rattlesnake 5 Suction Butte NESE11 T28NR20E NE talus slope, 30 ft from tree line crest (hi pt. In tree line)
SB-39 TIh Rattlesnake 5 Suction Butte NESE11 T28N R20E NE talus slope, 30 ft from tree line crest (hi pt. In tree line)
SB-40 TIh Rattlesnake 5 Suction Butte NESE11 T28N R20E NE talus slope, 30 ft from tree line crest (hi pt. In tree line)
SB-41 TIh Rattlesnake 5 Suction Butte NESE11 T28N R20E NE talus slope, 30 ft from tree line crest (hi pt. In tree line)
SB-42 TIh Rattlesnake 5 Suction Butte NESE11 T28N R20E NE talus slope, 30 ft from tree line crest (hi pt. In tree line)
BT-1 TS TIhf Rattlesnake 5 BigTimber Butte; NWNE 27 T29N R19E BTA waypoint; two outcrops+talus on SW flank of intrusion
BT-2 TIhf Rattlesnake 5 BigTimber Butte; NWNE 27 T29N R19E BTA waypoint; two outcrops+talus on SW flank of intrusion
BT-3 TIhf Rattlesnake 5 BigTimber Butte; NWNE 27 T29N R19E BTA waypoint; two outcrops+talus on SW flank of intrusion
BT-4 TIhf Rattlesnake 5 BigTimber Butte; NWNE 27 T29N R19E BTA waypoint; two outcrops+talus on SW flank of intrusion
BT-5 TIhf Rattlesnake 5 BigTimber Butte; NWNE 27 T29N R19E BTA waypoint; two outcrops+talus on SW flank of intrusion
BT-6 TIhf Rattlesnake 5 BigTimber Butte; NWNE 27 T29N R19E BTA waypoint; two outcrops+talus on SW flank of intrusion
BT-7 TIhf Rattlesnake 5 BigTimber Butte; NWNE 27 T29N R19E blanketing butte, found adjacent to rd on SW and W sides
BT-8 TIhf Rattlesnake 5 BigTimber Butte; NWNE 27 T29N R19E blanketing butte, found adjacent to rd on SW and W sides
BT-9 TS TIhf Rattlesnake 5 BigTimber Butte; NWNE 27 T29N R19E blanketing butte, found adjacent to rd on SW and W sides
BT-10 TIhf Rattlesnake 5 BigTimber Butte; NWNE 27 T29N R19E blanketing butte, found adjacent to rd on SW and W sides
BT-11 Ref TIhf Rattlesnake 5 BigTimber Butte; NWNE 27 T29N R19E blanketing butte, found adjacent to rd on SW and W sides
BT-12 TS TIhf Rattlesnake 5 BigTimber Butte; NWNE 27 T29N R19E blanketing butte, found adjacent to rd on SW and W sides
BT-13 TS TIhf Rattlesnake 5 BigTimber Butte; NWNE 27 T29N R19E blanketing butte, found adjacent to rd on SW and W sides
BT-14 TIhf Rattlesnake 5 BigTimber Butte; SENW 26 T29N R19E top of the bench, chipped off weathering outcrop
BT-15 TIhf Rattlesnake 5 BigTimber Butte; SENW 26 T29N R19E found at the top of the bench
BT-16 TIhf Rattlesnake 5 BigTimber Butte; NWNW 26 T29N R19E 20ft S of sandstone outcrop at base of butte (local float)
BT-17 TIhf Rattlesnake 5 BigTimber Butte; NWNW 26 T29N R19E 20ft S of sandstone outcrop at base of butte (local float)
BT-18 TIhf Rattlesnake 5 BigTimber Butte; NWNW 26 T29N R19E 30 yards east of western sandstone outcrop
BT-19 TIhf Rattlesnake 5 BigTimber Butte; SENE 26 T29N R19E 200 feet below tree line, 350 yds from end of canyon
ST-1 TIhf Rattlesnake 5 Star Butte; SWSE 10T28N R20E outcrop on SW side of butte near the top
ST-2 TS TIhf Rattlesnake 5 Star Butte; SWSE 10T28N R20E outcrop on SW side of butte near the top
ST-3 TIhf Rattlesnake 5 Star Butte; SWSE 10T28N R20E outcrop on SW side of butte near the top
ST-4H TIhf Rattlesnake 5 Star Butte; SWSE 10T28N R20E outcrop on SW side of butte near the top
ST-5 Ref TIhf Rattlesnake 5 Star Butte; SWSE 10T28N R20E outcrop on SW side of butte near the top
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ST-6 TS TIhf Rattlesnake 15 Star Butte; SWSE 10T28N R20E outcrop on SW side of butte near the top
ST-7 Ref TIhf Rattlesnake 15 Star Butte; SWSE 10T28N R20E outcrop on SW side of butte near the top
ST-8 Ref TIhf Rattlesnake 15 Star Butte; SWSE 10T28N R20E outcrop on SW side of butte near the top
ST-9 TIhf Rattlesnake 15 Star Butte; SWSE 10 T28N R20E outcrop on SW side of butte near the top
ST-10 TIhf Rattlesnake 15' Star Butte; SWSE 10 T28N R20E S slope of butte, 100 yds or less from contact w/ country rx
ST-11 TIhf Rattlesnake 15 Star Butte; SWSE 10T28N R20E S slope of butte, 100 yds or less from contact w/ country rx
ST-12 TIhf Rattlesnake 15 Star Butte; SWSE 10 T28N R20E S slope of butte, 100 yds or less from contact w/ country rx
ST-13 TIhf Rattlesnake 15 Star Butte; SWSE 10 T28N R20E S slope of butte, 100 yds or less from contact w/ country rx
ST-14 TIhf Rattlesnake 15 Star Butte; SWSE 10T28N R20E S slope of butte, 100 yds or less from contact w/ country rx
ST-15 TIhf Rattlesnake 15 Star Butte; SWSE 10T28N R20E S slope of butte, 100 yds or less from contact w/ country rx
ST-16 TIhf Rattlesnake 15 Star Butte; SWSE 10T28N R20E western slope of butte, 15 yds from the top
MC-1 TS Tip Cleveland 15' McCann Butte SW 6 T29N R20E western slope; majority from outcrop weathering into talus
MC-2 TS Tip Cleveland 15' McCann Butte SW 6 T29N R20E western slope; majority from outcrop weathering into talus
MC-3 Ref Tip Cleveland 15' McCann Butte SW 6 T29N R20E western slope; majority from outcrop weathering into talus
MC-4 Ref Tip Cleveland 15' McCann Butte SW 6 T29N R20E western slope; majority from outcrop weathering into talus
MC-5 Ref Tip Cleveland 15' McCann Butte SW6T29N R20E MCA waypoint on GPS, 2/3 of the way up on W slope
MC-6 Tip Cleveland 15' McCann Butte SW 6 T29N R20E 1/2 way up on western slope
MC-7 Tip Cleveland 15' McCann Butte SENE 6 T29N R20E 2/3 way up northern slope in outcrop ridge
MC-8 Tip Cleveland 15' McCann Butte SENE 6 T29N R20E 2/3 way up northern slope in outcrop ridge
MC-9 Tip Cleveland 15' McCann Butte SENE 6 T29N R20E 2/3 way up northern slope in outcrop ridge
MC-10 Tip Cleveland 15’ McCann Butte SENE 6 T29N R20E 3/4 way up northern slope in outcrop ridge
MC-11 Tip Cleveland 15' McCann Butte NESW 6 T29N R20E NW side of the top of the butte, amidst large boulders
MC-12 Tip Cleveland 15' McCann Butte NESW 6 T29N R20E 200 ft from top on SE slope
MC-13 Tip Cleveland 15' McCann Butte NESW 6 T29N R20E 200 ft from top on SE slope
MC-14 Tip Cleveland 15' McCann Butte NESW 6 T29N R20E between large boulders on S side of peak
MC-15 Tip Cleveland 15' McCann Butte NESW 6 T29N R20E next to eagle perch/Indian relict
MC-16 Tip Cleveland 15' McCann Butte NESW 6 T29N R20E top of the butte
MC-17 Tip Cleveland 15' McCann Butte NESW 6 T29N R20E top of the butte
MC-18 Tip Cleveland 15' McCann Butte NESW 6 T29N R20E south edge of boulder field
MC-19 Tip Cleveland 15' McCann Butte NESW 6 T29N R20E Indian relict
MC-20 Tip Cleveland 15' McCann Butte NESW 6 T29N R20E south edge of boulder field
CB-1 TIhf Rattlesnake 15 "Cairns Butte"; NESW 34 T28N R20E last knoll before steep incline to peak
CB-2 TIhf Rattlesnake 15 "Cairns Butte"; NESW 34 T28N R20E exposed SW trending canyon, 1/3 of the way to peak
CB-3 TIhf 1 Rattlesnake 15 "Cairns Butte"; NESW 34 T28N R20E top of butte, from among dispersed talus
CB-4 TIhf Rattlesnake 15 "Cairns Butte"; NESW 34 T28N R20E top of butte, from among dispersed talus
CB-5 TIhf Rattlesnake 15 "Cairns Butte"; NESW 34 T28N R20E 2/3 to top on NE side of butte
FD-1 Tip Cleveland 15' "Faber Dike"; SWSE 16 T28N R20E dike rock on north side of dam on Faber Reservoir
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FD-2 Tip Cleveland 15' "Faber Dike"; SWSE16T28NR20E dike rock on north side of dam on Faber Reservoir
FD-3 Tip Cleveland 15' "Faber Dike"; SWSE 16 T28N R20E dike rock on north side of dam on Faber Reservoir
FD-4 Tip Cleveland 15' "Faber Dike"; SWSE16T28N R20E dike rock on north side of dam on Faber Reservoir
FD-5 Tip Cleveland 15' "Faber Dike"; SWSE16T28NR20E dike rock on north side of dam on Faber Reservoir
FD-6 Tip Cleveland 15' "Faber Dike"; SWSE 16 T28N R20E dike rock on north side of dam on Faber Reservoir
FD-7 Ref Tip Cleveland 15' "Faber Dike"; SWSE 16T28N R20E dike rock on north side of dam on Faber Reservoir
FD-8 Tip Cleveland 15' "Faber Dike"; SWSE 16 T28N R20E dike rock on north side of dam on Faber Reservoir
MB-1 TIbATIhf Rattlesnake 5 Myrtle Butte; NENE 36 T28N R20E western slope of butte in what looks like a dike
MB-2 TIb/Tlhf Rattlesnake 5 Myrtle Butte; NENE 36 T28N R20E western slope of butte in what looks like a dike
MB-3 Tlbn-jhf Rattlesnake 5 Myrtle Butte; NENE 36 T28N R20E MBA waypoint of decent outcrop on western slope
MB-4 Tlbrrihf Rattlesnake 5 Myrtle Butte; NENE 36 T28N R20E east-west trending dike extending away from butte
MB-5 Tibrrihf Rattlesnake 5 Myrtle Butte; NWNW 31 T28N R21E top of myrtle butte
MB-6 TIb/Tlhf Rattlesnake 5 Myrtle Butte; NWNW 31 T28N R21E top of myrtle butte
MB-7 TIb/Tlhf Rattlesnake 5 Myrtle Butte; NENW 31 T28N R21E south talus slope
WB-1 TIhf Rattlesnake 5 Wilson Butte; NW 25 T27N R20E top of the butte, amidst talus pile
WB-2 TIhf Rattlesnake 5 Wilson Butte; NW 25 T27N R20E top of the butte, amidst talus pile
WB-3 TIhf Rattlesnake 5 Wilson Butte; NW 25 T27N R20E top of the butte, amidst talus pile
SS-1 TIhf Rattlesnake 5 "South Suction"; SESW 13T28N R20E large outcrop/altered dome rock on SW flank of Suction
SS-2 TIhf Rattlesnake 5 "South Suction"; SESW 13T28N R20E large outcrop/altered dome rock on SW flank of Suction
SS-3 TIhf Rattlesnake 5 "South Suction"; SESW 13T28N R20E large outcrop/altered dome rock on SW flank of Suction
SS-4 TIhf Rattlesnake 5 "South Suction"; SESW 13T28N R20E large outcrop/altered dome rock on SW flank of Suction
HB-1 TIhf Rattlesnake 5 Hansen Butte; NESW16T28N R20E relat. unweathered talus at peak of 3rd knob from the S
HB-2 TIhf Rattlesnake 5 Hansen Butte; NESW16T28N R20E relat. unweathered talus at peak of 3rd knob from the S
HB-3 TS TIhf Rattlesnake 5 Hansen Butte; NESW16T28NR20E relat. unweathered talus at peak of 3rd knob from the S
HB-4 TS TIhf Rattlesnake 5 Hansen Butte; NESW16T28NR20E relat.unweathered talus at peak of 3rd knob from the S
HB-5 TIhf Rattlesnake 5 Hansen Butte; NESW16T28N R20E relat.unweathered talus at peak of 3rd knob from the S
HB-6 TIhf Rattlesnake 5 Hansen Butte; NESW 16 T28N R20E relat.unweathered talus at peak of 3rd knob from the S
HB-7 TIhf Rattlesnake 5 Hansen Butte; NESW16T28NR20E relat.unweathered talus at peak of 3rd knob from the S
HB-8 TS TIhf Rattlesnake 5 Hansen Butte; NESW16T28N R20E relat.unweathered talus at peak of 3rd knob from the S
HB-9 TIhf Rattlesnake 5 Hansen Butte; NESW16T28N R20E relat.unweathered talus at peak of 3rd knob from the S
HB-10 TS TIhf Rattlesnake 5 Hansen Butte; NESW16T28N R20E relat.unweathered talus at peak of 3rd knob from the S
HB-11 Ref TIhf Rattlesnake 5 Hansen Butte; NWNE 16T28N R20E NW trending dike extending out of Hansen butte
HB-12 TIhf Rattlesnake 5 Hansen Butte; SWSE 9 T28N R20E 4th knob of HB
HB-13 TIhf Rattlesnake 5 Hansen Butte; SWSE 9 T28N R20E 5th knob of HB
JB-1 TIhf Rattlesnake 5 Johnson Butte; SENE 17 T28N R20E only JB outcrop; small knob SE of the main butte
JB-2 TIhf Rattlesnake 5 Johnson Butte; SENE 17 T28N R20E only JB outcrop; small knob SE of the main butte
JB-3 TS TIhf Rattlesnake 5 Johnson Butte; SENE 17 T28N R20E only JB outcrop; small knob SE of the main butte
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JB-4 TIhf Rattlesnake 15 Johnson Butte; SENE 17T28N R20E only JB outcrop; small knob SE of the main butte
JB-5 TIhf Rattlesnake 15 Johnson Butte; SENE 17T28N R20E only JB outcrop; small knob SE of the main butte
JB-6 TIhf Rattlesnake 15 Johnson Butte; SENE 17T28N R20E only JB outcrop; small knob SE of the main butte
JB-7 TIhf Rattlesnake 15 Johnson Butte; SENE 17 T28N R20E only JB outcrop; small knob SE of the main butte
JB-8 TIhf Rattlesnake 15 Johnson Butte; SENE 17 T28N R20E only JB outcrop; small knob SE of the main butte
CC-1 TS Pyroclastic Maddux 15’ "Happy Hollow"; NESE 23 T27N R17E 6 miles S on Clear Creek rd. from Hungry Hollow Rd., E side
CC-2 Pyrodastic Maddux 15' "Happy Hollow"; NESE 23 T27N R17E 7 miles S on Clear Creek rd. from Hungry Hollow Rd., E side
CC-3 Pyroclastic Maddux 15' "Happy Hollow"; NESE 23 T27N R17E 8 miles S on Clear Creek rd. from Hungry Hollow Rd., E side
SC-1 Ref TIbf Rattlesnake 15 Scotty Butte;SWNE 13 T28N R19E talus above large outcrop near top of butte, NW flank
SC-2 Ref TIbf Rattlesnake 15 Scotty Butte;SWNE 13T28N R19E talus above large outcrop near top of butte, NW flank
SC-3 TS TIbf Rattlesnake 15 Scotty Butte;SWNE 13 T28N R19E talus above large outcrop near top of butte, NW flank
BB-1 TIhf Rattlesnake 15 Black Butte; SWNE 6 T28N R20E talus on western slope
BB-2 TIhf Rattlesnake 15 Black Butte; SWNE 6 T28N R20E talus on western slope
BB-3 TIhf Rattlesnake 15 Black Butte; SWNE 6 T28N R20E talus on western slope
BB-4 Ref TIhf Rattlesnake 15 Black Butte; SENE 6 T28N R20E talus at north end of the summit
BB-5 TIhf Rattlesnake 15 Black Butte; SENE 6 T28N R20E talus at north end of the summit
BB-6 TIhf Rattlesnake 15 Black Butte; SENE 6 T28N R20E talus at north end of the summit
BB-7 TIhf Rattlesnake 15 Black Butte; SENE 6 T28N R20E talus at north end of the summit
TB-1 TIh Rattlesnake 15 Taylor Butte; NWNW 12 T28N R19E large outcrop on western flank of summit
TB-2 TIh Rattlesnake 15 Taylor Butte; NWNW 12 T28N R19E large outcrop on western flank of summit
ETA TS. Ref tuff-breccia Maddux 15' "Extrusive Top"; NWNE 5 T27N R19E 6.5 miles S of People’s Creek turnoff, on W side of road
ET-2 tuff-breccia Maddux 15' "Extrusive Top"; NWNE 5 T27N R19E 6.5 miles.S of People’s Creek turnoff, on W side of road
ET-3 Ref Tfpv Maddux 15' "Extrusive Top"; NWNE 5 T27N R19E 6.5 miles S of People's Creek turnoff, on W side of road
ET-3A TS Tfpv Maddux 15' "Extrusive Top"; NWNE 5 T27N R19E 6.5 miles S of People's Creek turnoff, on W side of road
ET-4 Tfpv Maddux 15' "Extrusive Top"; NWNE 5 T27N R19E 6.5 miles S of People's Creek turnoff, on W side of road
ET-4A Tfpv Maddux 15' "Extrusive Top"; NWNE 5 T27N R19E 6.5 miles S of People's Creek turnoff, on W side of road
ET-5 tuff-breccia Maddux 15' "Extrusive Top"; NWNE 5 T27N R19E 6.5 miles S of People's Creek turnoff, on W side of road
ET-6 ash/tuff-brec Maddux 15' "Extrusive Top"; NWNE 5 T27N R19E 6.5 miles S of People's Creek turnoff, on W side of road
ET-6A TS ash/tuff-brec Maddux 15' "Extrusive Top"; NWNE 5 T27N R19E 6.5 miles S of People's Creek turnoff, on W side of road
ET-7 TS ash ^ Maddux 15' "Extrusive Top"; NWNE 5 T27N R19E 6.5 miles S of People's Creek turnoff, on W side of road
ET-8 TS ash Maddux 15' "Extrusive Top"; NWNE 5 T27N R19E 6.5 miles S of People's Creek turnoff, on W side of road
ET-9 Ref ash Maddux 15' "Extrusive Top"; NWNE 5 T27N R19E 6.5 miles S of People's Creek turnoff, on W side of road
ET-10 Ref tuff-breccia Maddux 15' "Extrusive Top"; NWNE 5 T27N R19E 6.5 miles S of People's Creek turnoff, on W side of road
ET-11 TS tuff-breccia Maddux 15' "Extrusive Top"; NWNE 5 T27N R19E 6.5 miles S of People's Creek turnoff, on W side of road
ET-12 tuff-breccia Maddux 15' "Extrusive Top"; NWNE 5 T27N R19E 6.5 miles S of People's Creek turnoff, on W side of road
ET-13 ash Maddux 15' "Extrusive Top"; NWNE 5 T27N R19E 6.5 miles S of People's Creek turnoff, on W side of road
ET-14 ash Maddux 15' "Extrusive Top"; NWNE 5 T27N R19E 6.5 miles S of People's Creek turnoff, on W side of road
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ET-15 latite block Maddux 15' "Extrusive Top"; NWNE 5 T27N R19E 6.5 miles S of People's Creek turnoff, on W side of road
ET-16 ash Maddux 15' "Extrusive Top"; NWNE 5 T27N R19E 6.5 miles S of People's Creek tumoff, on W side of road
ET-17 ash Maddux 15' "Extrusive Top"; NWNE 5 T27N R19E 6.5 miles S of People's Creek tumoff, on W side of road
ET-18 wall rock? Maddux 15' "Extrusive Top"; NWNE 5 T27N R19E 6.5 miles S of People's Creek tumoff, on W side of road
VC-1 ash Maddux 15' 'Volcano Canyon"; SENW29 T26N RISE exposed sequentially in deep ravines, 1 mile S of road
VC-2 Ref ash Maddux 15' 'Volcano Canyon"; SENW29 T26N RISE exposed sequentially in deep ravines, 1 mile S of road
VC-3 Ref ash Maddux 15’ 'Volcano Canyon"; SENW29 T26N RISE exposed sequentially in deep ravines, 1 mile S of road
VC-4 latite block Maddux 15' 'Volcano Canyon"; NWNW 33 T26N R19E exposed sequence facing SE, app.50-100 ft from fault
VC-5 latite block Maddux 15' 'Volcano Canyon"; NWNW 33 T26N R19E exposed sequence facing SE, app.50-100 ft from fault
VC-6 latite block Maddux 15' 'Volcano Canyon"; NWNW 33 T26N R19E exposed sequence facing SE, app.50-100 ft from fault
VC-7 inclusion Maddux 15' 'Volcano Canyon"; NWNW 33 T26N R19E exposed sequence facing SE, app.50-100 ft from fault
VC-7a inclusion Maddux 15' 'Volcano Canyon"; NWNW 33 T26N R19E exposed sequence facing SE, app.50-100 ft from fault
VC-8 latite block Maddux 15' 'Volcano Canyon"; NWNW 33 T26N R19E exposed sequence facing SE, app.50-100 ft from fault
VC-9 latite block Maddux 15' 'Volcano Canyon"; SESE 29 T26N R19E ridgetop expsosure of ash, due east of intermittent coulee
VC-10 latite block Maddux 15' 'Volcano Canyon"; SESE 29 T26N R19E ridgetop expsosure of ash, due east of intermittent coulee
VC-11 ash Maddux 15' 'Volcano Canyon"; SESE 29 T26N R19E ridgetop expsosure of ash, due east of intermittent coulee
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A ppendix VIII
Orientation of Hornblende Crystals at Star Butte 
Location 1
# Quad.Tr. Quad. PI. Azim.Tr. Plunge Count# Quad.Tr. Quad. PI. Azim Tr. Plunge Count# Quad.Tr. Quad.
1 N25W 16W 335 16 1 N36W 23W 324 23 1 N18W 15W
2N22W 21W 338 21 2N27W 12W 333 12 2N22E 15E
3N18W 8W 342 8 3N38W 16W 322 16 3N16W 20W
4N20W 18W 340 18 4N48W 15W 312 15 4 N25W 20W
5N22W 28W 338 28 5N36W 2W 334 2 5N12E 21E
6 N21W 15W 339 15 6N55W 18W 305 18 6N17E 23E
7 N25W low 335 10 7N59W 15W 301 15 7N21E 12E
8N25W low 335 10 8N37W 26W 323 26 8N8W 14W
9N9W 2W 351 2 9N23W 23W 337 23 9N12W 25W
10 N24W 16W 336 16 10 N12W 18W 348 28 10N98W 32NE
11 N3W low 357 10 11 N2E 22NE 2 22 11 N19W 32W
12N22W 11W 338 11 12 N18W 11W 342 11 12N28W 3W
13N23W 8W 337 8 13N25W 18W 335 18 13N9W 12W
14 N21W 18W 339 18 14 N47W 8W 313 8 14N44W 30W
15N21W 24W 339 24 15N60W 51W 300 51 15 N18W 27W
16 N24W 36W 336 36 16N47W 30W 313 30 16N75E 37E
17N34W 26W 326 26 17N82E 32SW 262 32 17N9W 16W
18 N32W 44W 328 44 18N11E 7E 11 7 18 N12W 13W
19 NICE 5E 10 5 19 N37W 22W 323 22 19 NOW ION
20 N31W 6W 329 6 20N6W 14W 354 14 20N38W 13W
21 N24W 23W 336 23 21 N31W 13W 329 13 21 N45W 38W
22 N11W 2W 349 2 22N12E 12E 12 12 22 N7E 29E
23 N38W 34W 322 34 23N44W 3W 316 3 23N6W 22W
24N37W 18W 323 18 24 N34W 7W 326 7 24N56W 28W
25 N16W 25W 344 25 25N37W 14W 323 14 25N84W 21SE
Mean 324.08 17.36 Mean 284 17.68 Mean
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4 5 6
t#  Quad.Tr. Quad. PI. Azim Tr. Plunge Count# Quad.Tr. Quad. PI. AzimTr. Plunge Count# Quad.Tr. Quad.
1 N88W 3W 272 3 1 N72W 27NW 288 27 1 N78W 12NW
2N45W 9W 315 9 2N78W 26NW 282 26 2N43W 5SE
3N82E 22SW 262 22 3N40W 2NW 320 2 3N68W 4NW
4N68W 4W 292 4 4S 50S 180 50 4N36W 34SE
5N47E 13SW 227 13 5N8W 50S 172 50 5N81W 20NW
6N18W 28SE 162 28 6N36W 9NW 324 9 6N74E 29SW
7N38W 2NW 322 2 7N58W 24NW 302 24 7N55W 3NW
8N10W 6SE 170 6 8N82E 31 NE 82 31 8N62W 12NW
9N58E 21SW 238 21 9N83E 40SW 263 40 9N67E 26SW
10N7E 23SW 187 23 10N72E 23SW 252 23 10 N16E 22SW
11 N3W 36NW 357 36 11 N73W 35NW 287 35 11 N38W 1SE
12 [>J67E 12SW 247 12 12 N23W ON 337 0 12 N23W 13NW
13N28E 43SW 208 43 13N67W 25NW 293 25 13 N81W 17NW
14 N38W 10SE 142 10 14 N6W 12SE 177 12 14N88W 29NW
15N23W 16NW 337 16 15 N74W 4NW 286 4 15N72E 33SW
16 N62E 3NE 62 3 16N27E 45SW 207 45 16N82W 31 NW
17 N68W 11NW 292 11 17N58W 22NW 302 22 17N73W 23NW
18 N78W 6 NW 282 6 18 N72E 38SW 252 38 18N20E 21SW
19N5W 19SE 175 19 19N53W 12NW 307 12 19N62W 33NW
20 N44W 5NW 316 5 20 N50E 12NE 50 12 20N53W 16NW
21 N27W 18SE 153 18 21 N53W 9N\A/ 307 9 21 N18W 20SE
22 N66W 4NW 294 4 22N36W 15NW 324 15 22 N72W 16NW
23 N46W 20W 314 20 23 N17E 35SW 197 35 23 N15W 20SE
24N1W 8SE 179 8 24N42E 33SW 222 33 24N64E 25SW
25 N73W 16NW 287 16 25N90W 28NW 270 28 25 N71W 24NW
Mean 243.68 14.32 Mean 251.32 24.28 Mean
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:# Quad.Tr. Quad. Pl. Azim Tr. 1Plunge Count# Quad.Tr. Quad. Pi. AzimTr. Plunge Count# Quad.Tr. Quad.
1 N87E 26SW 267 26 1 N78W 22NW 282 22 1 N38W 6NW
2M74W 14NW 286 14 2 N43W 15NW 317 15 2N10W 19NW
3N74E 23NW 254 23 3N33W 8NW 327 8 3N73W 12SE
4N42E 47SW 222 47 4N42W 11NW 318 11 4N35W 6SW
5N62E 15SW 242 15 5 N40W 4NW 320 4 5N46W 3SE
6N74W 14NW 286 14 6N84W 28NW 276 28 6 N68W 13SE
7N83W 26NW 277 26 7N70W 20NW 290 20 7 N72W 16SE
8N87E 18SW 267 18 8N76W ^5m\J 284 15 8N62W USE
9N72E 20SW 252 20 9 N72W 27NW 288 27 9N28W 26NW
1 0 N66W ON 296 0 10 N42E 14SW 222 14 10 N30W 9NW
11 N79E 15SW 259 15 11 N78W 19NW 282 19 11 N56W 16SE
12 N84W 24NW 276 24 12 [V172W 6 NW 288 6 12 IM78W 6 SE
13 N5E • 40NE 5 40 13 [\i68W 20NW 292 20 13N43W 5SE
14 N89E ' -14W 269 . 14 14 1446W 5SE 134 5 14 N58W 12SE
15N83W 5SE 97 5 15 r a w 26NW 300 26 15 N19E 6NE
16N66W 11NW 294 11 16 N48W 11NW 312 11 16 N40E 12NE
17N66W 11NW 294 11 17 N81W 27NW 279 27 17N28W 2SE
18 N57E 23NW 237 23 18N80W 27NW 280 27 18 N78W 13SE
19N78W 65NW 282 65 19 N81W 27NW 279 27 19 N19E 24NE
20 N87E 11SW 267 11 20N76W 37NW 284 37 20 N7E 30NE
21 N82E 26SW 262 26 21 N51W 16NW 309 16 21 N30W 12NW
22N27E 57SW 207 57 22 N78W 9NW 282 9 22 N83W 20SE
23 N83W 11NW 277 11 23N75W 9SE 105 9 23N78W 14SE
24 N11W 24NE 169 24 24N66W 12NW 294 12 24N34W 2SE
25 N33W 2NW 327 2 25 N82E 13SW 262 13 25N70W 4SE
Mæn 246.84 21.68 Mean 276.24 17.12 Mean
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10
t#  Quad.Tr. Quad. Pl. Azim. Tr. Plunge
11
C ou nt#  Quad.Tr. Quad. Pl. Azim. Tr. Plunge
1 N82E 52NE 82 52 1 N58W 12NW 302 12
2 N60E 48NE 60 48 2 N56W 5NW 304 5
3 N32E 40NE 32 40 3 N36W 12NW 334 12
4 N19E 42NE 19 42 4 N76W 37NW 284 37
5 N53E 22NE 53 22 5 N32W 9NW 328 9
6  N37E 29NE 37 29 6 N6W 14NW 354 14
7 N56W 35NW 304 35 7 N23E 15SW 203 15
8 N51E 51NE 51 51 8 N26W ONW 334 0
9 N15E 19NE 15 19 9 N27W 10NW 333 10
10 N58E 46NE 58 46 10 N20E 9SW 2 0 0 9
11 N62E 33NE 62 33 11 N17E 14NE 17 14
12 N57E 31NE 57 31 12 N26W 19NW 334 19
13 N28W 34NW 332 34 13 N21E 22SW 201 22
14 N18W 16NW 342 16 14 N30E 8 SW 2 1 0 8
15 N41E 28NE 41 28 15 N78W 9NW 282 9
16 N43W 53SE 137 53 16 N68W 24NW 292 24
17 N35E 32NE 35 32 17 N2E 7NE 2 7
18 N82E UNE 82 11 18 N63W 16NW 297 16
19 N52E 8 NE 52 8 19 N63W 20NW 297 2 0
20 N37E 57NE 37 57 20 N72E 19SW 252 19
21 N54E 26NE 54 26 21 N30W 2NW 330 2
22 N81E 24NE 81 24 22 N53W 5NW 307 5
23 N82E UNE 82 11 23 N4E 7NE 4 7
24 N89W 7E 91 7 24 N52E 215W 232 215
25 N56W 19NW 304 19 25 N60W 22NW 300 22
Mean 1 0 0 30.96 Mean 253.32 21.28
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